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TESIAREN LABURPENA 

Mundu mailako energia kontsumoa igotzen ari denez, araudi energetiko berriak 

sortzen ari dira erregai fosilen kontsumoa murritzeko, energia berriztagarriak ezartzeko 

eta efizientzia energetikoa handitzeko. Energia berriztagarrien ezartzea eta beraien 

erabilpena sare elektrikoan, asko hobetzen da metatze sistemen laguntzarekin. Metatze 

sistemek energia batzen dute kontsumo txikiko uneetan energia txertatuz sare 

elektrikora kontsumo handiko aldiuneetan, sare elektrikoaren efizientzia eta 

egonkortasuna hobetuz. 

Tesi lana litio ioizko metatze sistemen energia efizientzia hobetzean datza. Litio 

ioizko metatze sistemak litio zelden serie konekzioak dira. Seriean konektatuko sistema 

hauen efizientzia hobetzeko beharrezkoa da sistema orekatzaileak erabiltzea zelden 

artean sortutako desberdintasunak konpentsatzeko. Tesi hau zelden arteko desoreken 

analisian eta desoreka hauek konpentsatzeko beharrezkoak diren oreka sistemen 

diseinuan zentratzen da. Oreka sistema aktibo konpetitiboen diseinua, oreka sistema 

pasiboekin lehiatzeko da tesiaren lan inguru nagusienetakoa. 

Funtsezko hitzak: Energia metaketa, Li-ion, oreka sistema aktiboak, BMS. 
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THESIS ABSTRACT 

Due to worldwide energy consumption increase, different energy strategies are 

growing in order to reduce fossil fuel consumption, increase renewable energy impact 

and increase energy efficiency. Renewable energy impact in the electric grid is 

increased by combination with energy storage systems. Energy storage systems storage 

energy during low consumption periods and insert energy during high power demand 

time. The efficiency and the stability of the electric grid are improved. 

The thesis work is focused on the energy improvement of Li-ion based energy 

storage systems. To improve the energy of series connected Li-ion energy storage 

system balancing systems are required. The thesis deals with the analysis of 

unbalancing processes in series connected Li-ion cells and the balancing system design 

to improve the Li-ion battery pack energetic behavior. The search of a low complexity 

active balancing system to compete against the passive balancing system is one of the 

most important research lines. 

Keywords: Energy storage systems, Li-ion, active balancing system, BMS. 
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RESUMEN DE LA TESIS 

La creciente demanda energética mundial, está generando la implantación de 

directrices en busca de una disminución de consumo de combustibles fósiles, aumento 

de la inserción de renovables y mejora de la eficiencia energética. La inserción de 

renovables y su uso en la red eléctrica mejora al combinarlo con sistemas de 

almacenamiento. Los sistemas de almacenamiento permiten almacenar la energía 

durante momentos de bajo consumo y entregarla en picos de consumo, mejorando la 

eficiencia y la estabilidad de la red eléctrica. 

El trabajo de tesis se centra en la mejora de la eficiencia energética de sistemas de 

almacenamiento basados en litio-ion. Los sistemas de almacenamiento de litio se 

componen de conexiones serie de celdas de litio. Para mejorar la eficiencia de estos 

sistemas conectados en serie es necesario el uso de sistemas de equilibrado para 

compensar los desequilibrios de las celdas y mejorar la eficiencia total del pack de 

baterías. Esta tesis se centra en el análisis de los desequilibrios de sistemas de Li-ion y 

la compensación de los desequilibrios mediante sistemas de equilibrado. La búsqueda 

de un sistema de equilibrado activo competitivo para competir con el sistema de 

equilibrado pasivo es una de las principales líneas de trabajo. 

Palabras clave: Sistemas de almacenamiento energético, Li-ion, equilibrado 

activo, BMS. 
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GLOSSARY OF VARIABLES AND ABBREVIATIONS 

GENERAL BATTERY NOMENCLATURE 

QNom [Ah] Nominal cell capacity 

Q [Ah] Instantaneous cell capacity 

E [Wh] Instantaneous cell capacity 

QMax [Ah] Maximum cell capacity 

QSD [%] Self discharge capacity loss 

Rin [Ω] Internal resistance 

Tamb [ºC] Ambient or working temperature 

TC [ºC] Cell temperature 

SOC [%] 
State of Charge. Instantaneous charge respect to maximum 

cell capacity 

SOH [%] State of Health 

C-rate [ ] Current rate respect to nominal capacity 

ABBREVIATIONS 

AB ... Active Balancing 

NB ... No balancing 

BP ... Battery Pack 

Cb ... Cell balancing 

LCO ... Lithium Cobalt Oxide technology 

LFP ... Lithium Iron Phosphate technology 

LMO ... Lithium Manganese Spinel technology 

LTO ... Lithium Titanate technology 

Mb ... Module balancing 

NCA ... Lithium Nickel Cobalt Aluminium technology 

NMC ... Lithium Nickel Manganese Cobalt technology 

PB ... Passive Balancing 

SOA ... Safe Operation Area 
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MAIN VARIABLES 

INDEXES FOR VARIABLES 

i i
th

 cell inside a module 

j j
th

 module inside a battery pack 

W Denotes weak cell or module 

S Denotes strong cells or modules 

D Discharge process (for battery energetic issues) 

C Charge process (for battery energetic issues) 

Loss Power loss (For balancing system analysis) 

T Total, for total power calculation in balancing systems 

VARIABLES 

DC [ ] Critical duty cycle 

IBP [A] Battery pack current 

IC [A] Cell current 

IM [A] Module current 

ICb [A] Intramodule balancing current through a cell 

IMb [A] Intermodule balancing current through a module 

VBP [V] Battery pack voltage 

VC [V] Cell voltage 

VM [V] Module voltage 

PCb [W] Intramodule balancing system power 

ηCb [%] Intramodule balancing system efficiency 

PMb [W] Intermodule balancing system power 

ηMb [%] Intermodule balancing system effiviency 

WBP [Wh] Battery energy 

WSB [Wh] Battery standby lost energy 

ηBP [%] Battery efficiency 

W*BP [Wh] Battery energy from the point of view of the customer 

η*BP [%] Battery efficiency from the point of view of the customer 

TBS [ºC] Balancing system maximum temperature 

TMax [ºC] Maximum temperature of a cell in a battery pack 

ΔT [ºC] 
Maximum temperature dispersion between cells in a battery 

pack 

C€ [€] Balancing system cost 
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Chapter 1                                          

INTRODUCTION 

The energy consumption is growing during last decades day-to-day. The main 

energy supplies based on oil fuels are controlled by a few countries which represent a 

very big energetic dependency for the consumer countries respect to the producer 

countries. Over the last decades continental, country and regional politics are making 

great emphasis in key factors as energy efficiency, renewable energies and CO2 

emission reduction. Energy storage systems have a big impact on this work. 

This chapter introduces the thesis work “Energy efficiency improvement of Li-ion 

battery packs via balancing techniques” with a brief description of the actual context 

and the framework of the thesis. The objectives of the thesis will be focused on the 

problematic and deficiency of actual context energy and efficiency issues. After that, the 

outline of the thesis will present the general structure of the presented work. Finally the 

scientific contributions of the thesis work and the publications presented in 

international conferences and journals will be enumerated. 
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1.1 Framework of the thesis 

Over the last decades a worldwide awareness about energy consumption, energy 

efficiency and the climate change is growing. 

Fuel and fossil energy requirement of worldwide economy, makes a dependency 

relationship with producer countries and their tariffs. The obsolete electric grids and old 

energy management strategies decrease grid energy efficiency, due to power losses 

during energy transportation. On the other hand, CO2 emissions have contributed to the 

global warming and the climate change effect. 

To deal with these problems, there are some strategic plans presented in Table 1.1 

for continental, country and regional levels to change the existing energy situation. 

Energy research has been a fundamental axis in the Basque industrial politic and 

competitiveness during last 30 years. Energibasque (Basque country’s industrial and 

technological development strategy) is focused in some plans and strategies that 

compose his reference objectives and follows same directions as European and state 

strategies. 

The Basque Government 3E2020 Energy Plan is framed inside “Plan de Ciencia, 

Tecnología e Innovación” PCTI directives. Inside Energibasque there are six energetic 

issues that are especially attractive for the Basque industrial market and development. 

Energibasque has 3 main objectives for the Basque Country energetic sector until year 

2020: 

 Consolidate Basque energetic driving enterprises as technological referent in 

their energetic sectors. 

 Develop business activity in emerging energy sectors. 

Table 1.1  Worldwide continental, state and regional energy strategic plans 

Region Strategic plan Message/Function 

USA 20x10 

Fossil fuel consumption reduction, renewable energy 

insertion and energy efficiency increase 

Europe 20-20-20 

Spain 20-20-10d 

Euskadi 3E2020 
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 From investments in 3E2020, generate new energy opportunities and 

markets for Basque enterprises. 

Inside Energibasque strategy there are six energetic sectors that are especially 

attractive for the Basque industrial Market and development which are presented in 

Table 1.2. Wind energy and electric grid sectors are well known markets where Basque 

energy driving enterprises are head positioned, as Iberdrola and Gamesa. Even if the 

market is still small it is expected that the market growth for thermal solar energy, 

energy storage and electric transportation will be huge, with good positioned Basque 

enterprises specially in thermal solar energy and electric transport. Marine energy is 

also attractive due to easy market insertion process. 

To accomplish with 3E2020 objectives, electricity is the key factor to join all 

energy sectors, and energy storage is the “enabling technology” to help in this issue Fig 

1.1. 

Energy storage systems can increase the insertion of renewable energies in the 

electric grid generation [1]. Energy storage systems permit to improve the grid 

performance and functionality by next characteristics [2]: 

 Integration of distributed generation energy systems. 

 Grid balance. Compensation between valley hours and power peak hours 

consumption. 

Table 1.2 Strategic energy sectors selector from EnergiBasque for the Basque energy market positioning. 

Impact factors: Low , Medium , High . Source: EnergiBasque 2012 

 Market appealing Basque Country position 

Energy 

sectors 

Market 

size 

Market 

growth 

Market 

insertion 

Driving 

enterprises 

Coverage 

value chain 

Technology 

positioning 

Wind energy       
Thermal 

solar energy       

Marine       

Electric grid       
Energy 

storage       

Electric 

transport       
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 Grid stability. Regulation under sags, swells and interruptions. 

 Management of energy demand, with smart grids and electric mobility. 

 Improvement of conventional energy generation efficiency and 

functionality. 

 Availability of direct integration into new concept DC grids. 

Energy storage systems are distinguished by their physical way to storage the 

energy [3]. Fig 1.2 divides energy storage systems by the physical characteristics in 

mechanical, electrical, thermal and chemical. 

Mechanical storage systems store the energy in a potential or a kinetic way. 

Hydroelectric energy and hydro pumps are the most common potential energy 

examples, being the biggest energy storage systems. Flywheels are the kinetic energy 

storage system of reference. They are high efficient and fast energy storage systems. 

Electrical energy storage systems store the energy in electrostatic way as 

capacitors and ultracaps, or in magnetic currents as presented in superconducting energy 

storage. 

Thermal energy storage stores energy directly in thermal heat. The thermal energy 

is used to heat buildings, water, etc. 

Chemical energy storage is the group with more different technologies. 

Thermochemical energy storage, although promising, is a very new technology and it is 

not really used. Inside the electrochemical group batteries and fuel cells are used. Fuel 

 

Fig 1.1 Energibasque policy strategy. Main interest energy sectors, with electricity as the key factor and 

energy storage as the “enabling technology”. Source: EnergyBasque 2012 
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cells convert hydrogen based storage in electricity, and batteries convert previously 

inserted energy stored chemically in new electric energy, with a high efficiency. 

Batteries are one of the most heterogeneous energy storage system groups, with 

main characteristic differences regarding energy and power specifications: 

 Energy: Specific energy (Wh/Kg) and volumetric energy density (Wh/L). 

 Power: Specific power (W/Kg) and volumetric power density (W/L). 

There is not a single battery that could meet all the applications. For energy 

storage systems ragone plots define the working region of an specific battery 

technology [4]–[7]. 

Fig 1.3 presents main battery technologies ragone plot. Electrostatic systems are 

presented to overview that they are limited to high power low energy applications as 

supercaps, EDLCs or Li-caps. Flow batteries and Sodium Sulfur NaS batteries are 

taking great interest for big stationary energy storage applications. NaNiCL or Zebra 

batteries are high temperature batteries that are a promising technology for electric 

 

Fig 1.2 Energy storage systems classification. Mechanical, electrical thermal and chemical [3] 
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mobility and stationary energy storage. Fuel cells are high specific energy systems with 

the disadvantage of the hydrogen production problem. Li-Metal and Metal-air 

technologies are future promising technologies with very high specific energy. Metal-air 

theoretical energy density ~11000 Wh/kg is near gasoline. LiS batteries are entering 

nowadays the market but metal air rechargeable batteries are far away of commerciality. 

The most used technologies for different applications are lead-acid, nickel based 

and li-ion technologies are compared in Table 1.3. Lead-acid batteries are the most used 

technology. Their biggest advantage is that they are very cheap. However, they present 

low energy density, high temperature dependency and low capacity in high current rate 

applications. Spirally wound technology leads with higher current rates. Nickel based 

technologies as NiCd and NiMH, have bigger energy density than lead acid batteries. 

They also present high discharge rate capacity. However, they present high self-

discharge rates and memory effect. NiMH has become more popular as doubles NiCd 

energy density, and overcomes Cadmium toxicity problem. 

Li-ion chemistry is the most promising and versatile battery technology. Li-ion 

cells present a wide operation zone, with high power cells and high energy cells 

 

Fig 1.3 Ragone plot of main battery energy storage technologies for gravimetric (Kg) characteristics. 

Analysis resume from [4]–[7]. 
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depending on the application. This versatility, high power-energy density and long 

life time presents lithium-ion chemistry as the reference battery technology for 

nowadays battery storage applications. 

Table 1.3 Main characteristics of principle battery technologies. Lead, acid, Nickel based and Li-ion [4], 

[8] 

Characteristic Lead acid Ni-Cd Ni-MH Li-ion 

Energy density[Wh/kg] 20-30 40-60 60-80 40-180 

Cycle life 200-300 1500 300-500 400-2000 

Self-discharge [%/month] 5 20 30-50 1-10 

Charge-discharge efficiency 

1C [%] 
50% 70-90 66 >90 

Maintenance 30-60 days 30-60 days 3-6 months free 

Overcharge Tolerance High Moderate Low Very low 

Voltage [V] 2 1,25 1,25 3,3 

Commercial use since 1970 1950 1990 1991 
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1.2 Objectives 

The main objective of the PhD thesis and the origin of this work is expressed by: 

Energy and efficiency improvement of an energy storage system based on 

Lithium-ion technology. 

The accomplishment of this objective could be done by 3 different research lines 

or works: 

 Energy storage converter: Design of the output converter of a battery pack to 

maximize the energy taking into account the battery pack technology 

characteristics. 

 Balancing system: Design of the balancing system for maximizing the energy 

and improving the life span of the battery pack. 

 Mechanical design: Improvement of the lay out of the battery pack to expand 

its specifications and life span. 

During this PhD, the research work will be focused on the balancing system 

design of a series connected Li-ion battery pack for power applications. The 

unbalancing behaviour of a battery pack and the requirement of a correct balancing 

system regarding to the improvement of the energy and the efficiency are taken as the 

central point of the research project. To achieve this main objective other sub objectives 

are listed below: 

 Lithium-ion battery pack unbalancing analysis, obtaining knowledge about the 

main unbalancing effects and causes in series connected cells. 

 Study and analysis of different balancing systems, regarding main parameters 

and functionalities. 

 Balancing systems modelling with special emphasis in energy transfer 

calculation between weak and strong cells. 

 A balancing system design methodology, for correct balancing design 

depending on the application requirements. 
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1.3 Outline of the Thesis 

This document is divided in seven different chapters presenting the scientific 

work done during the thesis period. Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION presents the framework 

of the Thesis introducing worldwide situation of energy policies making emphasis in the 

importance of energy storage systems. The objectives are focused on the improvement 

of the efficiency of Li-ion based energy storage systems, working in the design of 

balancing systems for series connected devices. The thesis work distribution, the 

scientific contributions and the publications are enumerated. 

In Chapter 2 STATE OF THE ART the situation about Li-ion battery packs is 

evaluated. Li-ion battery packs are a combination of series-parallel connections of 

single cells and more complex modules. Main structures presented in literature are 

enumerated. Series connection of Li-ion cells presents an unbalancing effect between 

cells. Literature description in unbalancing effects and causes of Li-ion cells is 

evaluated. After evaluating unbalancing behaviour of Li-ion cells, balancing systems 

analysis is presented. The conclusions of the STATE OF THE ART present the weakness 

found in the literature and the principal basis and reason of the thesis work. 

Chapter 3 LFP SERIES CONNECTED UNBALANCING EFFECTS AND CAUSES presents a 

novel methodology to cycle and evaluate Li-ion series connected cells. The research 

work is focused in cycle behaviour and rest analysis of battery packs. A conference 

contribution is presented [PAPER C1]. 

During Chapter 4 SERIES CONNECTED ENERGY STORAGE MODULAR BALANCING 

SYSTEMS balancing system modelling is performed. Battery pack balancing is focused 

in efficient active balancing, dividing the balancing problem into intramodule (inside 

module) and intermodule (between modules) balancing systems. The modelling is 

performed to obtain balancing current equations between weak and strong cells, taking 

into account system efficiency. [PAPER J2] is submitted to an International 

Transaction. 

Chapter 5 METHODOLOGY FOR BALANCING SYSTEM DESIGN presents a 

methodology to design a battery balancing system. The methodology gives different 
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design processes to completely define a balancing system for a battery pack divided in 

m number of modules. The methodology is implemented for different active and passive 

balancing systems. [PAPER C2] is presented in an international conference to prove the 

methodology in the design of a passive balancing system. 

In Chapter 6 EVALUATION OF ACTIVE BALANCING SYSTEMS active balancing 

systems behaviour is evaluated. An extensive comparison is made versus passive 

balancing system to prove viability (performance, cost, etc) of active balancing systems. 

Life span improvement on the battery pack due to balancing systems is also presented. 

The research work has contributed with 2 international transaction publications 

presented in [PAPER J1] and [PAPER J3]. 

Finally in Chapter 7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK main conclusions of the 

Thesis work and future research lines are presented in detail. 

Annex A and Annex B present auxiliary documents to help understanding the 

thesis document work. Annex A presents main modelling and power analysis 

techniques used during the thesis work. Annex B focuses on the specific modelling 

equations for the balancing systems designed. Annex C presents some assemblies 

carried out during the thesis work. 
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1.4 Scientific Contributions 

This research work presents a detailed study about Li-ion technology unbalances 

and the balancing system design procedure. During the PhD work different scientific 

contributions present solutions and improvements for literature weakness and lack of 

information. 

 A methodology to analyse the unbalancing effect in series connected Li-ion 

cells is presented. Lack of information is presented in literature focused on 

unbalancing of series connected cells. The methodology presents different 

parameters impact in the unbalancing cause and effects of series connected Li-

ion cells. The methodology considers cycling and standby behaviour of series 

connected cells under different physical (temperature), chemical (SOC) and 

human process (C-rate, measurement system, etc) parameters. 

 A complete analysis is presented regarding single switch open loop active 

balancing systems. Special effort is made to reduce the complexity of a series 

connected balancing system, minimizing control complexity and number of 

elements. The balancing problem is reduced by dividing the battery pack in 

different modules, designing intramodule balancing systems and intermodule 

balancing systems. The analysis process is finished by a methodology where 

balancing systems are designed based on single cell tests and in general 

knowledge. 

 A new comparison pattern is presented to compare balancing systems 

regarding energetic, temperature and cost issues. Special interest is focused 

on comparison between passive balancing and single switch active balancing 

systems. 

 A new balancing system topology is presented where a mixed intramodule 

and intermodule balancing system is designed for 16S1P, which could be 

extrapolated to high number of series connected large battery packs. 
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Chapter 2                                                              

STATE OF THE ART 

During this chapter State of the Art references, guidelines and publications will 

be analysed related to Li-ion technology. Main industrial guidelines and most relevant 

scientific papers regarding to Li-ion series connected battery packs. 

First headline presents Li-ion battery pack composition, main structures and 

configurations. Different battery architectures and main drawbacks and problems of 

battery packs will be presented. The second part presents literature investigations about 

unbalancing effects in Li-ion cells, specially focused on unbalancing effects in 

series/parallel connected battery packs. After understanding unbalancing processes a 

balancing system literature resume will be presented paying attention to the most 

promising technologies. 

Main conclusions and weaknesses of the State of the Art will be the guideline and 

target for the Thesis work. 
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2.1 Li-ion battery packs 

Li-ion battery packs are series-parallel connection of modules/cells. A module is a 

combination of series-parallel connection of cells made to decrease battery construction 

complexity. The battery pack construction is influenced by energy/power dimensioning 

(cell type, total energy, cycle life, etc), volume/mass issues (Electric vehicle insertion, 

etc) or behaviour improvement (thermal management, etc). Due to natural unsafe 

behaviour of Li-ion technology a Battery Management System BMS has to preserve the 

battery pack under safe working conditions. 

2.1.1 Li-ion technology 

Lithium presents optimum characteristics to act as an energy storage usage metal. 

It disposes some physical characteristics to be a solid candidate for different energy 

storage applications. 

 High potential electrode (High energy, high voltage). 

 Light material (High power/energy density). 

 High electric conductivity (Low resistivity, high power). 

The lithium electrode potential is much higher than lead Pb or nickel Ni 

electrodes Table 2.1. Lithium is much lighter than other common metals as copper Cu 

and aluminium Al, and also has lower resistivity than those materials. 

Li-ion cells are divided in primary and secondary cells. Primary cells could only 

be discharged, while secondary cells are reversible and main focus of the thesis work. 

A Li-ion secondary cell is a complex system composed of different subsystems 

where Lithium is used as the transfer material Fig 2.1. 

Table 2.1 Lithium metal potential properties for energy storage applications. 

Characteristic Lithium Others Advantage 

Electrode potential -3,04 V Pb 1,69, Ni -0,24 High power 

Lightness 0.53 g/cm3 Al 2,7, Cu 9 High density 

Electric conductivity 108 mΩ/cm Al 379, Cu 596 Low resistivity 
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The Li-ion cell is composed of 3 main components. Two electrodes (anode and 

cathode) and an electrolyte. The cathode is composed typically by a mixture between 

Lithium, oxygen and a metal, and it is commonly known as the positive electrode. The 

anode or negative electrode is a typically carbon-graphite based compound where the 

lithium can be intercalated, although new titanate and silicon based anodes are entering 

the market. The electrolyte is the ionic medium where the Lithium ions flow between 

electrodes, making a barrier for electron flow. 

Secondary items of the Li-ion as the SEI layer which is made up as barrier 

between the electrolyte and the anode during first charge/discharge process, although 

Li-ion cell power capacity is decreased. The current collectors (aluminium cathode and 

copper anode) are responsible for the interconnection with the external circuit. 

Li-ion technology establishes the intercalation process as its chemical operation 

behaviour. During charge an energy source is connected between both electrodes. The 

Li-ions flow through the electrolyte from the cathode to the anode, and the electrons 

flow through the external current path to stabilize the chemical reaction. During 

discharge a load connects electrically the anode and the cathode. The Li-ions inserted in 

 

Fig 2.1 Li-ion secondary cell chemical reaction scheme. Source [6] 
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the anode during charge, flow through the electrolyte to the cathode and the electrons go 

through the electric pad to equal the chemical reaction. Anode and cathode chemical 

reactions during charge and discharge are presented in (2.1) and (2.2) for the LiCoO2 

technology. 

   + -
2 1-x 2

dis

charge

charge

   LiCoO Li CoO +nLi +neCATHODE  -  (2.1) 

  + -
y

discharge

charge

  nLi +ne +C Li CANODE  -  (2.2) 

Li-ion cells are typically denominated by their cathode mixture material, except 

the lithium titanate technology. Table 2.2 presents main characteristics of different Li-

ion compositions regarding their nominal voltage, specific energy and cycle life for a 

review in 2012 [10] and based on 2011 technological information [9]. A comparison of 

6 main Li-ion chemistries is resumed from [11] where cost, performance, life span, 

specific energy and specific power are compared in Fig 2.2. 

Lithium-cobalt LCO was one of the first Li-ion technologies. It is widely used for 

high energy applications as cell phones. However their high cost and unsafety produced 

a change in the cathode design to improve safety via thermal stability by Nickel Cobalt 

Table 2.2  Different Li-ion chemistry potential properties for energy and power applications. Real source 

[9] and journal article [10]. 

Chemistry Abrev. 
Nominal 

Voltage [V] 

Specific energy 

[Wh/Kg] 

Cycle 

life [] 
Applications 

Lithium Cobalt LCO 3,6-3,7 175-240 >500 Energy 

Nickel Cobalt 

Aluminium 
NCA 3,6-3,7 175-240 >500 

Safety, high power 

and energy 

Nickel Manganese 

Cobalt 
NMC 3,6-3,7 100-240 >500 

Safety, high power 

and energy 

Lithium 

Manganese Spinel 
LMO 3,7-3,8 100-150 >500 High power 

Lithium Iron 

Phospate 
LFP 3,3 60-110 >1000 Safety, high power 

Lithium Titanate LTO 2,3 70 >4000 
Cycle life, low temp. 

performance, safe 
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Aluminium NCA and Nickel Manganese Cobalt NMC cathodes. NCA and NMC 

improve safety compared to LCO, maintaining high energy properties and they also 

improve low power specifications of LCO cells. The small amount of Cobalt presented 

in nature leads to design a manganese based cathode. The Lithium manganese dioxide 

spinel LMO presents lower cost, higher safety but lower energy density than Cobalt 

based cathodes, also the performance of the chemistry is not very good. The low 

performance of LMO chemistry was increased by changing the graphite anode by a 

titanate based anode creating the Lithium titanate cell LTO. LTO presents excellent life 

span (>4000 cycles), performance and safety. However the titanate anode material 

decreases nominal cell voltage decreasing the specific energy of the cell. In order to 

avoid toxic elements in the cathode an alternative cathode technology of Lithium Iron 

Phospate LFP was developed first in Texas University (1996) with very good safety 

performance, cycle life >1000 and low cost, although it has lower energy density than 

previous presented Cobalt based chemistries. LFP is becoming one of the most 

promising technologies where safety is an important issue as in electric vehicles. 

 

 

Fig 2.2 Li-ion chemical technology main characteristics: Cost, specific energy, specific power, safety, 

performance and life span. Source [11]. 
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Li-ion technology presents a wide variety of chemistries. The main difference 

between Li-ion cells is if the cell is made for energy or power applications. Typically, 

Cobalt based technologies are used for energy applications, due to their higher specific 

energy. NMC technology is well suited for power and energy applications and LMO, 

LFP and LTO are better suited for power applications. 

Inside different applications safety is one of the most critical issues in Li-ion cells. 

Li-ion technology can produce fire or explosion due to operation outside the Safe 

Operation Area SOA. The 3 main variables where the battery has to be limited are 

voltage, current and temperature. Different Li-ion chemistries have different working 

SOAs as presented in Table 2.3. 

Voltage profiles of Li-ion chemistries differ in flatness and sharpness. Cobalt 

based chemistries and LMO have sharper voltage curves, with nearly constant slope. 

LFP and LTO chemistries have flatter voltage curves, nearly constant between 20% and 

80% capacity [12], [13] as presented in Fig 2.3 a). The cell overcharge could generate 

metallic lithium platting, solvent co-intercalation or gas evolution and cracking 

formation with the consecutive capacity fade. On the other hand overdischarge 

generates a power fade due to current collector corrosion also enhancing other aging 

mechanisms [14]. 

Table 2.3 General guide of Safe Operating Area SOA of different Li-ion chemistries. Voltage, current 

and temperature limits [9]. 

Chemistry 
Voltage [V] Current Rate [ ] 

Working 

Temperature [ºC] 

Min Max Continuous Pulse Charge Discharge 

LCO 2,5 4,2 2-3C 5C 0-45 -20-60 

NCA 2,5 4,2 2-3C 5C 0-45 -20-60 

NMC 2,5 4,2 
2-3C (Energy) 

>30C (Power) 

>5C (Energy) 

>30C (Power) 
0-45 -20-60 

LMO 2,5 4,2 >30C >100C 0-45 -30-60 

LFP 2 3,6 10-125C Up to 250C 0-45 -30-60 

LTO 1,5 2,8 10C 20C -20-45 -30-60 
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Current rate is limited in Li-ion chemistry. Excessive current rate could generate a 

power fade due to anode porosity change, or a capacity fade due to lithium platting or 

contact loss of active material [15]. Although these loss mechanisms are not a security 

hazard, high current rates could generate excessive power losses inside the cell 

generating a big increase in internal cell temperature. 

Temperature presents the biggest security hazard in Li-ion chemistry. Exceeding 

working temperature bounds presented in Table 2.3 could generate electrolyte 

decomposition, decrease of accessible surface in the anode or decomposition of the 

binder [14], provoking a capacity or power fade. Low temperatures could generate 

metallic plating and could be lethal for the aging of the cell if it is charged at low 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Fig 2.3 Li-ion chemistries voltage and thermal behavior resume a) Voltage charge discharge profiles 

respect to gravimetric capacity[12], [13] b) Thermal runaway energy release chart [13], [16], [17]. 
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temperatures (below 0ºC). However the critical temperature issue is the thermal 

runaway which can cause, fire or explosion in the Li-ion cell [17]. In Fig 2.3b) could be 

seen that Cobalt based technologies (LCO, NMC and NCA) present lower runaway 

temperatures with higher energy releases, being less secure chemistries. LMO presents 

an improvement in security compared to Cobalt based chemistries increasing the 

thermal runaway temperature above 250 ºC. LFP technology has been a breakthrough in 

safety issues, due to high thermal runaway temperature 300 ºC and extreme low energy 

release. LTO presents the maximum security, specially due to the anode change from 

graphite to cathode. It presents no energy release over 300ºC (even 700 ºC is claimed 

[13]). It also presents an exceptional security mechanism for short circuits in the 

electrolyte, because on the contrary to graphite based anodes LTO anodes are made with 

not conducting materials. 

Li-ion cells are presented in 3 different formats Fig 2.4. Cylindrical cells are 

widely used in low capacity applications. Cylindrical cells are wounded in a metallic 

case. They present good mechanical and thermal behaviour, with possibility of PTC 

temperature switch and pressure vent as security options. Main drawbacks are low space 

utilization and the difficulty of thermal heat exchange with heat sinks. Prismatic cells 

are the biggest capacity format Li-ion cells (>1000 Ah). They have a rigid case (plastic 

or metal) and could be wounded or stacked. They present good thermal and mechanical 

stability, with high space utilization for a battery pack assembly. Finally pouch cells 

assembly are the highest energy density cells. They are mechanically weak and easy to 

construct, although the assembly difficulty is high in a battery pack. 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

 

c) 

Fig 2.4 Li-ion chemistry format cells [9]. a) Wounded spiral cylindrical cell b) Wounded prismatic cell. c)  

Pouch cell. 
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There is not a Li-ion cell, regarding chemistry, performance, format, etc suitable 

for all the applications, so each application needs a good analysis before selecting the 

most appropriate Li-ion cell. Table 2.4 presents the main basic characteristics in order to 

select a Li-ion cell format. 

2.1.2 Battery pack composition 

A battery pack is a series-parallel combination of modules or cells. A module is 

typically a series connection of single or paralleled cells. The battery pack is a m n 

system of m modules and n cells in each module. The two typical configurations are 

m·n m modules in parallel of n series connected cells or m modules in series with n 

series connected cells as presented in Fig 2.5. 

Low power Li-ion portable solutions use a single cell (mobile phones, music 

players, etc) or a low number of series connected cells as laptops, etc. For high power 

applications, high current is required. High current applications produce power losses 

Table 2.4 Main characteristics of Li-ion cells formats: Bad , Good , Very Good , Excellent . 

Characteristic Cylindrical Prismatic Pouch 

Energy density    

Mechanical stability    

Thermal behaviour    

Space utilization    

Production cost
*
    

Resistance against pressure    

Assembly    

Terminals connection Thread, contact Thread, screw Tab 
 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Fig 2.5 Battery pack electrical composition typical structures. a) m·n series-series battery pack. Module: n 

series cells. Battery pack: m series modules b) m·n parallel-series battery pack. Module: n series cells. 
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due to joule effect. Joule losses are generated in the internal impedance of the cells, the 

current collectors, current cables, etc. To decrease the losses of the whole system the 

voltage of the whole battery pack is increased. To increase the battery pack voltage the 

cells are connected in series leading to series connected arrays from 3-4 cells in laptops 

to hundreds of cells for huge energy storage systems as presented in Table 2.5. 

Series connection of cells and modules presents a high engineering problem when 

the number of series connected cells is high. The mechanical distribution of high 

number of cells and the interconnection between different modules is complicated and 

could be space dependent, for example in an EV. Series connection of high number of 

cells introduces a bigger effect in unbalancing behaviour of series connected cells. If the 

number of series connected cells is increased the probability of deviation or unbalance 

between 2 series connected cells is enhanced. The complexity of the battery packs is 

decreased by modularity. Modular battery packs permit to control independently the 

cells inside the module. The modularity also permits for the industrial partner the 

opportunity to own a wide variety of different battery packs starting for one module 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

Fig 2.6 Li-ion power battery packs. a) EV battery pack (Chevy Volt). b) Grid energy storage battery 

system (A123). c) General purpose battery pack (Varta) 

Table 2.5 Resume of main energy storage applications for series connected Li-ion battery packs 

Application 
Power/Energy 

[W/Wh] 

Voltage 

[V] 
Cells in series 

Laptop 20/60 14-15 3-4 

Small power tools (drill,etc) 6-100/18-72 7-18 3-5 

Lead acid battery substitution 6k-50k/600-5k 12-24-48 4-8-15 

Small electric mobility (e-bike, etc) 1k-2k/300-500 48 12-15 

HEV 25k-50k/1k-4,4k 70-200 20-60 

EV 10k-100k/10k-50k 100-600 30-200 

Grid energy storage 1M-5M/250k-1M >1000 >300 
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battery pack to several module series/parallel connected battery packs. The complexity 

of the battery pack increases from a simple module Fig 2.6 c) to a big battery pack Fig 

2.6 a) as presented in an EV or the maximum complexity of a huge battery pack Fig 2.6 

b) used for high energy grid storage systems. 

To reduce the complexity of series connection modules or cells a full power DC-

DC converter could be introduced as an interface between the battery pack and the DC 

connection point. The advantages are the possibility to use low voltage battery packs 

[18], an isolation option with isolated DC-DC converters [19], [20] and the control of 

current and voltage in the HV connection point or the LV battery side [21] Fig 2.8. 

For high power applications the configuration presented in Fig 2.8 needs a full 

power DC-DC converter to give the application power. To decrease the power rate of 

the DC-DC converter, partial power converters are connected to lower energy batteries 

making a modular system. The outputs of partial power systems could be connected in 

series for HV loads [23] or in parallel for LV heavy loads [22]. The most flexible design 

is a modular partial power converter where the inputs and outputs can be connected in 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Fig 2.7 HV DC connection point from LV side battery pack using a full power DC-DC converter system 

as interface. Block diagram presentation a) Non isolated DC-DC converter [18] b) Isolated DC-DC 

converter [19], [20]. 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Fig 2.8 LV battery pack connection system based on partial power DC-DC converters a) Output ports 

connected in parallel for LV heavy loads [22]. b) Output ports connected in series for HV loads [23]. 
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parallel or series depending on the application characteristics [24]–[27]. These 

topologies present the key factor for distributed generation and micro grid market 

insertion [28]. 

The battery pack modularity and the partial power converter systems permit to 

connect directly to the application using multilevel topologies. The HV connection side 

is not connected to a DC bus, converting the DC-DC converter to a DC-AC converter as 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Fig 2.9 Multilevel connection of modular converter with battery packs as energy storage systems a) Half-

bridge converter for traction applications [29] b) Full-bridge converter for grid stability applications [30]. 
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half bridge or full-bridge topology. Each battery pack is a DC bus for the power 

converter. Applications for power traction [29] and grid stability [30] as FACTs are the 

most popular systems. 

The differences between each connection configuration for a battery pack are 

presented in Table 2.6. 

2.1.3 Battery Management System BMS 

The natural unsafety behaviour of Li-ion technology forces the use of a Battery 

Management System BMS for the security, inspection and control of the Li-ion battery 

pack. 

During subchapter 2.1.1 Li-ion technology main Li-ion characteristics are 

presented. BMS has two main objectives for a Li-ion battery pack. 

 Safety: Guarantee the security of the Li-ion battery pack under different 

environments.  

 Energy: Maximize the total energy of the battery pack during the whole cycle 

life. 

Security issues are the most important part of a BMS in Li-ion technologies. 

Special effort is needed when human interaction is presented as in EVs or cell phones. 

Besides security issue, human interaction application Li-ion failures also present a big 

Table 2.6 Main battery pack connection configurations resume for HV configurations. Advantages and 

main drawbacks. 

Connection type Advantages Disadvantages 

Series connection of cells 

and modules for HV 

 No converter need 

 Direct connect of battery 

pack. 

 High complexity battery 

pack. 

Full power DC-DC 

converter with LV battery 

pack 

 LV battery pack. 

 Control of output HV 

voltage. 

 Total power DC-DC 

converter need. 

 DC-DC converter specific. 

Partial power DC-DC 

converters with LV battery 

packs/modules 

 LV battery pack. 

 Modularity. 

 Series/parallel connection 

option. 

 Cost. 

 Control complexity. 

Partial power converters 

for application direct 

connect 

 Direct application 

connection. 

 LV battery pack. 

 Modularity. 

 Cost. 

 Control complexity. 
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risk for Li-ion technology settlement. Li-ion failures appear in press decreasing Li-ion 

market impact. Voltage, current and temperature limits present the SOA of the Li-ion 

technology as presented in subchapter 2.1.1. Li-ion current rate generates a temperature 

increase so current limits are related with temperature limits. Main security risks and Li-

ion cell voltage and temperature internal limits are presented in Fig 2.10 a) [31]. 

Outside the SOA (  SOA) an external zone (  Energy (aging) ) where aging 

mechanisms are accelerated is presented. The biggest risk area (  Safety) is mainly 

related with high working temperatures, where thermal runaway and fire are the biggest 

security hazards. 

Related with cycle life improvement, and total energy improvement during the 

battery life, an ideal working temperature zone is presented in Fig 2.10 b). Low 

temperatures and high temperatures decrease dramatically cycle life. However, working 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Fig 2.10 BMS safety and energy requirement issues. a) SOA of Li-ion technology for a voltage vs. 

temperature chart [31]. b) Cycle life improvement vs. operating temperature [16]. 
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in a narrow temperature working zone could also increase the thermal management 

effort, increasing the energy consumption of the whole system[16]. 

To maintain the battery under SOA and maximize the energy during the cycle life 

the BMS has 3 main functions: measure, act, inform as presented in Fig 2.11. 

Li-ion cell parameter measurement presents two type of measurements. Direct 

measurements are physical measurements of instantaneous battery variables, typically 

voltage, current and temperature. The direct measurements are critical parameters for 

battery safe operation. Indirect measurements permit to obtain other parameters by 

estimation functions. SOC and SOH are the most important estimated parameters to 

know battery working state. Temperature could also be estimated by a thermal model of 

the Li-ion battery pack. 

After measurement the BMS acts to modify the battery pack parameters. If a 

security hazard is detected from voltage, current or temperature over limits the battery 

pack could be disconnected via a power relay or a solid state switch. To improve the 

energy behaviour of the battery pack a balancing system is controlled to balance the 

energy of the consecutive series connected cells. The cycle life of the battery pack could 

be also improved by the control of a Thermal Management System TMS by the BMS. 

Optionally the BMS could be connected to an information system. The BMS 

could datalog battery variables, could also interface with human or control systems, or 

could be part of a more complex system interconnecting the BMS with the charger, the 

Electronic Control Unit ECU, etc. 

 

Fig 2.11 BMS working chart. Measure, act and optionally inform. 

Measure

Act
 Security: relay, SS switch, fan

 Energy: balancing

 Temperature: TMS

 Direct: V, I, Tº

 Indirect: SOC, SOH, Tº,etc 

Inform

 Datalog

 Human interface

 Elements interconnection: 

charger, ECU, etc

(optional)
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When the dimension of a battery pack and the number of series connected cells 

increase the BMS complexity also increases. The analysis of Li-ion cells is work for the 

master BMS, which captures all the variables of the complete system and acts after 

analysing all the different variables. The measurement of the variables could be 

centralized by the master BMS, measuring directly the Li-ion cells variables Fig 2.12 a) 

or distributing slave BMSs to measure Li-ion variables and transferring the information 

to the master BMS Fig 2.12 b). When the number of cells is high in a battery pack, the 

measurement BMS are distributed in modules, reducing the number of slave BMS slave 

systems. The BMSs are connected in parallel Fig 2.12 c) or in series (daisy chain) Fig 

2.12 d) to communicate with the master BMS. 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 

Fig 2.12 BMS different arrangement configurations a) Centralized master BMS with direct measurements 

b) Distributed slave BMS per single cell c) Modular slave BMS distribution with parallel communication. 

d) Modular slave BMS distribution with series communication. 
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To decrease the complexity of modular BMS design new Integrated Circuits ICs 

permit to measure and act in battery modules, communicating with the master BMS by 

an isolated communication BUS for information exchange Table 2.7. The BMS ICs 

permit to measure, balance and insert communication in a single chip reducing the size 

and the PCB complexity of the module BMS. 

 

Table 2.7 Main commercial available ICs for distributed modular BMS configuration. 

Manufacturer Reference 
Max. Cells per 

module (n) 

Max. modules 

per battery pack 

(m) 

Communication 

TI Bq76pl536 6 32 SPI daisy chain 

Maxim MAX11068 12 31 I2C, SMbus 

LT LTC6804-1 12 >10 SPI serial 

LT LTC6804-2 12 >10 SPI parallel 

Intersil ISL78600 12 14 SPI serial 

Atmel ATA6870 12 96 SPI serial 
 

http://www.ti.com/lit/ds/symlink/bq76pl536a-q1.pdf
http://datasheets.maximintegrated.com/en/ds/MAX11068.pdf
http://www.atmel.com/Images/doc9116.pdf
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2.2 Lithium-ion unbalancing causes and effects 

Unbalancing effects and causes in Li-ion cells are a sum of environmental and 

manufacturing process differences that generate dispersion between two identical cells. 

Under a battery pack of series/parallel connected cells unbalancing effects produce a 

decrease in the whole battery pack performance. The unbalancing causes generate 

subsequent unbalancing effects in the battery pack. 

2.2.1 Unbalancing causes 

Li-ion unbalancing causes are divided in 3 main affection groups where 

manufacturing process dispersions are dependent on the Li-ion cell manufacturer, and 

the environmental and human interface interactions, are application dependent. 

 Manufacturing process dispersion: Assembly process non-repeatability and 

chemical composition mismatch. 

 Environmental variables mismatch: Temperature deviations. 

 External circuitry connection: BMS interaction, as voltage measurement or 

balancing system connection. 

Li-ion manufacturing process exhibit differences due to non-controlled variables 

during manufacturing process. Starting from the manufacturing of the electrodes 

(mixing the materials, coating, etc), continuing with the assembly of the cell (filling, 

packing, welding, etc) and finishing with the formation and the final quality check [32], 

there are little variations that produce mismatch between cells manufactured in the same 

process. 

The variations in manufacturing processes present 3 main parameter 

dispersions in Li-ion cells, capacity dispersion ΔQMax, self discharge differences ΔQSD, 

and variations in the internal resistance ΔRin. The capacity dispersion ΔQMax between  

new cells depends on material and construction mismatches. The capacity of the Li-ion 

manufacturer cells presents a deviation between cell capacity QMax and nominal 

capacity QNom Fig 2.13 a) and also between same batch cells ΔQMax. In the 

manufacturing of a battery pack is necessary to assemble matched cells with nearly 

equal capacities QMax. A maximum dispersion of ± ΔQMax=2,5 % is necessary [33]. 
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Capacity self discharge QSD of Li-ion cells is a leakage capacity loss due to 

storage of Li-ion cells Fig 2.13 b). QSD is directly related to SEI formation and 

thickness, although phase transformation from Li rich regions to Li poor regions could 

change the QSD [34]. QSD of Li-ion cells is also related with poor isolation of package, 

reactions between electrodes and electrolyte, partial dissolution of the electrode’s active 

material or even by a rise of internal pressure generating a gain on the cell leakage 

behaviour [35]. QSD of Li-ion cells is around 5% during first cycles and decreases to 1-

2% per month [33]. Impurities in construction generate dispersion between cell 

capacities ΔQSD presenting mismatch behaviour of cells. ΔQSD influence is negligible in 

Li-ion cycling applications but could present a problem for standby energy storage 

applications. 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

Fig 2.13 Manufacturing process dispersion contributions to battery Li-ion cell unbalance. a) Li-ion charge 

process dispersion for 4 cells QNom=6,5 Ah. ΔQMax and QMax variations appreciable in new cells b) ΔQSD 

effect for 3 month rest periods [36]. c) cathode impedance change due to porosity, thickness and 

tortuosity changes in material [37]. 
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The internal resistance of Li-ion cells Rin could be different due to differences in 

porosity of materials, thickness and tortuosity [37] Fig 2.13 c). Variation in internal 

resistance ΔRin is specially important in paralleled Li-ion cells [38], where current 

sharing between two cells is totally dependent on Rin. 

Environmental parameter influence in Li-ion cells is limited to temperature 

causes. Li-ion cells present high dependency with temperature Fig 2.14. Working or 

ambient temperature Tamb and cell temperature TC affect directly in all Li-ion cell 

parameters. A variation in temperature could be generated by a change in ambient 

temperature or by Li-ion internal heat generation [39]. A dispersion in temperature 

between cells ΔTC generates an accelerated dispersion in capacity ΔQMax [40], [41], 

ΔQSD [42] and ΔRin [41], [43], [44]. 

External circuitry connection presents the last cause of unbalance in Li-ion 

cells. The unsafe chemical of Li-ion cells needs the connection of measurement systems 

(BMS voltage measurement as principal) and balancing systems to control the safety 

and energy of Li-ion cells. Voltage measurement could generate self discharge QSD 

increase, from 1-2% to an increase of 3% [33], leading to a 5% self discharge. Variation 

in leakage current of voltage sensors, due to common mode voltage CM for example, 

could also generate a dispersion in self discharge ΔQSD. Balancing circuit also 

influences in unbalancing causes. Balancing system power losses could generate a 

temperature dispersion between cells ΔTC due to hot stops on balancing system PCB, or 

by Li-ion cell internal heat generation due to balancing currents. Frequency domain 

influence due to complex internal resistance of Li-ion cell also is influenced by 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Fig 2.14 Temperature dependency effect on capacity dispersion ΔQMax and internal resistance deviation 

ΔRin for a LiPO QNom=1,5Ah cell [41]. a) ΔQMax for 1 C discharge b) ΔRin for different SOC 
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frequency component of the balancing current. Balancing current frequency divergences 

could generate a capacity dispersion ΔQMax in Li-ion cells [45]. 

2.2.2 Unbalancing effects 

Unbalancing causes presented in previous subchapter generate unbalancing effects 

between Li-ion cells due to deviations. Unbalancing effects induce battery performance 

reduction which can be presented in two time domains. 

 Instantaneous: Unbalancing effects that impact in instantaneous cycling 

 Aging: Unbalancing effects that generate degradation in Li-ion cells during 

battery life. The aging mechanisms are divided in calendar and cycle aging. 

The unbalancing effects, both instantaneous and aging, are expressed in two 

battery performance variables: 

 Capacity: Variations in capacity QMax or SOC of Li-ion cells and difference 

in self discharge ΔQSD in stationary applications. 

 Power: Differences in internal resistances ΔRin are main concerning variable. 

Instantaneous unbalancing effects are related to battery performance decrease 

during cycling. Manufacturing process dispersion limit a series connected battery pack. 

Lower capacity QMax cells generate a capacity fade and higher internal resistance Rin 

cells generate a power fade. Variations in self discharge ΔQSD are not significant during 

cycling. Temperature dispersion between cells ΔTC generates an increase in 

performance for high temperature cells (↑QMax-↓Rin) and a capacity and power fade due 

to low temperature cells (↓QMax-↑Rin) [41]. External circuitry voltage measurements 

does not affect during cycling, however balancing system could generate a big capacity 

increase during cycling by exploiting the whole battery pack energy [46]. 

Unbalancing effects presented due to aging mechanisms are divided in calendar 

aging and cycling aging. Calendar aging is related to self discharge QSD. High SOC and 

high TC cells suffer higher self discharge, decreasing cells calendar life [47]–[51]. 

During calendar aging reversible losses (recovered after charge) and irreversible losses 

(irrecoverable, permanent losses) are presented in Li-ion cells. Reversible losses are 

kept constant [47]. Calendar life effect in power fade is much lower than capacity fade. 
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Cycling aging due to the manufacturing process mismatch is presented as a safety 

hazard if a cell is continuously took over voltage limits, primarily presented between 

series connected cells. The cell presents high capacity fade and security hazard 

problems [52]. When cells are connected in parallel a difference in ΔRin in 20% could 

accelerate the capacity fade by a 40 % [38]. High TC >50ºC present accelerated power 

and capacity aging during cycling [53] and presents even a capacity and power crank in 

low number of cycles for very low temperatures <0ºC [55]. The cycle life is decreased 

above 25ºC, primarily due to instability of SEI [54]. Voltage measurement could 

increase the self discharge dispersion ΔQSD, decreasing battery cycle life due to higher 

QSD cells. However balancing circuits improves battery life equalizing battery aging and 

maximizing energy, although it can generate a power fade due to Rin increase [45]. 

SOC and DOD influence are not presented in previous analysis because they are 

application dependent parameters. However a more extensive analysis in the effect of 

LFP batteries will be held in next paragraphs. 

Table 2.8 Li-ion performance deviation mechanisms. Instantaneous and aging behaviour performances 

related to capacity and power characteristics. ↑High, ↓Low 

 Causes Capacity Power 

In
st

a
n

ta
n

eo
u

s Manufact. 

process 

 ↑QMax decrease capacity 

 ΔQSD no effect 
 High Rin decrease 

Temperature 
 ↑TC increase capacity, ↓TC 

decrease capacity [41] 

 ↑TC increase power ↓TC decrease 

power [41] 

External 
 Voltage measurement no effect 

 Balancing system increase [46] 
 No effect 

A
g

in
g

 

Manufact. 

process 

 Consequent overvoltage capacity 

fade and safety hazard [52] 

 ΔRin Capacity fade in paralleled 

cells [38] 

 ΔRin dispersion power fade [52] 

 

Temperature 

 ↑TC 

 Capacity fade [53], [54] 

 ↑ QSD [47], [51] 

 Very ↓ TC 

 Capacity fade [54] 

 ↑TC 

 Resistance increase power 

fade [54], [53] 

 Very ↓ TC 

 Resistance increase [54] 

External 

 Voltage measurement ↑ ΔQSD 

 Capacity increase due to equal 

aging 

 Calendar life improvement 

 Cycle life improvement 

 Balancing system increase Rin 

depending on frequency [45] 

Calendar life Cycle life 
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LFP cells are highly influenced by temperature, Fig 2.15 , but the influence is 

different for aging and instantaneous cycling. For instantaneous behavior is better to 

cycle the LFP in higher temperatures , increasing the capacity and decreasing the 

internal resistance (power increase) [56]. For cycle aging effect, LFP cells should be 

cycled between 15ºC and 35ºC [54]. Low temperatures <0ºC suffer high lithium platting 

during cycling reducing dramatically cycle life [54], [55]. High temperature 

cycling(>45ºC) reduces cycle life and increases internal resistance [54], [55]. However, 

a recent research reveal a better performance of a 45ºC cycled cell respect to a 25ºC 

cycled cell during 600 cycles [56]. High temperature effect in calendar aging of LFP is 

very severe, with greater impact than SOC effect [47]–[49].The capacity fade for 300 

days storage due to temperature differences could go from 12% and 16% for 30ºC and 

50ºC respectively [47], or 2% to 40% for 30ºC and 60ºc respectively [49]. 

SOC accelerates aging respect to calendar life for high SOC values [47]–[49]. 

Even if the impact on calendar aging is smaller than temperature effect a 90% SOC cell 

ages 10% compared to 6% aging for a 30%SOC cell, for a storage period of 300 days 

[47]. For cycle life analysis DOD is more representative than SOC. Main studies 

indicate that high DOD applications accelerate aging [54]. However there are other 

studies that indicate that DOD is not representative in cycle life reduction, only cycling 

time [55]. Other studies indicate that also the initial SOC influences the DOD analysis 

[57]. 

Current rate impact is also studied for different aging processes. High current rate 

charge discharge processes decrease life in LFP cells [54], [55], [57], also accelerating 

aging due to the increase of cell temperature. The cycle life reduction could be very 

severe, from 2900 cycles at 1C rate to only 559 cycles at 15C rate [54]. 

The impact of parameter deviation as capacity dispersion between cells and 

external circuitry is not studied in literature for LFP cells unbalances. 
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2.2.3 Battery pack performance under unbalancing effects 

An unbalanced battery pack decreases the battery pack performance due to 

inefficient use of the battery pack energy. It also accentuates battery pack aging due to 

different aging procedures inside battery pack cells as presented in previous 

subchapters. 

A battery pack is unbalanced due to SOH and SOC differences between different 

cells. SOH defines the relation between maximum cell capacity QMax respect to nominal 

cell capacity QNom (Aging). SOC defines the relation between instantaneous cell 

capacity Q and maximum cell capacity QMax (Instantaneous). 

 Max

Nom

Q
SOH 100

Q
  0 SOH  

(2.3) 


Max

Q
SOC 100

Q
   0 SOC 100  

Unbalancing impact is more influenced in series connected Li-ion cells, than in 

parallel connected cells. There are 4 possible configurations for series connected Li-ion 

cells. 

 SOH balanced / SOC balanced (Configuration 1). 

 SOH balanced / SOC unbalanced (Configuration 2). 

 SOH unbalanced / SOC balanced (Configuration 3). 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Fig 2.15 Temperature effect in calendar life and cycle life. a) Calendar life effect due to storage in 15 Ah 

nominal capacity LFP cells. SOC effect is less severe than temperature effect [49]. Cycle life impact 

performance of temperature dispersion for a 2,2 Ah LFP cell [55]. 
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 SOH unbalanced / SOC unbalanced (Configuration 4). 

To balance and maximize the energy of a series connected battery pack a 

balancing system is the key element. The balancing system could balance the battery 

pack burning the excess energy of the battery pack (passive balancing- charge process) 

or redistribute the energy of the charged cells to the weak cells (active balancing-

charge/discharge process). 

The instantaneous capacity of a cell Q and the energy inside a cell W is roughly 

approximated using (2.3). 

   Nom
SOC SOH

Q Q
100 100

 

  NomW Q V  
(2.4) 

While the maximum energy WMax that a cell could have is presented when the cell 

is fully charged to its maximum capacity QMax, which is dependent on the SOH of the 

cell 

    Max Nom Nom Max Nom
SOH

W Q V Q V
100

 

   
(2.5) 

the instantaneous energy of a battery pack WBP is the sum of all the individual energies 

of the single cells of a battery pack. 



 
n

BP i
i 1

W  W  (2.6) 

The energy of a battery pack is divided in the energy inserted during charge WBP,C 

and the energy delivered during discharge WBP,D. During charge the main objective is to 

insert the maximum possible energy to the battery pack. If a balancing system is used 

during charge the battery pack energy is the sum of the maximum energies WMax of the 

single cells of a battery pack. If a balancing system is not used the charging process is 

stopped when the battery pack weakest cell is fully charged WMax,W (SOC = 100%). The 

battery pack charge energy is the sum of the maximum charge of the weak cell WMax,W 

and the instantaneous energy of the n-1 cells after the charge process. 
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n          

BP,C Max,i
i 1

W  W charge balance




  
n

BP,C Max,W i
i 1
i W

W W W not balancing  
(2.7) 

During discharge process the energy of the battery pack WBP,D is released. If a 

battery pack is used without active balancing system the discharge energy of the battery 

pack is limited to n times the weakest cell energy WW. If an active balancing system is 

used the energy of the whole battery pack could be fully used. The total discharge 

energy would be the sum of all the single cell energies Wn. 



 
n          

BP,D i
i 1

W  W discharge balancing

 
         

BP,D WW nW not balancing  

(2.8) 

The 4 battery configurations for series connected cells are analysed under 

simulated cell characteristics Table 2.9. The battery pack is simulated for a charge 

process and a consecutive discharge process. The battery pack will be analysed for no 

balancing connection, charge balancing and charge/discharge active balancing system. 

The cells connected in series will be divided into n-1 strong cells, and 1 weak cell. The 

number of series connected cells will be analysed for n=2 and n=16 to evaluate the 

effect on increasing number of cells. The evaluation of unbalancing performance is 

analysed under the initial capacity point of  

 Cell characteristics: QNom: 1 Ah, VNom: 3 V. 

 SOC: 

o Balanced: SOC weak and SOC strong 80%. 

o Unbalanced: 

 a) SOC weak 90% SOC strong 80%. 

 b) SOC weak 80% SOC strong 90%. 

 SOH 

o Balanced: SOH weak and SOH strong 100%. 

o Unbalanced: SOH weak 80% SOH strong 100%. 

The battery pack performance is evaluated for the energy inserted to the battery 

pack during charge WBP,C and the consecutive energy obtained during discharge WBP,D. 
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The battery pack could present 4 different unbalancing configurations, with two 

different subconfigurations (a-b) for configurations 2 and 4 due to two different SOC 

unbalance mismatch possibilities between weak and strong cells. 

When cells are balanced in SOH and SOC the balancing system does not 

influence. When a SOC unbalance is presented a charging process balancing system is 

enough to balance the cells and obtain 100% energy during discharge (Configuration 2-

a 2-b). However when an SOH unbalance is presented, only the charge discharge 

balancing system obtains the whole energy. Even a charging balancing system could be 

counterproductive, because the battery pack is charged more than without balancing 

system and the energy obtained is the same (Configuration 4-a). The issue of increasing 

series connected cells creates a big energy reduction for SOC mismatch without 

balancing, and even higher for SOH mismatch for a battery pack without balancing 

system or balancing during charge. 

Table 2.9 Battery pack energy analysis for charge WBP,C and consecutive discharge WBP,D for series 

connected cell battery packs. 2 and 16 series cell connection analysis for different SOC and SOH state 

VNom=3V and QNom=1 Ah cells. No balancing (No) charge balancing (C) and charge/discharge balancing 

(C / D) balancing system configuration. Configuration 1: SOC and SOH balanced. Configuration 2: SOC 

unbalanced SOH balanced. Configuration 3: SOH unbalanced SOC balanced. Configuration 4: SOC: 

unbalanced SOH unbalanced. Percentage value in grey, energy compared to maximum 100 % for C / D 

balancing system 

  Configuration 1 Configuration 2-a 

 Cells No C C / D No C C / D 

WBP,C 
2 

6 (100%) 6 (100%) 6 (100%) 5,7 (95%) 6 (100%) 6 (100%) 

WBP,D 6 (100%) 6 (100%) 6 (100%) 5,4 (90%) 6 (100%) 6 (100%) 

WBP,C 
16 

48 (100%) 48 (100%) 48 (100%) 43,5 (90,6%) 48 (100%) 48 (100%) 

WBP,D 48 (100%) 48 (100%) 48 (100%) 43,2 (90%) 48 (100%) 48 (100%) 

  Configuration 2-b Configuration 3 

 Cells No No No No C C / D 

WBP,C 
2 

5,7 (100%) 6 (100%) 6 (100%) 5,28 (97,8%) 5,4 (100%) 5,4 (100%) 

WBP,D 5,4 (100%) 6 (100%) 6 (100%) 4,8 (89%) 4,8 (89%) 5,4 (100%) 

WBP,C 
16 

47,7 (99,4%) 48 (100%) 48 (100%) 45,6 (96,2%) 47,4 (100%) 47,4 (100%) 

WBP,D 43,2 (90%) 48 (100%) 48 (100%) 38,4 (81%) 38,4 (81%) 47,4 (100%) 

  Configuration 4-a Configuration 4-b 

 Cells No C C / D No C C / D 

WBP,C 
2 

5,04 (93,3%) 5,4 (100%) 5,4 (100%) 5,22 (96,6%) 5,4 (100%) 5,4 (100%) 

WBP,D 4,8 (89%) 4,8 (89%) 5,4 (100%) 4,44 (82,2%) 4,8 (89%) 5,4 (100%) 

WBP,C 
16 

42 (88,6%) 47,4 (100%) 47,4 (100%) 47,22(99,6%) 47,4 (100%) 47,4 (100%) 

WBP,D 38,4 (81%) 38,4 (81%) 47,4 (100%) 35,52(74,9%) 38,4 (81%) 47,4 (100%) 
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2.3 Energy Storage Balancing Systems 

Energy Storage balancing systems permit to maximize the energy of a battery 

pack, matching the energy between series connected cells. There are different 

topological reviews about balancing systems [58]–[62] 

Permanently connected resistive paths are discarded for energy storage systems, 

because the energy is wasted unnecessarily. Permanently connected dissipative devices 

are limited to high dynamic systems like capacitors or low energy ultracaps [63]. 

Energy storage balancing system topologies are divided in passive and active 

systems, where the common element is an active switch (relay or semiconductor) for 

balancing the energy. Passive balancing systems dissipate the excess energy in a power 

resistor, while active balancing systems redistribute the energy between cells via 

lossless capacitive and inductive devices. The energy could be transferred between cells 

or redistributed between one cell and the battery pack Fig 2.16. 

2.3.1 Passive balancing systems 

Passive balancing systems are the most used balancing systems in industrial 

applications. The simplicity, cost and reliability are the most important characteristics of 

passive balancing systems. 

An active switch connected with a resistor in series burns the excess energy of the 

 

Fig 2.16 Topological overview of energy storage balancing systems. 
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most charged cell [64]. Due to its dissipative behaviour passive balancing is most used 

in charging processes, because during discharge only burns energy not contributing to 

energetic improvement to the series connected energy storage system [65]. 

2.3.2 Active balancing systems 

Active balancing systems redistribute the energy between the series connected 

cells, by the use of lossless capacitive (capacitors) and inductive (inductors and 

transformers) devices. 

Capacitive balancing systems are mainly based on charging a capacitor by the 

strongest cell and discharging the energy of the capacitor to the weak cell/s. Single 

tiered capacitive balancing Fig 2.18 a)is based on consecutive charge exchange between 

adjacent cells [66]. Capacitors are continuously charged and discharged finally 

equalizing all the series connected cells. The double tiered capacitive balancing system 

Fig 2.18 b) is an improvement of the single tired system. A capacitor is placed between 

n and n-2 cells to increase the balancing speed of the system [67], [68]. If the speed is 

critical during balancing the flying capacitor capacitive system is the best option Fig 

2.18 c), because the selection could be done between two different cells in the battery 

pack [69]. 

Capacitive balancing currents are dependant of voltage differences between cells 

and balancing circuit resistance (switch resistance, PCB path). Due to very small 

 

Fig 2.17 Passive balancing system scheme for a n series connected cells battery pack[64]. 
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voltage variations of Li-ion cells and specially in LFP chemistry, small balancing 

currents of C/500 or C/2000 are obtained [62]. Capacitive balancing systems could 

work with open loop switching control with constant duty cycle gate signals. The 

number of intelligent switches required is very high and the series connected cells are 

voltage balanced instead of SOC balanced. 

Inductive balancing systems transfer the energy from a voltage source (cell, 

module or battery pack) converting the energy via a current source (inductor) and 

inserting again the energy to a voltage source (cell, module or battery pack). The energy 

transfer is made between single cells or between single cells to higher voltage modules 

or battery packs. 

Cell to cell balancing systems transmit the energy between single cells of a series 

connected battery system. The energy could be transferred between two different cells 

transferring the energy from adjacent cell to adjacent cell Fig 2.19 a-1) until the energy 

is released in the weak cell [70] . This topology requires high number of high frequency 

switches and the efficiency is low, even though resonant networks could be used to 

increase efficiency [71] or topological improvements to reduce the switch count [72]. 

The balancing speed is improved by selective cell balancing [73] Fig 2.19 a-2). The 

energy is directly transferred from the strong cell to the weak cell. The number of 

unidirectional or bidirectional switches is very high, specially for high number 

serialized battery packs. 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

Fig 2.18 Capacitive balancing systems a) Switched capacitor or single tired capacitive balancing system 

[66]. b) Double tired capacitive balancing system [67], [68]c) Flying capacitor capacitive balancing 

system [69] 
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Cell to cell balancing systems offer good SOC balancing behaviour between all 

the cells of a series connected battery pack. However they are highly complex and have 

high number of high switching frequency switches, increasing the balancing system 

cost. 

Battery pack ↔ cell balancing systems transfer the energy between a low voltage 

port (cell) and a high voltage port (module or battery pack, series connected cells). Cell 

→ battery pack systems Fig 2.19 b-1) transfer the energy between the strong cell of a 

 

a-1) 

 

a-2) 

 

b-1) 

 

b-2) 

 

b-3) 

Fig 2.19 Inductive balancing systems a) Cell↔Cell a-1) adjacent cell energy exchange [70] a-2) selective 

cell energy exchange [73] b) BP↔Cell b-1)Cell→BP balancing system[74]. b-2) BP→Cell balancing 

system [75] b-3) Bidirectional inductive balancing system [76] 
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series connected cell string inserting again the energy to the module or battery pack 

[74]. The energy transfer is typically made via a transformer to adjust the voltage 

difference. The configurations could be different changing from a multi-winding 

transformer [74], independent transformers [77] or a single transformers for all the 

series connected cells [78]. 

Battery pack to cell balancing systems obtain the energy from the whole battery 

pack via one active switch Fig 2.19 b-2) and reinsert the energy to the weaker or 

weakest cell/s [75]. The configurations could change as the cell to battery systems from 

multiwinding transformers [75], to independent transformers [59] or one single 

transformer with high number of cell selection switches [79]. 

Battery pack↔cell bidirectional balancing systems transfer the energy in both 

directions [76], having an active switch in the battery pack level and the cell level Fig 

2.19 b-3. The typical configurations are multiwinding based transformer [76] or 

independent DCDC converters for the connection between each cell and the battery 

pack [46]. 

Inductive balancing systems permit high current balancing rates. The complexity 

control and the cost of the balancing system is dependent on the number of active 

switches. Selective systems present high balancing speeds because the energy is directly 

transferred between strong and weak cells. The circuit design is complex when high 

number of cells are involved, specially for multiwinding transformer design. 

2.3.3 Single switch active balancing systems 

Table 2.10 Main characteristics of active inductive balancing systems. 

Topology Mode Efficiency Complexity Switch count Speed 

Cell↔Cell 
Adjacent Very low Low High Low 

Selective High High Very high High 

BP↔ Cell 

BP→Cell Medium Low Low, medium Medium 

Cell→BP Medium Medium High Medium 

Bidirectional High High n+1 High 
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Single switch active balancing systems are a particular topology of battery pack to 

cell (BP→Cell) balancing systems. The main characteristic is that only one switch is 

enough to balance all the series connected cells. Series connected cells are voltage 

balanced, not being possible an SOC based balancing control. 

N. Kutkut et al. present the first designs of flyback based single switch converters 

starting in early 1995 [74], [75], [80]–[82] Fig 2.20 a). A special effort has to be done in 

the design of the mulwinding transformer where the parasitic deviation between 

windings could be controlled by the use of coaxial cables [83]. 

M. Uno et al. present that any input buck-boost (buck, boost or buck-boost) cell 

that generates a rectangular voltage waveform could be coupled to a voltage multiplier 

circuit to generate a series connected cell balancing system [84]–[88]. The voltage 

multiplier circuits are series connection of diode and/or inductors via a capacitor energy 

exchange in series, avoiding the use of high cost transformers and simplifying 

modularity Fig 2.20 b). They present single switch buck-boost type converters with a 

Sepic design [89], diode based voltage multipliers [90] or with resonant networks [91]. 

2.3.4 Modular balancing systems 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Fig 2.20 Main single switch active balancing system a) Flyback based systems proposed by N. Kutkut. A 

multiwing flyback balancing system [80]. b) Buck-boost based balancing system proposed by M. Uno. 

Multistacked Sepic converter [89] 
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High number of series connected energy storage cells are connected in high 

power/energy applications, even several hundreds of cells as for big grid energy storage 

systems Table 2.5. Balancing of high number of series connected cells is a very 

complex and difficult issue, while balancing of series connected cells is critical to use 

all the energy inside the battery pack as presented in Subchapter 2.2.3. Modular 

balancing systems permit to divide the balancing problem in smaller subsystems 

simplifying the balancing problem of series connected energy storage devices [92]–[99]. 

Modular balancing systems balance the whole series connected battery pack 

balancing the cells inside a module with an intramodule balancing system and balancing 

between different modules using intermodule balancing systems [95]. A high number 

series connected cells battery pack could be constructed using intermodule balancing 

systems and commercially available battery modules (12 V, 24 V and 48 V most 

common voltages). 

The division of the balancing of series connected cells in intramodule balancing 

systems and in intermodule balancing systems permit to use mixed balancing systems , 

using best suited balancing system for each situation [100]. 

 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Fig 2.21 Balancing system architecture of high number series connected cells [99]a) Conventional 

architecture, presented in passive balancing systems b) modular architecture with intramodule and 

intermodule balancing systems. 
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2.4 Conclusions of the chapter 

Lithium-ion cells are one of the most promising and important technologies 

regarding energy storage system and energy efficiency. Inside Lithium-ion family, LFP 

cells are one of the most promising technologies due to their safety characteristics and 

high power density. This two particular properties present LFP cells as the best option 

for power applications where human safety is critical as electric mobility. LFP 

technology will be the studied technology during the PhD work. 

Li-ion power applications require series connection of cells to decrease 

conduction power losses, by the reduction of application current stress. High number of 

series connected battery packs are divided in smaller modules to reduce mechanical and 

electrical design effort. The reduction of design effort to modules permits to use the 

module for different applications, via parallelization or series connection. The battery 

pack could be also constructed from commercially available modules where 12 V, 24 V 

and 48 V are the most common voltage ranges. 

Due to natural unsafe behaviour of Li-ion chemistry a Battery Management 

System BMS is indispensable to work with Li-ion technology inside a Safe Operation 

Area SOA. When high number of cells are connected in series the BMS design is 

complex. New commercially available ICs are a good choice to reduce battery 

management design difficulty. 

Li-ion cells present performance variations due to manufacturing processes, 

environmental issues and human interaction that are presented in instantaneous and 

aging unbalancing effects. However there is a lack of information about unbalancing 

effects in series connected cells. Literature works only present performance deviations 

between single cells. When cells are connected in series unbalancing effects generate 

great energy and performance reduction of the battery pack. When the number of series 

connected cells is increased, a balancing system is necessary to maximize the energy, 

and an active system is indispensable when a SOH deviation occurs. 

Balancing systems permit to maximize the energy of the battery pack. Passive 

balancing system is the most used topology in the literature and for industrial 
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applications. In order to compete with passive balancing the most critical parameter is 

the cost and complexity reduction of the active balancing system. These disadvantages 

are greatly conditioned by the high number of active switches and converters. Modular 

balancing systems permit to reduce the balancing problem complexity into 

intramodule and intermodule balancing systems. To reduce the cost single switch 

balancing systems could be a great candidate for intramodule balancing systems giving 

the cost reduction to finally design competitive active balancing systems to dispute with 

passive balancing systems. 

Balancing system design and sizing is not well presented in literature. A 

contribution should be done with a methodology for designing balancing systems, 

designing the balancing system taken into account the differences between the weak and 

the strong cell. 

The following thesis work will try to fill the weaknesses found in the state of the 

art. 
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Chapter 3                                                                 

LFP SERIES CONNECTED UNBALANCING EFFECTS 

AND CAUSES 

There is a complete lack of information about unbalancing effects and causes in 

Li-ion series connected battery packs. Even though there are plenty of studies related to 

single cell level behaviour, there is not information about performance decrease due to 

unbalancing in series connected Li-ion battery packs. 

To understand series connected Li-ion battery packs, concretely LFP, a test 

methodology is designed to understand battery pack unbalancing effects and causes. 

The methodology will analyse different parameters referred to cycling behaviour and 

rest or calendar life behaviour. 

Battery cycle tests are performed to evaluate unbalancing of series connected 

LFP cells under cycling conditions. Different parameters deviation is evaluated to 

biggest unbalancing impact parameters. 

Rest or calendar life tests evaluate stand by unbalancing effect in series connected 

LFP cells. Variation in SOC between cells and various external circuitry connections 

are evaluated. 

Finally main conclusions, emphasizing main unbalancing contributions are 

resumed. The methodology and results were presented in [PAPER C1]. 
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3.1 LFP Unbalancing test methodology 

A LFP battery pack is a multivariable system composed of series/parallel 

connection of single cells Fig 3.1. The battery pack unbalances are influenced by 

manufacturing process, environmental variables and external circuitry connected as the 

BMS. 

However there is a big lack of information about experimental data and 

performance of series connected battery packs, and for our interest work, LFP series 

connected battery packs. 

To detect the unbalancing effects presented in series connected LFP battery packs 

and evaluate the influence on total battery performance, a test methodology has been 

designed to estimate different parameter influence in series connected LFP battery 

packs. The unbalancing test methodology has been divided in two different test groups. 

Cycle tests will evaluate unbalancing effects in series connected cells due to 

continuous cycling. The battery pack will be tested under different Current rates (C-

rate); and temperature or SOC unbalances (ΔSOC, ΔT) will be intentionally generated 

to assess unbalancing effects during cycling. 

Rest tests will evaluate unbalancing effects in series connected cells due to self-

discharge mechanisms and external circuitry influence (ΔQSD). 

The test methodology will be implemented in a 4S1P LFP battery pack of 6,5 Ah 

 

Fig 3.1 Battery pack multivariable system. Schematic representation of the influence of different battery 

pack parameters for unbalancing effects. 
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nominal capacity QNom. The test methodology is performed first, with an initialization 

process where the series connected cells are started to a concrete initial state, and after a 

test sequence. The equipment used for the test methodology is described below: 

 Basytec XCTS battery tester: 4 channels of a Basytec battery tester are utilized 

to establish individual initial SOC conditions for 4 LFP single cells (ΔSOC). 

 Chroma charge discharge system (C-rate) 

o Chroma 62024P-80-60: Power supply to charge the battery pack. 

o Chroma 63201: Electronic Load to discharge the 4S1P battery 

pack. 

 Acquisition and control system: National Instruments based system: 

o Host: Ni program based to control Chroma power supply and 

electronic load via series communication. 

o Real Time: Crio 9022 real time controller in a 9114 chassis. 

 NI 9205: 16 DI/32 SE voltage measurement system 

(Voltage and current). 

 NI 9213: 16 Termocouple measurement system 

(Temperature measurement) 

 NI 9403: 32 DIO system (security relay control) 

 Prebatem temperature chambers: 2 Prebatem 80L temperature chambers to 

unbalance cell in temperature (ΔT). 

 Precision shunt resistors: 1% shunt resistors to measure different current rates 

with good accuracy for coulomb counting. 

 

Fig 3.2 Unbalancing test methodology structure to evaluate unbalancing effect influence in series 

connected LFP battery packs. 
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3.2 LFP series connected cycle tests. 

Battery pack cycle tests will analyse if a series connected LFP battery pack is 

unbalanced during cycling. 4S1P battery pack has been designed with 6,5 Ah QNom 

capacity. LFP cells under test present prismatic format and are connected in series with 

an air gap of 2 cm to discard temperature influence on centre situated battery pack cells. 

The 4 LFP cells under test are characterized with the Basytec XCTS battery tester 

to obtain initial maximum capacity QMax of each cell and the initial unbalancing effect 

due to manufacturing dispersion effect in capacity deviation ΔQMax Table 3.1. 0,317 Ah 

dispersion, or 4,9% respect to QNom is presented. All the cells present higher capacities 

than nominal capacity. 

Before assembled in series the 4 cells are charged with CC of C/2 until 3,65V, and 

after a CV charge is done until the currents goes under C/20. (CCCV charging mode). 

The cells are charged at constant 25 ºC. After charging process, a ΔSOC is inserted if 

necessary to generate an unbalancing effect. 

The cycle test is defined with the next specifications and presented in Fig 3.3. 

 CC discharge until one cell reaches 2V.(DISCHARGE) 

 1 h rest period after discharge. (REST D) 

 CC charge until one cell reaches 3,65 V. (CHARGE) 

 1h rest period after charge. (REST C) 

The cycle test is repeated during 50 complete cycles to evaluate different battery 

parameters. The parameters under evaluation during cycle tests are: 

 Coulombimetric behaviour: Capacity inserted to the battery pack during 

charge QBP,C and obtained during discharge QBP,D. The capacity measurement 

is extensively used in literature for single cells. 

Table 3.1 Initial maximum capacity and capacity dispersion of LFP cells under test. 1C discharge test 

after CCCV charge. Manufacturing deviation effect. Percentage respect to 6,5 Ah nominal capacity 

QMax,1 QMax,2 QMax,3 QMax,4 ΔQMax Mean Q 

7,273 7,51 7,59 7,314 0,317 7,42 

112% 115% 117% 112% 4,9% 114% 
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 Energetic behaviour: Energy inserted to the battery pack during charge WBP,C 

and obtained during discharge WBP,D. Even if energetic behaviour is not 

utilized in literature is presented more important than coulombimetric because 

gives the real energetic parameter of the battery pack taking into account the 

LFP technology voltage profile. 

 Unbalancing effect in voltage: Maximum voltage dispersion during charge 

ΔVMax,C and discharge ΔVMax,D are measured between 4S1P cells. The 

maximum voltage dispersions appear during charge and discharge final 

process. Voltage dispersion will be evaluated to discard hypothesis described 

in [101] which says that voltage difference is increased due to consecutive 

overcharges in one single cell. 

The parameters dispersions for the cycle unbalancing tests are presented in Table 

3.2. An evaluation of a temperature mismatch ΔT of 5ºC will be evaluated for 

temperature influence, a ΔSOC dispersion of 3% will give an idea of a battery pack 

performance under unbalancing effects and different C-rate current tests will evaluate 

battery pack performance for different power applications. 

 

 

Fig 3.3 LFP series connected unbalancing cycle test. Full cycle description. 

Table 3.2 Parameter deviation for unbalancing cycle tests. Temperature, SOC and current rate differences 

for unbalancing tests. 
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3.2.1 Balanced series connected cells 

The 4S1P battery pack is tested under balanced situation and low current rate 

regimen. The mean discharge capacity of the battery pack QBP,D,AV is 6,92 Ah giving 

nearly 100% coulombimetric efficiency between charge and discharge. The mean 

discharge energy WBP,D,AV is 88,5044 Wh with nearly 4 Wh constant losses between 

charge and discharge process during the whole 50 cycles. The maximum voltage 

deviation ΔVMax is given in discharge with a maximum dispersion of AVMax,D between 

0,3 V and 0,4 V. The voltage dispersion does not increase during cycling as expected 

and presented in literature [101]. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.4 Balanced cells under low current rate tests. Top: Battery pack capacity QBP. Middle: Battery pack 

energy WBP . Bottom: Voltage unbalance between series connected cells ΔVMax. 
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3.2.2 Temperature unbalance effect ΔT 

3 cells are inserted in a temperature chamber to 30ºC and a single cell is held to 

25ºC in the second temperature chamber. The cells are SOC balanced and cycled in low 

rate condition. The mean discharge capacity QBP,D,AV and the mean discharge energy 

WBP,D,AV are 6,66 Ah and 85,18 Wh respectively, decreasing the total energy obtained 

respect to balanced condition. The maximum voltage dispersion ΔVMax,D decreases 

compared to balanced situation (ΔVMax,D from 0,3-0,4 to 0,1-0,2), even the critical 

parameter of voltage dispersion during 50 cycles is kept constant, presenting that no 

voltage deviation is presented due to cycling, even if a temperature unbalanced is 

presented in the battery pack. 

 

 

 

Fig 3.5 5 ºC temperature unbalance (3 cells 30ºC one cell 25ºC) results for a Low current rate test. Top: 

Battery pack capacity QBP. Middle: Battery pack energy WBP . Bottom: Voltage unbalance between series 

connected cells ΔVMax. 
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3.2.3 SOC unbalance effect ΔSOC 

A SOC unbalance of 3% is inserted to 1 cell of the 4S1P battery pack. The mean 

discharge capacity QBP,D,AV is 6,64 Ah and the mean discharge energy is WBP,D,AV 81,20 

Wh. The energetic efficiency is kept with ≈4 Wh losses between charge and discharge 

as temperature unbalance and balanced situation. The energetic efficiency is only 

dependant on the current rates during charge and discharge. The voltage difference 

ΔVMax,D is highly increased respect to both previous cases to 0,6 V during discharge. 

However the voltage dispersion during the continuous 50 cycles is kept nearly constant, 

non-increasing the voltage dispersion. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.6 3% SOC unbalance (3 cells 30ºC one cell 25ºC) results for a Low current rate test. Top: Battery 

pack capacity QBP. Middle: Battery pack energy WBP . Bottom: Voltage unbalance between series 

connected cells ΔVMax. 
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3.2.4 High current rate effect 

The 4S1P battery pack is tested under high charge and discharge current rates as 

specified in Table 3.2. The mean capacity and energy during discharge are highly 

decreased due to high current rates (7 times higher than low current rate cycle). QBP,D,AV 

is 4,71 Ah and the WBP,D,AV is 53,65, with an energetic efficiency decrease of ≈8 Wh 

from charge process to discharge process. The voltage deviation is low (ΔVMax,D ≈0,1 V 

)because the low SOC region is not reached due to high current rate. The temperature of 

the cells reach 38 ºC during discharge process, however it can be seen in Fig 3.7 that the 

voltage dispersion is not increased during the 50 cycles period. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.7 Balanced cells under high current rate tests (7xLow rate). Top: Battery pack capacity QBP. Middle: 

Battery pack energy WBP . Bottom: Voltage unbalance between series connected cells ΔVMax. 
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3.2.5 High cycle number test influence 

To ensure the independence of voltage dispersion due to cycling the high rate 

cycle presented in 3.2.4 has been repeated during 150 cycles. High rate cycling is 

chosen because high rate cycles will increase the temperature of the cells and could lead 

to a higher unbalancing influence. However, Fig 3.8 presents that no voltage unbalance 

ΔVMax dispersion effect is presented due to cycling. It is again illustrated that energy 

and capacity is decreased due to high rate cycling (QBP,D,AV = 4,44Ah and the WBP,D,AV = 

53,65 Wh) and that energetic losses are ≈8 Wh per charge /discharge cycle. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.8 Balanced cells under high current rate tests (7xLow rate) for analysis of voltage dispersion for 

high cycle numbers (150 cycles). Top: Battery pack capacity QBP. Middle: Battery pack energy WBP . 
Bottom: Voltage unbalance between series connected cells ΔVMax. 
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3.3 LFP series connected rest tests 

LFP series connected rest tests will evaluate the unbalancing effects produced due 

to rest periods of battery packs. During rest tests the unbalancing effect due to self-

discharge of LFP cells and the influence of external circuitry connected to series 

connected cells will be evaluated independently. During the rest tests the cells are 

initially charged to an initial predefined capacity Q, and after that cells are kept in 

standby situation. After the rest period the cells are fully discharged to evaluate the lost 

capacity QLOSS during the rest period. The cells under test will be the same cells as for 

the cycle tests, LFP cells of QNom= 6,5 Ah. 

Self-discharge behaviour tests will present the deviation in self-discharge due to 

different SOC between single cells. The self-discharge behaviour of single cells will 

give the predicted behaviour of cells and the unbalancing effect under series connection. 

Different external circuitries will be connected to evaluate the difference between 

the natural self-discharge of cells and the influence on capacity loss and unbalancing 

due to external circuitry connection. 

3.3.1 Self-discharge behaviour tests 

During self-discharge tests 4 cells are tested individually (not series connected) to 

evaluate single cell self-discharge. The 4 cells are stored inside a temperature chamber 

with two different capacities, 2 cells stored to 50% SOC and another 2 cells to 70% 

SOC. The SOC will be calculated respect to the nominal capacity QNOM instead of the 

maximum capacity QMax. 

Table 3.3 Self-discharge capacity loss QSD=QLOSS for single cells. SOC 50% and SOC 70%. 

Cells 
Initial capacity 

Q [Ah] 

Lost capacity per month 

QLOSS=QSD [Ah] 

Percentage QLOSS per month 

[%]* 

1-50% 3,25 0,05 0,76 

2-50% 3,25 0,05 0,76 

3-70% 4,55 0,1 1,5 

4-70% 4,55 0,1 1,5 

*Percentage respect to nominal capacity QNom=6,5 Ah 
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Higher SOC cells (3-4 70 % SOC) suffer higher losses or self-discharge 

QLOSS=QSD than lower SOC cells 50% SOC. These tests corroborate literature 

previously presented results [47]–[49]. There is not dispersion between tested LFP cells 

for same SOC values. A capacity self-discharge of 0,76% per month for 50% SOC and 

1,5% per month for 70% SOC is measured during self-discharge tests. The variation in 

self-discharge capacity ΔQSD doubles from 70% to 50%. 

The results obtained for single cells permit to suggest that SOC unbalance will 

lead to a natural balancing effect in series connected cells. High SOC cells will suffer 

more self-discharge, balancing their capacity to lower SOC cells generating an auto 

balancing effect in series connected battery packs 

3.3.2 External circuitry influence tests 

LFP battery packs and all Li-ion technology battery packs need external circuitry 

first and most important to guarantee safety issues (voltage, temperature, etc. 

measurement) and second to improve battery life and performance (balancing system, 

thermal management system, etc). External circuitry adds extra capacity loss QLOSS, 

generating bigger capacity losses than single cell self-discharge QSD (QLOSS>QSD). 

In order to measure the influence of different measurement systems, a 4S1P 

battery pack with 4 LFP QNom=6,5 Ah charged to 50% SOC is built. Each single cell is 

individually charged to 50% SOC. The capacity loss QLOSS will be compared with the 

self-discharge loss of 50% SOC cells presented in previous subchapter. 

During the analysis process 4 different systems have been connected to the 4S1P 

battery pack as presented in Fig 3.9. 

 Fig 3.9 a) presents a measurement system based on differential operational 

amplifiers. The operational amplifiers should have bigger CMRR while 

number of series connected cells increases. The operational amplifier used 

during the tests is the INA 210 with an input impedance of 1 MΩ. 

 The second configuration in Fig 3.9 b) adds a passive balancing system to the 

operational amplifier based measurement system. The passive balancing 
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system is controlled by an optocoupler that switches a BJT transistor in series 

with a 120 Ω balancing resistor. 

 Configuration presented in Fig 3.9 c) utilizes a commercial IC as BMS. The 

IC is a Texas Instruments bq76PL536 Li-ion battery monitor and secondary 

protection IC. The IC is kept in standby and woken up every 1 second to 

establish a measurement speed of 1 sample per second (1S/s). The IC is 

communicated by SPI protocol with a main control or display system. The 

input impedance is 2 MΩ. 

 The final configuration presented in Fig 3.9 d) measures the 4S1P cell 

voltages with a National Instruments NI 9205 voltage measurement module 

connected to a Real time cRio controller. The measurement speed is set to 

1S/s as it is enough for battery applications and as comparison to the Texas 

Instruments IC. The input impedance of the cRio is 10 GΩ from Analog input 

to ground and a maximum input bias current of 100 pA. 

During the tests 4S1P battery pack cell voltages are measured during a period of 1 

month. After the rest period the battery pack is disassembled and the remaining capacity 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 

Fig 3.9. External circuitry configurations for unbalancing effect detection. A) INA 210 analog 

measurement system b) INA 210 analog measurement system with passive balancing system c) TI 

bq76PL536 BMS specific IC d) NI 9205 voltage measurement module. 
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of each cell is measured with the Basytec battery tester to determine which cell of the 

battery pack suffers bigger capacity loss QLOSS Table 3.4. 

Analog measuring systems based on differential operational amplifiers asses a 

capacity loss of 0,36 Ah maximum, generating a 5,54 % capacity loss per month in a 

cell. The highest capacity loss is presented in the lowest situated cell (C1), with 3 times 

more capacity loss respect to highest situated cell (C4) ΔQLOSS. The passive balancing 

leakage current does not increase significantly the capacity loss, so the influence is 

negligible. 

Digital measurement systems reduce the capacity loss sustainably compared to 

analog systems. Bq76PL536 based measurement system generates a capacity loss of 

0,22 Ah (3,38 % per month) in cell C4 (highest situated) and 0,16 Ah in C1. National 

Instruments NI 9205 voltage measurement module generates the smaller capacity loss 

1,5 % per month and it does not introduce any capacity loss deviation between series 

connected cells. 

 

Table 3.4 Self-discharge capacity loss QSD=QLOSS for single cells. SOC 50% and SOC 70%. 

Configuration 

Fig 3.9 

Maximum capacity 

loss [Ah] 

(QLOSS/Cn) 

Minimum capacity loss 

[Ah] 

(QLOSS/Cn) 

Percentage maximum QLOSS 

per month [%]* 

a) 0,36/C1 0,12/C4 5,54 

b) 0,37/C1 0,12/C4 5,57 

c) 0,22/C4 0,16/C1 3,38 

d) 0,1 0,1 1,5 

*Percentage respect to nominal capacity QNom=6,5 Ah 
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3.4 LFP battery packs test results summary 

LFP series connected cycle test results are presented in Table 3.5. Cycle tests 

evaluate energetic issues due to cycling and the most critical parameters to obtain the 

maximum energy of the battery pack. Unbalancing degradation, by the analysis of 

voltage dispersion during cycling has been evaluated to analyze if the battery pack is 

voltage unbalanced due to cycling. 

Regarding energetic issues during discharge (QBP,D,AV and WBP,D,AV) the most 

important parameter is the current rate (C-rate) of the charge/discharge process, 

reducing the total battery energy more than a 30% respect to a Low rate 

application(88,5 Wh Low rate 57,15 High rate). A 3% SOC unbalance is much more 

harmful than a 5ºC mismatch for the battery pack energy. 

Maximum voltage variation is given during the final discharge process ΔVMax,D. 

High current rate applications do not suffer from big voltage differences because they 

do not reach Low SOC regions where the OCV curve is sharper. SOC mismatch 

generates the bigger voltage dispersion reaching a maximum voltage difference of 0,722 

V during a discharge. However the standard deviation for all the tests is less than 45 mV 

which denotes that there is not voltage variance or dispersion due to cycling. A 150 

cycle test with high current stress has been carries with identical results. 

LFP series connected rest tests are focused to evaluate battery capacity loss due to 

self-discharge QSD and capacity loss due to external circuitry QLOSS. The unbalancing 

Table 3.5 LFP series connected cycle test results for each test presented in chapter 3.2. QBP,D,AV and  

WBP,D,AV values. Maximum discharge voltage difference ΔVMax,D  statistics for the whole test. Maximum 

diference during cycles (Max). Minimum difference during cycles (Min). Average value during cycles 

(AV). Standard deviation during cycles (σ). 

Tests 
QBP,D,AV 

[Ah] 

WBP,D,AV 

[Wh] 

ΔVMax,D [V] 

Max Min AV σ 

3.2.1 6,92 88,5 0,435 0,296 0,346 0,042 

3.2.2 6,66 85,19 0,195 0,079 0,122 0,025 

3.2.3 6,64 81,2 0,722 0,53 0,605 0,044 

3.2.4 4,71 57,15 0,148 0,053 0,103 0,027 

3.2.5 4,44 53,65 0,09 0,024 0,043 0,0105 
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effect performed in the battery pack due to capacity loss variation ΔQLOSS is studied 

which could be a determinant parameter in the unbalancing process of a battery pack 

(generating voltage variations AV for example). Rest test results are resumed in Table 

3.6. 

Self-discharge tests evaluate capacity loss of cells due to storage without any 

external circuitry. The self-discharge loss QSD is equal to the total capacity loss QLOSS 

(QSD=QLOSS). 70% cells suffer 2 times more QSD than 50% cells (1,5 % per month 

respect to 0,76 % per month). No capacity loss variation ΔQLOSS is appreciated between 

different cells ΔQSD= ΔQLOSS=0. 

External circuitry generates capacity loss increase and capacity loss dispersion 

between series connected cells. Analog differential operational amplifiers generate the 

biggest loss (5,54 % per month) and the biggest dispersion ΔQLOSS= 3,69%. The 

insertion of a passive balancing system does not influence in the capacity loss. Digital 

measurement systems generate lower capacity losses. The capacity dispersion is also 

lower and the NI 9205 measurement system even has not capacity loss variation 

(ΔQLOSS= 0). 

Table 3.6 LFP series connected rest test. Self-discharge SD and External circuitry EC effect related to 

total capacity loss QLOSS and capacity loss variation ΔQLOSS 

Test 

Maximum 

capacity loss 

[Ah] 

(QLOSS/Cn) 

Minimum 

capacity loss 

[Ah] 

(QLOSS/Cn) 

Percentage maximum 

QLOSS per month 

[%]* 

ΔQLOSS per month 

[%]* 

SD 50% 0,05 0,05 0,76 0 

SD 70% 0,1 0,1 1,5 0 

EC a) 0,36/C1 0,12/C4 5,54 3,69 

EC b) 0,37/C1 0,12/C4 5,57 3,84 

EC c) 0,22/C4 0,16/C1 3,38 0,92 

EC d) 0,1 0,1 1,5 0 

*Percentage respect to nominal capacity QNom=6,5 Ah 
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3.5 Conclusions of the chapter 

Due to low information regarding unbalancing effects and causes in series 

connected LFP cells, a test methodology has been defined to identify unbalancing 

effects and the influence on LFP battery packs behaviour. To detect unbalancing effects 

cycling and rest tests have been  

The behaviour of the battery pack is evaluated for energy decrease and the 

unbalancing generation. The energy deterioration is evaluated for different parameters 

with the energy and capacity during discharge (QBP,D,AV and WBP,D,AV) and the capacity 

losses due to rest periods (QLOSS). The unbalancing generation is evaluated with the 

voltage dispersion during cycling (ΔVMax,D) and the capacity loss variation ΔQLOSS 

during rest periods. 

Battery pack energy decrease during cycling is primarily influenced by high C-

rate currents. The energy reduction has to be taken into account for battery pack sizing. 

An SOC variation of 3% is also more harmful than a 5ºC variation between series 

connected cells. Good SOC match maximizes the energy of the battery pack. High SOC 

cells suffer higher QLOSS than low SOC cells. 70% SOC cells double self-discharge 

respect to 50% SOC cells (1,5%-0,76% per month respectively). Analog voltage 

measurement system generate high QLOSS (QLOSS>5%), so digital measurement systems 

should be used with low measurement periods (1S/s or greater) and low consumption 

 

Fig 3.10. Spider chart showing energy decrease influence and unbalancing generation in series connected 

LFP cells. Current rate (C-rate), temperature mismatch (ΔT), SOC unbalance (ΔSOC), self-discharge 

(SD) and external circuitry (EC) qualitative influence. 
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standby and idle modes. Commercial high impedance measurement systems are a good 

option for laboratory measurements (as National Instruments equipment) and 

commercial specific BMS ICs are the best candidate for industrial applications for high 

number series connected battery packs. 

No unbalancing is generated due to cycling even if SOC, temperature and current 

variations are inserted. LFP cells due not have voltage unbalance due to cycling. The 

maximum voltage variation is generated due to SOC unbalance but is kept constant 

while cycling. During rest periods self-discharge of different cells do not induce 

variation in capacity loss, however when an external measurement circuit is connected a 

capacity loss variation is generated, which could induce a voltage variation after time. 

Analog systems generate a capacity variation bigger than digital systems so should be 

avoided for LFP series connected cells. Digital sampling systems with speeds lower 

than 1 second, low standby current consumption and input impedances higher than 2 

MΩ (like the bq76PL536 and the NI 9205) are well suited for LFP cells.  
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Chapter 4                                                           

SERIES CONNECTED ENERGY STORAGE 

MODULAR BALANCING SYSTEMS 

Series connected energy storage balancing systems increase complexity with high 

number of series connected cells. To reduce balancing system complexity modular 

balancing systems decrease balancing effort dividing the battery pack in different 

modules. 

During the thesis work modular balancing systems are divided in intramodule 

systems and intermodule systems. Intramodule balancing systems balance the cells 

inside the module and intermodule balancing systems balance the different modules 

inside the battery pack. The thesis work is specially focused in low complexity, low 

component number systems. All the designed balancing systems are prepared to work in 

open loop mode without the need of a control feedback loop. 

During balancing system analysis and design main equations related to balancing 

current between weak and strong cell/modules are presented, as it is the main 

parameter to take into account in a balancing system design. 

Main conclusions of modular balancing systems are presented. The intramodule 

balancing system analysis is presented in [PAPER J2]. 
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4.1 Modularity in series connected cells 

The complexity of high number series connected cells is decreased by dividing the 

Battery Pack (BP) in m modules (M) of n cells (C). Each module has an intramodule 

and an intermodule balancing system as presented in Fig 4.1. 

The cells inside a module are balanced by an intramodule balancing system. The 

balancing system inserts a current ICb,i to each cell. The modules are balanced by an 

intermodule balancing system which can be connected in series or parallel. The 

balancing current inserted to each module is defined by IMb,j. 

The total current of a cell IC,i or a module IM,j inside a battery pack is defined by 

superposition with equations (4.1) and (4.2) respectively. 

  C,i BP Mb,j Cb,i   i=[1,n] j=[1,m]I I I I  (4.1) 

 

Fig 4.1 Modular representation of a series connected cell battery pack, with modular intramodule 

balancing systems and intermodule parallel connected balancing systems. 
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 M,j BP Mb,j  j=[1,m]I I I  (4.2) 

To compensate an unbalancing between two cells or modules energy is transferred 

from the strong (S) cell(s)/module(s) to the weak (W) cell/module.Inside a battery pack 

one module or cell is considered weak and all the other modules or cells are considered 

strong. For a balancing system design 3 main parameters are important. 

 The balancing current to the weak cell/module (ICb,W or IMb,W)(positive 

current). 

 The balancing current from the strong cell(s)/module(s) (ICb,S or IMb,S) 

(negative current). 

 The relation between the balancing current between strong and weak 

cell(s)/module(s) (ICb,W/ICb,S or IMb,W/IMb,S). 
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4.2 Ideal/Lossless intramodule model 

During this subchapter ideal intramodule balancing system modelling will be 

presented related to the main balancing current equations and balancing behaviour. 

Single switch balancing systems present interesting characteristics to be candidates for 

intramodule balancing systems. 

 Low number of components. 

 Single active switch. 

 Open loop balancing possibility. 

The relative low number of components is specially interesting due to the use of 

single active switch for balancing all the cells inside a module. The balancing procedure 

could be done with an open loop strategy (switching the single switch with constant 

duty cycle D=cte). In order to guarantee the open loop control strategy the single switch 

balancing system should work in Discontinuous Conduction DCM Mode during the full 

working range (4.3). If the DCM is not guaranteed the balancing system will be 

destroyed due to continuous increase of the current through the circuit inductors Fig 4.2. 

 


 

ON 1 2 S

1 2

2

T +T +T T

D+D +D =1   DCM

D 0

 (4.3) 

To guarantee the DCM a discontinuous period time D2 should be presented. The 

critical duty cycle DC is determined by the limit where D2=0. By keeping D below DC 

DCM is guaranteed. 

   

 

C 1 2

C

D 1 D D 0

D D DCM guaranteed
 (4.4) 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Fig 4.2 Inductor current representation for explanation of the DCM guarantee requirement under open 

loop constant duty cycle operation. A) Inductor current controlled under DCM. B) Inductor overcurrent 

and consequent destroy. 
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Single switch balancing systems voltage balance the series connected cells 

naturally. The energy is provided from the most charged cells (strong cells) to the less 

voltage cell (weak cells). Therefore single switch balancing systems are not suitable for 

SOC balance strategies. However during the analysis of Chapter 3 it was presented that 

the SOC unbalance test present the biggest voltage unbalance, so it is generally 

correlated that a SOC unbalance implies a voltage unbalance. The module voltage VM in 

a series connected system is the sum of all the single cells VC,i or equally the sum of the 

weak cell voltage VC,W and the strong cell voltages VC,S. 



 
n n

M C,i C,W C,S
i=1 S=1

S W

= = +V V V V  (4.5) 

When all the voltages of series connected cells are equal (balanced situation) no 

balancing current ICb,n distributed through the cells. However when a voltage deviation 

is presented (unbalanced situation), the weakest cell receives current from the strong 

cells. 

C,1 C,2 C,n Cb,i

C,W C,S Cb,W Cb,S

= =...=      =0  (balanced)  i=[1,n]

<                   >0  <0  (unbalanced)

V V V I

V V I I
 (4.6) 

The study of different balancing systems will be held under unbalanced situation. 

The single switch topologies under study are 3 flyback based systems and 3 buck-boost 

balancing designs. 

 Single core Flyback 4.2.1. 

 Multiple core parallel connected Flyback 4.2.2. 

Table 4.1 Main characteristics of single switch active balancing topologies for intramodule balancing 

design. DCM control, number of switches (S) diodes (D) capacitors (Cap) inductors (L), transformers (T), 

balancing speed and modularity comparison. 

Topology Control 
2
 S D Cap L T Speed Modularity 

4.2.1 O.L 1 n _ _ 11 High No 

4.2.2 O.L 1 n _ _ n High High 

4.2.3 O.L 1 n _ _ n Low Total (except switch) 

4.2.4 O.L 1 n n n+1 _ High High 

4.2.5 O.L 1 n n n+1 _ High High 

4.2.6 O.L 1 n n+1 n+1 1 High High 

1 Multiwinding single core transformer. 

2 O.L: Open loop control guaranteeing DCM. 
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 Multiple core series connected Flyback 4.2.3. 

 Multi stacked Sepic 4.2.4. 

 Multi stacked Zeta 4.2.5. 

 Multi stacked isolated Cuk 4.2.6. 

Main characteristics of single switch intramodule balancing systems are presented 

in Table 4.1. During following subchapters main characteristics of each balancing 

system regarding advantages and disadvantages are presented. 4 main design parameters 

will be presented for each balancing system. 

 Critical duty cycle DC to guarantee open loop control. 

 Weak cell balancing current ICb,W. 

 Strong cells balancing current ICb,S. 

 Relation between weak and strong cell current ICb,W/ICb,S. 

Modelling and design process is described in detail in Annex A and Annex B 

4.2.1 Single core Flyback 

The converter presented in Fig 4.3 is a single switch flyback converter where one 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Fig 4.3. Single core Flyback balancing system. a) n cell module balancing system circuit scheme. b) Main 

current waveforms for primary current IP weak cell balancing current ICb,W and strong cell balancing 

current ICb,S. 
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primary and n cell secondaries are wounded in a single magnetic core. The energy is 

inserted from all the module VM to the primary inductance L during TON period. During 

OFF period only the weak cell secondary is polarized. 

The advantage is that only a single core is necessary to balance all the cells inside 

the module. However a good transformer design is necessary not to have deviations 

between different windings. Coaxial cable based windings [82] or the use of 

commercial multiwinding transformers reduce deviations. Main disadvantages are that 

it is not modular if one more cell is inserted in the module and that a high number of 

series cells increase the design complexity. 

The critical duty cycle DC where the DCM limit is guaranteed is defined in (4.7) 

where the transformer turns ratio N gives a freedom degree. 

C,W

C

M C,W

N
D =

+N

V

V V
 (4.7) 

The weak and strong cell balancing currents ICb,W and ICb,S are highly dependent 

on the magnetizing inductor L and the module voltage VM as defined in (4.8) and (4.9). 

It is relevant that all strong cells give the same current, even if they have different 

voltage levels. The relation between currents (4.10) is dependent on the division 

between the module voltage and the weak cell voltage. Higher number of series 

connected cells gives bigger current relations between weak and strong cell balancing 

currents. 
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M s M
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M s
Cb,S
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2L
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Cb,W M

Cb,S C,W

= -1
I V

I V
 (4.10) 

4.2.2 Multiple core parallel connected Flyback 

The multiple core parallel connected Flyback controls n independent transformers 

in parallel with a single switch Fig 4.4. During switch on period TON the n paralleled 

transformers are magnetized, so all the cells of the module give n times the magnetizing 
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current of a single transformer. When the switch is turned off the energy stored in all the 

transformers is released through the weak cell transformer, so all the other transformers 

transfer the energy to the weak cell through the weak cell primary. 

The main advantage is the modularity that provides the use of independent 

magnetic cores and the insertion of all the energy to the weak cell during off time as 

with the single core Flyback balancing system, increasing the balancing speed. The 

main disadvantage is the increased current in the cells due to parallel connection of the 

transformers, therefore increasing the power losses. 

The DC is defined equal to single core Flyback balancing system, with equal 

dependencies on module voltage and weak cell voltage, and turn ratio N freedom 

degree. 

C,W

C

M C,W

N
D =

+N

V

V V
 (4.11) 

The weak and strong balancing currents are dependent on the number of cells with 

a relation between balancing currents equal to single core Flyback. The strong cell 

balancing currents are all equal and only dependant on the TON period energy release. 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Fig 4.4. Multiple core parallel connected Flyback balancing system. a) n cell module balancing system 

circuit scheme. b) Main current waveforms for primary transformer currents IP,i weak cell balancing 

current ICb,W and strong cell balancing current ICb,S. 
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4.2.3 Multiple core series connected Flyback 

The multiple core series connected flyback connects n independent magnetic 

cores in series to a single active switch as presented in Fig 4.5. The n series magnetizing 

inductors L are energy charged during TON. During Off the energy is released to all the 

cells, not only to the weak cell, making the balancing system not selective. However, 

the weak cell continues receiving more energy balancing the module. 

The main advantage of the system is the modularity, only changing the active 

while more cells are inserted in series. The biggest drawback is the low balancing speed 

because the balancing procedure is not selective. 

The critical duty cycle is typically higher than in previous balancing systems 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Fig 4.5 Multiple core series connected Flyback balancing system. a) n cell module balancing system 

circuit scheme. b) Main current waveforms for primary transformer currents IP,i weak cell balancing 

current ICb,W and strong cell balancing current ICb,S. 
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because the VM term is divided by the number of cells 

C,W

C
M

C,W

N
D =

+N
n

V

V
V

 
(4.15) 

The weak and strong balancing currents depend on same equation (4.16), because 

each cell balancing current ICb,i only depends on its respective voltage VC,i. 
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The weak and strong current relation (4.17) is much smaller than in other Flyback 

configurations, confirming the assumption that the balancing speed of the series 

connected Flyback is low. 
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4.2.4 Multi Stacked Sepic 

The multi stacked Sepic balancing system is based on a single input n outputs 

series configuration Fig 4.6. During TON the single switch charges the different Lin and 

Ln inductors of the circuit, while during OFF the weak cell diode is polarized inserting 

energy to the weak cell, balancing the series connected cells. 

The main advantages are the easy modularity of the configuration and the absence 

of transformer in the design. 

Fig 4.6 present the inductor and diode currents (IL,i ILin ID,i) instead of cell 

balancing currents (ICb,i) due to easier analysis of the system. The balancing currents are 

obtained by a steady state analysis obtaining the equation (4.18) 

Cb,i D,i Lin=I I I  (4.18) 

ID,i for the strong cells is equal to zero because the diodes are never polarized, 

only ID,W has a positive value, inserting energy to the weak cell. The DC is dependent on 
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module voltage and weak cell voltage (4.19), which could yield to low duty cycle ratio 

when high number of cells are connected in series inside a module. 

C,W
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M C,W

D =
+

V

V V
 (4.19) 

The weak and strong cell balancing currents are defined by equations (4.20) and 

(4.21) where the module voltage VM and the inductors value (Ln,Lin) are the most 

important impact factors. The relation between the weak and strong balancing current is 

defined as the single core and multiple core parallel balancing systems 

((4.22)=(4.14)=(4.10)) where to increase the balancing relation a higher number of cells 

or a bigger unbalance is necessary. All the strong cell balancing currents are equal and 

voltage independent. 
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a) 

 

b) 

Fig 4.6. Sepic converter based multi stacked balancing system. a) n cell module balancing system circuit 

scheme. b) Main current waveforms Input inductor current currents ILin , inductor currents IL,i with weak 

IL,W and strong inductor IL,S currents and diode currents ID,i with weak ID,W and strong diode ID,S currents 

presented. 
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4.2.5 Multi Stacked Zeta 

The multi stacked Zeta converter is a buck-boost configuration as the previous 

Sepic converter. The difference with the Sepic converter is only visible comparing the 

instantaneous cell currents. Even if the diode currents or the inductor currents are 

different the behaviour is equal. The energy is charged in the circuit inductors during 

TON and released to the weak cell during off period. Only the weak cell diode is 

polarized because is the easiest current path of the circuit. 

The advantages of modularity and absence of inductors is presented as in the 

Sepic converter, however as a small drawback could be presented with the high side 

switch requirement in Zeta configuration. 

The DC equation (4.23) is equal to the Sepic expression. The weak and strong cell 

current expressions (4.24) and (4.25) and the relation magnitude between currents is 

also equal to the Sepic converter. The relation magnitude is highly dependent on the 

weak cell voltage VC,W and the module voltage VM. 
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M C,W

D =
+

V

V V
 (4.23) 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Fig 4.7. Zeta converter based multistacked balancing system. a) n cell module balancing system circuit 

scheme. b) Main current waveforms Input inductor current currents ILin , inductor currents IL,i with weak 

IL,W and strong inductor IL,S currents and diode currents ID,i with weak ID,W and strong diode ID,S currents 

presented. 
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4.2.6 Multi Stacked Isolated Cuk 

The multi stacked isolated Cuk is a Cuk configuration with single input and split n 

stacked outputs, with a transformer to inverse the negative output polarity of the Cuk 

converter. During TON the circuit inductors are charged through the module cells while 

during T1 energy is released to the weak cell through the respective diode. 

The main advantage is the easy modularity as in the Sepic and Zeta configuration. 

Furthermore the insertion of the transformer gives a freedom degree in the circuit 

design. The main drawbacks are the need of an extra transformer and the split capacitor 

Capcuk. 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Fig 4.8. Isolated Cuk converter based multistacked balancing system. a) n cell module balancing system 

circuit scheme. b) Main current waveforms Input inductor current currents ILin , inductor currents IL,i with 

weak IL,W and strong inductor IL,S currents and diode currents ID,i with weak ID,W and strong diode ID,S 

currents presented. 
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Critical duty cycle DC is directly dependent on the turn relation of the transformer 

N (4.27). When high number of cells are connected in series the duty cycle can be 

adjusted. 

C,W
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D =
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V

V V
 (4.27) 

The weak and strong balancing current expressions (4.28) and (4.29)are similar to 

Sepic and Zeta converter equations, furthermore if the transformer turn relation is 

unitary the expressions are equal. The strong cells balancing currents are not dependent 

on their cell voltages, they only depend on VM. 
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The relation between weak and strong cell is dependent on the difference between 

VC,W and VM. It is clearly seen as in the previous balancing systems that higher the 

voltage unbalance between cells, higher is the derived current to the weak cell 

increasing the balancing process speed. 
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4.3 Intramodule power loss model 

Active balancing systems ideally present 100% efficiency lossless behaviour 

transferring all the balancing power between cells inside the module. However the 

power losses presented in the converter reduce the efficiency. 

If the efficiency is kept >95%, the power losses do not almost affect to the lossless 

current model presented in chapter 4.2. However in low power systems where high 

efficiencies are difficult to obtain the power losses should be taken into account to 

model the converter current. 

During this subchapter a different approach is presented where lossless equations 

are used to determine power losses, but after that are reused to obtain real parameters as 

presented in Fig 4.9. The parameters under study are presented in  

 ICb,i and PCb,i lossless ideal current and power of the balancing system. 

 PCb,Loss representing the power losses of the balancing system. 

 ICbL,i and PCbL,i which represent the loss modelled current and power of the 

balancing system. 

 The effiency ηCb of the balancing system, which gives the idea of the energy 

transfer efficiency inside the balancing converter. 

After modelling the power losses and recalculating the current and power of the 

balancing system, the outputs are compared to experimental balancing systems. 

 

Fig 4.9. Flow chart presentation of the balancing system model strategy. Ideal/lossless model equations 

feed loss model. 
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4.3.1 Power loss and efficiency model 

Energy transfer in active balancing systems is reduced respect to ideal models due 

to power losses generated in intramodule balancing systems. DCM behaviour of single 

switch balancing systems add extra complexity to the power losses analysis primarily 

because RMS and average AV cannot be assumed equal as CCM operation (4.31). 

 

 

AV RMS

AV RMS

CCM

DCM

I I

I I
 (4.31) 

Power losses are calculated with the RMS and AV expressions of each component 

presented in the circuit. The non-ideal parameters of each component are taken into 

account for the power loss analysis. 

 Power switch: Mosfet RDS,on. 

 Diodes: Forward Voltage VD and conduction resistance RD. 

 Capacitors: Equivalent Series Resistance ESR. 

 Inductors and transformers: Series resistance RL. 

RMS and AV expression for each component are presented in Annex B B.1. 

Switching losses are neglected due to low impact in DCM and low voltage applications 

however main basic equations related to switching losses are presented in Annex A A.2 

for future implementation. 

The ideal/lossless balancing power transferred to each cell is defined by (4.32). 

Cb,i C,i Cb,iP V I  (4.32) 

The total power managed by the ideal balancing system is the sum of the absolute 

values of the energy transferred by each balancing stage  

 
n

Cb,T C,i Cb,i
i=1

P V I  (4.33) 

However the power losses presented in the balancing system reduce the total 

balancing power exchanged between the cells inside the module to PCbL,T. 

 CbL,T Cb,T Cb,LossP P P  (4.34) 

The efficiency calculation ηCb of the balancing system is not as obvious as a 

typical single input-single output system as a DCDC converter. The series connected 
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cells act as the input and the output, redistributing the energy between the weak and 

strong cells. The efficiency is then calculated respect to the ideal total balancing power 

PCb,T by equation (4.35). 
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100 100
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The power losses of the balancing system are mainly due to redistribution of the 

energy to the weak cell of the module. The power losses are only contemplated for the 

weak cell balancing current recalculation, while strong cell currents are kept equal to 

ideal/lossless model. 
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CbL,S Cb,SI I  (4.37) 

For the non-selective multiple core series connected flyback the power losses 

impact to all the cells because during off period all the cells receive balancing current. 

The weak cell balancing system suffers bigger power losses so the power losses are 

redistributed proportionally to the ideal balancing current ICb,i (4.38) 
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(4.38) 

For a balanced situation the model equations are different. The total ideal/lossless 

balancing power is zero PCb,T=0 because there is no current under balanced situation. 

However in a real situation there is a small balancing power to compensate the power 

losses of the converter. The modelled balancing power PCbL,T is only used to 

compensate the power losses PCB,Loss of the balancing power converter. The efficiency 

equation (4.35) for unbalanced situation changes because with (4.35) the efficiency will 

be ∞ (infinite). The analysis under balanced situation is presented by (4.39). 
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4.4 Intramodule balancing system validation 

To evaluate the balancing current equations presented in subchapters 4.2 and 4.3, 

6 prototypes are designed to compare and validate the ideal and power loss based 

balancing equations. The prototypes are presented in Annex C. The models presented in 

previous subchapters are compared to real experimental values. 

The intramodule balancing systems are designed for a 4 series connected LFP 

cells module (4S1P). The number of series connected cells is defined as n=4. The 

definition of the critical duty cycle DC is made to guarantee the DCM even in the 

biggest unbalancing situation. The extreme situation is when the weak cell voltage VC,W 

is 2 V (lowest allowable voltage in LFP), and the 3 strong cells are charged to 

maximum VC,S=3,65 V (highest admissible LFP voltage). The switching frequency is set 

to 100 kHz (TS=10 µS), in order to obtain reduced size design. The selective balancing 

systems weak cell current ICb,W is set to 400 mA, while the non-selective multiple core 

series connected flyback ICb,W is set to 100 mA. The design specifications and the final 

prototype values are presented in Table 4.2. Detailed design procedure of intramodule 

balancing systems is defined in subchapter Annex B B.1 and main balancing equations 

where presented in subchapter 4.2. 

The 6 prototype gate signals are generated with a GW INSTEK AFG-2005 

Arbitrary Function Generator. This function generator gives special versatility of full 

Table 4.2 Desing and prototype values for 4S1P intramodule balancing systems presented from 

subchapters 4.2.1 to 4.2.6.Design parameters: n=4 VCb,W=2 V VCb,S=3,65V switching frequency 100 kHz 

(TS=10 µS) 

 Design  Prototype 

Topology 
ICb,W 

[mA] 

DC 

[ ] 

Ln
1 

[µH] 

Lin 

[µH] 

N 

[ ] 

 ICb,W 

[mA] 

D 

[ ] 

Ln
1 

[µH] 

Lin 

[µH] 

N 

[ ] 

4.2.1 400 0,134 16 _ 1  500 0,13 12 _ 1 

4.2.2 400 0,134 63 _ 1  600 0,13 40 _ 1 

4.2.3 100 0,382 15 _ 1  144 0,38 10 _ 1 

4.2.4 400 0,134 66 427 _  365 0,13 68 470 _ 

4.2.5 400 0,134 66 427 _  365 0,13 68 470 _ 

4.2.6 400 0,134 66 427 1  365 0,13 68 470 1 

1 In Flyback design Ln is referred as the transformer magnetizing inductor L. 
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control of the duty cycle D, 0,01 to 0.99, in a high 100 kHz switching frequency. 

The intramodule balancing systems are tested in a test bench where the 4S1P 

battery pack is simulated. The test bench is based in a power supply and power resistor 

connected in parallel which simulates the behaviour of a real Li-ion cell. The resistor 

RPS should be designed to admit the maximum balancing current of the intramodule 

balancing system. 4 power supplies are connected in series to simulate the 4S1P Li-ion 

cells module. 

The balancing system evaluation is made in 2 steps Fig 4.10 a). During step 1 the 

balancing current and voltage of each power supply (IPS1,i, VPS,i) is measured with the 

balancing system switched off. The power supply feed the parallel connected resistors. 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

Fig 4.10 Balancing system validation test bench. a) Balancing system variables measurement flow chart 

in 2 steps. b) Step 1 with balancing system OFF. c) Step 2 with balancing system ON. 
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In step 2 the balancing system is switched on. The voltage VPS,i of each balancing 

system is kept constant (VPS,i = VPS1,i = VPS2,i) and consequently the current through the 

resistor RPS is constant (parallel connected). However the current transferred by the 

power supplies IPS2,i change depending on the voltage of the power supply. Weak power 

supply (low voltage power supply) reduces the inserted current because strong power 

supplies (high voltage power supplies) insert more energy to the system. The power 

supply system behaves equally as an unbalanced series connected Li-ion cell module. 

The measurement system for voltage and current measurements can be avoided if 

a high accuracy power supply is used. During experimental tests two HAMEG 

HM7042-5 power supplies, with 2 channels each are used. 1 mA current and 10 mV 

voltage precision is enough accurate with a power precision deviation induced of 10 

µW. If a more precise measurement is required higher resolution voltage and current 

measurement could be connected in the test bench. 

During step 1 the balancing current ICb,i of the balancing system is zero (ICb,i=0). 

With a constant current path from RPS for step 1 and step 2 ICb,i can be expressed as 

 Cb,i PS1,i PS2,iI I I  (4.40) 

The total balancing power of the system is defined by the sum of the power of 

each balancing system PCb,i. 

n n

Cb,T Cb,i PS,i Cb,i
i=1 i=1

     n=4 4S1PP P V I    (4.41) 

During step 1 the test bench power supplies only fed the RPS resistor. However in 

step 2 when the balancing system is switched on the power supplies insert energy for 

the resistors RPS and the power losses of the balancing system PCb,Loss. The power losses 

are calculated by 

  
n n

Cb,Loss PS,i PS2,i PS,i PS1,i
i=1 i=1

     n=4 4S1PP V I V I  (4.42) 

The balancing system efficiency ηCB is defined with the total power managed by 

the system PCb,T and the total power losses PCb,Loss as 
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100
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The validation analysis will be held under 4 points of view. 

 Unbalancing situation: The intramodule balancing systems will be tested 

under different unbalancing situations to demonstrate their balancing 

characteristics for series connected Li-ion modules. 

 Repeatability of balancing current: under an unbalancing situation, and the 

change of the weak cell position, verify that the balancing currents are equal 

and independent of the situation of the unbalanced cell inside the series 

connected module. 

 Balanced situation: The intramodule balancing systems will be tested with 

the same power supply voltages to demonstrate that the active balancing 

systems only have to fed up the power losses, so for a balanced case 

PCb,T=PCb,Loss. 

 Comparative evaluation of models: The ideal/lossless and the power loss 

based models are compared to the experimental results obtained in the test 

bench. 

The first test verifies the correct behaviour of the 6 balancing systems under 

unbalancing situation and demonstrates that the weak cell (low voltage cell) receives 

energy from the strong cells (high voltage cells). For this first behaviour validation step, 

3 different scenarios are presented. 

 Low voltage unbalance: The weak cell voltage is 3,1 V and the strong cell 

voltages VC,S= 3,2 V. This scenario simulates LFP series connected cells in the 

“flat plateau” of this specific chemistry. 

 Medium voltage unbalance: The weak cell voltage VC,W= 2 V and the strong 

cells VC,S= 2,5 V. This scenario simulates the cells after the sharp discharge 

elbow, where higher voltage differences are presented. 

 High voltage unbalance: The weak cell voltage is set to the minimum 

allowable voltage VC,W=2 V and the 3 strong cells to 3,65 V. The 3
rd 

scenario 

permits to evaluate that the critical duty cycle DC is well defined under the 

worst case inside a series connected module. 

The results are presented in Fig 4.11 where it can be seen that the weak cell 

balancing current ICb,W is always bigger than the strong cell balancing current ICb,S. 
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Furthermore it is also verified that bigger is the unbalancing process higher is the 

balanced current and higher the relation between ICb,W and ICb,S as described in 

subchapter 4.2.The multiple core series connected flyback is the only balancing system 

that presents negative values for ICb,W, although it is always bigger than ICb,S. 

The repeatability test is hold under a unbalancing situation of a weak cell VC,W=2 

V and 3 strong cells with VC,S= 3 V. The weak cell is placed in different positions from 

bottom (index 1) to top (index 4). 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

Fig 4.11 Weak cell balancing current ICb,W and strong cells balancing current ICb,S under 3 different 

unbalancing scenarios a) Low unbalancing like LFP plateau VC,W= 3,1 V and 3 strong cells VC,S=3,2 V. b) 

Medium unbalance situation, LFP final discharge process simulation VC,W = 2 V and VC,S =2,5 V. c) 

Extreme unbalance to guarantee DCM in the worst situation VC,W = 2 V and VC,S = 3,65 V. 
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Table 4.3 Balancing current repeatability test: VC,W= 2 V and VC,S= 3 V. The index 1 to 4 is referred as 1 

bottom cell and 4 top cell of a module. ICb,W is grade shaded in each test. Average (AV) and standard 

deviation (σ) of ICb,W and ICb,S are presented for each balancing system. 

Single core Flyback (4.2.1) 

VC,W 
ICb,1 

[mA] 

ICb,2 

[mA] 

ICb,3 

[mA] 

ICb,4 

[mA] 

1 234 -75 -73 -74 

2 -78 228 -73 -75 

3 -80 -81 241 -79 

4 -78 -79 -77 240 

 ICb,W [mA] ICb,S [mA] 

 AV σ AV σ 

 235,750 6,021 -76,833 2,758 
 

Multiple core parallel Flyback (4.2.2) 

VC,W 
ICb,1 

[mA] 

ICb,2 

[mA] 

ICb,3 

[mA] 

ICb,4 

[mA] 

1 232 -86 -101 -95 

2 -107 298 -110 -108 

3 -92 -84 227 -93 

4 -95 -88 -101 242 

 ICb,W [mA] ICb,S [mA] 

 AV σ AV σ 

 249,750 32,766 -96,667 8,742 
 

Multiple core series Flyback (4.2.3) 

VC,W 
ICb,1 

[mA] 

ICb,2 

[mA] 

ICb,3 

[mA] 

ICb,4 

[mA] 

1 2 -25 -27 -24 

2 -26 1 -25 -23 

3 -26 -24 1 -23 

4 -25 -24 -24 4 

 ICb,W [mA] ICb,S [mA] 

 AV σ AV σ 

 2,000 1,414 -24,667 1,231 
 

Multi stacked Sepic (4.2.4) 

VC,W 
ICb,1 

[mA] 

ICb,2 

[mA] 

ICb,3 

[mA] 

ICb,4 

[mA] 

1 170 -32 -47 -50 

2 -60 170 -58 -46 

3 -53 -53 175 -53 

4 -52 -53 -52 169 

 ICb,W [mA] ICb,S [mA] 

 AV σ AV σ 

 171,000 2,708 -50,750 7,073 
 

Multi stacked Zeta (4.2.5) 

VC,W 
ICb,1 

[mA] 

ICb,2 

[mA] 

ICb,3 

[mA] 

ICb,4 

[mA] 

1 175 -58 -60 -59 

2 -59 180 -58 -58 

3 -58 -59 180 -59 

4 -65 -59 -60 177 

 ICb,W [mA] ICb,S [mA] 

 AV σ AV σ 

 178,000 2,449 -59,333 1,923 
 

Multi stacked Isolated Cuk (4.2.6) 

VC,W 
ICb,1 

[mA] 

ICb,2 

[mA] 

ICb,3 

[mA] 

ICb,4 

[mA] 

1 209 -72 -73 -73 

2 -71 209 -73 -73 

3 -80 -73 213 -74 

4 -73 -73 -74 214 

 ICb,W [mA] ICb,S [mA] 

 AV σ AV σ 

 211,250 2,630 -73,500 2,195 
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The results of the carried tests are presented in Table 4.3. Good repeatability is 

presented in the 6 different intramodule balancing systems when the weak cell is placed 

in different positions inside the battery pack. Buck boost based balancing systems (4.2.4 

to 4.2.6) present low standard deviation values between weak and strong cell currents (σ 

< 3 mA for ICb,W) 

To evaluate the behaviour under balanced situation the 4 power supplies are set to 

VC,i=3,65 V. The 3,65 V is set because is the balanced situation where more power 

losses are generated. Fig 4.12 presents that balancing power PCb,T and power losses 

PCb,Loss are equal for a balanced situation. Equation (4.43) sets that efficiency ηCb is 

equal to zero. Due to little differences in schematics parasitic or power supply voltages, 

a small difference appears between PCb,T and PCb,Loss giving a slightly bigger efficiency, 

(always smaller than 5%, so mainly neglectable). Multi stacked Sepic and single core 

Flyback present low power losses in balanced situation, while multiple core series and 

parallel connected flybacks have bigger power losses. Parallel connected flyback 

primarily due to high balancing currents and series connected flyback due to conduction 

of all the diodes (non-selective behaviour). 

The models presented in subchapters 4.2 and 4.3 are compared with the 

experimental results for a big unbalance effect of VC,W= 2 V and 3 strong cells VC,S= 

3,65V. 

Ideal/Lossless modelling does not present power losses and the efficiency of the 

balancing system ηCb is 100 %. However this situation is not real, and is more critical in 

 

Fig 4.12 Weak cell balancing current ICb,W and strong cells balancing current ICb,S under 3 different 

unbalancing scenarios a) Low unbalancing like LFP plateau VC,W= 3,1 V and 3 strong cells VC,S=3,2 V. b) 

Medium unbalance situation, LFP final discharge process simulation VC,W = 2 V and VC,S =2,5 V. c) 

Extreme unbalance to guarantee DCM in the worst situation VC,W = 2 V and VC,S = 3,65 V. 
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low power systems where high efficiency is difficult to obtain. Power loss models 

present good accuracy respect to experimental tests as presented in Fig 4.13. Power 

losses are calculated with the AV and RMS values calculated for each balancing system 

element in Annex B B.1. Parasitic values (rL, ESR,etc ) of balancing system elements 

are taken from manufacturer datasheets. 

The efficiency of the balancing systems is kept above 75%, except for the 

multicore series connected flyback where the efficiency is low (<25%) due to low 

balancing power and high power losses Fig 4.13 b). Fig 4.13 a) presents the power 

distribution of ideal, power loss modelled and real experimental results. Power loss 

modelled results distribute the total balancing power PCb,T of the ideal/lossless model 

into new balancing power and power losses. The calculation of power losses leads to a 

recalculation of the balancing currents thanks to equations (4.36) and (4.37). The new 

 
nº1 Ideal nº2 Modelled nº3 Experimental 

a) 

 

b) 

Fig 4.13 Model validation regarding balancing power PCb,T, power losses of the balancing system PCb,Loss 

and balancing system efficiency ηCb. for an unbalancing situation of a weak cell voltage VC,W = 2 V and 3 

strong cell voltages VC,S= 3,65 V. a) Power losses and balancing power distribution for 6 different 

intramodule systems. Column nº1= ideal/lossless model. Column nº2: Power loss model. Columnnº3: 

Experimental results. b) Efficiency distribution of ideal/lossless, power loss modelled and experimental 

tests. 
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balancing current approximation is presented in Fig 4.14. ideal modelling gives a good 

initial point to define the balancing current magnitude of an intramodule balancing 

system, however is highly different compared to real experimental values. The power 

loss model gives a better approximation of the weak cell balancing current real 

magnitude. Main characteristics are summaraized in Table 4.4. Power losses are 

neglected for simplification of the data table, however could be calculated with equation 

(4.35) for the modelled case and equation (4.43) for the experimental case. 

Ideal/lossless model power losses PCb,Loss are assumed to be zero. 

 

 

 

Table 4.4 Data resume for comparison between ideal/lossless, power loss modelled and experimental 

results of intramodule balancing systems  for an unbalancing situation of a weak cell voltage VC,W= 2 V 

and 3 strong cell voltages VC,S= 3,65 V. 

 PCb,T [W] 
 

ηCb [%] 
 
ICb,W [mA] 

Topology Ideal Model Exp.  Ideal Model Exp.  Ideal Model Exp. 

4.2.1 1,997 1,672 1,708  100 80,55 80,78  500 337 345 

4.2.2 2,198 1,809 1,991  100 78,54 73,13  600 305 364 

4.2.3 0,578 0,324 0,366  100 21,57 20,74  144 37 20 

4.2.4 1,461 1,175 1,163  100 75,66 83,24  365 222 242 

4.2.5 1,461 1,175 1,256  100 75,66 80,7  365 222 254 

4.2.6 1,461 1,174 1,508  100 75,62 77,99  365 222 294 
 

 

Fig 4.14 Model validation regarding weak cell balancing current. Ideal/lossless model balancing current, 

power loss modelled estimated current and real experimental current for an unbalancing situation of a 

weak cell voltage VC,W= 2 V and 3 strong cell voltages VC,S= 3,65 V. 
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4.5 Ideal/Lossless intermodule model 

Intermodule balancing systems balance series connected modules inside a battery 

pack. During this subchapter ideal modelling equations and balancing system behaviour 

will be presented. The intermodule balancing system candidates should have next 

characteristics: 

 Open loop balancing behaviour. 

 Low complexity. 

 Modularity in series connection of modules. 

 Isolation. 

The intermodule balancing system should guarantee a limited balancing current 

through the whole working range as was guaranteed by the DCM mode criteria in 

intramodule systems. 

The battery pack voltage VBP is divided into m series connected modules VM,j, or 

the sum of the weak module VM,W and the m-1 strong modules VM,S. 

m m

BP M,j M,W M,S
j=1 S=1

S W

= = +V V V V



   (4.44) 

The 2 candidates for intermodule balancing systems are a flyback based topology 

and a full bridge topology presented in Table 4.5. Both topologies present a transformer 

guarantying the isolation requirement between modules. 

 Series connected Flyback (4.5.1). 

 Parallel connected Full Bridge (4.5.2). 

The series connected flyback presents a single switch per module, although is not 

selective (current is transferred to all modules), and the voltage of all the battery pack is 

Table 4.5 Main characteristics of intermodule balancing system under study. Control, number of switches 

(S) inductors (L), transformers (T), isolation connection style, selectiveness and modularity behavior. 

Topology Control* S L T Isolation Connection Selective Modularity 

4.5.1 O.L 1 _ 1 Yes Series No Partial 

4.5.2 O.L 4 1 1 Yes Parallel Yes Total 

*O.L=Open Loop 
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reflected in the switch (not totally modular). The parallel connected full bridge presents 

4 switches per module in H-bridge configuration (Half bridge is also possible). Presents 

total modularity for modules connected in series because is not battery pack voltage 

dependent. 

Main characteristics under analysis are equivalent than for intramodule balancing 

systems. 

 Critical duty cycle DC to guarantee open loop control. 

 Weak module balancing current IMb,W. 

 Strong cell balancing current IMb,S. 

 Relation between weak and strong modules IMb,W/IMb,S 

Modelling and design process is described in detail in Annex A and Annex B. 

4.5.1 Series connected Flyback 

The series connected Flyback based intermodule balancing system is presented in 

Fig 4.15. Each module is connected to a single switch and a transformer in a flyback 

configuration. The secondaries of the m connected intermodule systems are connected 

in series to transmit the energy between the different modules. The energy is inserted 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Fig 4.15. Series connected Flyback intermodule balancing system. a) m module battery pack balancing 

system circuit scheme. b) Main current waveforms for weak module(s) balancing current IMb,W - IMb,j and 

strong module balancing current IMb,S. 
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during TON and absorbed from the strong module IMb,S. This configuration permits to 

absorb the energy from a module that has not the bigger voltage, permitting to use a 

SOC based control instead of a voltage balance control strategy. During OFF (T1) the 

energy is redistributed to all the modules inserting more current IMb,W to the weak cell 

module. The redistribution is made via the intrinsic diode of the mosfets to reduce the 

number of components of the system. The current insertion time is dependent on each 

module voltage and the current falling slope changes once one module balancing current 

reaches zero current. 

The main advantages are the possibility to select the strong module independent 

of the voltage and the modularity due to independent magnetic core transformers in 

each module. The disadvantages are that the battery pack voltage VBP is reflected in the 

strong module switch, and that the redistribution of the strong module energy is not 

selective. 

The critical duty cycle DC and the module balancing currents are obtained with an 

iterative process presented in a flow chart in Annex B B.2. This process is made due to 

balance current slope change during OFF period T1 in subsequent periods of T1,z. where 

z is the number of series connected modules minus 1 (z=[1,m-1]). 

m-1

1 1,z
z=1

T = T     m=number of modules  (4.45) 

The time periods T1,z are dependent on the initial current value of the module 

balancing current which is going to zero. However the current value is period dependent 

T1,z until the weak cell balancing current reaches zero. The initial current in T1,0 is equal 

to Ipk as defined in Fig 4.15 b) 

1,z 1,z-1

z-1

BP M,S M,k
Mb,i M,i k=1

1,z

Mb,i Mb,i Mb,i 1,zT T

d
=

T L zL

d T

V V V
I V

I I I

 

 

  


 (4.46) 

Defining T1,z as the interval when one balancing current reaches zero. 

1,z-1
1,z Mb,i Mb,i 1,zT

T d T 0I I     (4.47) 

The strong module balancing current IMb,S is directly defined by 
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2
M,S S

Mb,S

n D T

(n-1)L

V
I   (4.48) 

The critical duty cycle is iteratively calculated as 

m-1

1,z
1 z=1

C 1 2 2

S S

T
T

D 1 D 1 1 T =0,D =0
T T

      


 (4.49) 

4.5.2 Parallel connected Full bridge 

The parallel connected Full Bridge or H-bridge presented in Fig 4.16 a) connects 

each series connected module to an H-bridge. The H-bridge switches an inductor LS 

connected to a transformer where the secondaries of all transformers are connected in 

parallel. The switches of each module Sj,1-Sj,4 and Sj,2-Sj,3 are complementary 

respectively. When the strong module H-bridge is switch on the weak module H-bridges 

receives the energy through the diodes Fig 4.16 b). 

The main advantages of the parallel connected full bridge are the full modularity 

 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Fig 4.16. Paralell connected Full bridge intermodule balancing system. a) m module battery pack 

balancing system circuit scheme. b) Main current waveforms for weak module balancing current IMb,W 

and strong module balancing current IMb,S. 
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of the system, because is not battery pack voltage VBP dependent. m series modules 

could be connected without limit (ideal limit=isolation voltage of transformer). The 

switches control could be made in open loop configuration, with complementary signals 

between switches. It is also a selective balancing system transferring the energy directly 

to the weak cell module. The main disadvantage is that the current depends on the 

difference between weak module VM,W and strong module VM,S, which gives low 

balancing currents with small voltage differences. 

The critical duty cycle DC to guarantee a T2 period is in (4.50) 

M,S M,W

C

M,S

D =
4

V V

V


 (4.50) 

During each period TS the current is injected twice to the weak module IMb,W. The 

weak module balancing current IMb,W and the strong module balancing current are 

expressed by equations (4.51) and (4.52). The energy transfer between the strong 

module and the weak module is equal to the two port transformer behaviour (4.53). 

 
 

2
M,S M,W s

Mb,W M,S

S M,S M,W

D T
=

L

V V
I V

V V




 (4.51) 

 
 

2
M,S M,W s

Mb,S M,W

S M,S M,W

D T
=

L

V V
I V

V V





 (4.52) 

Mb,W M,S

Mb,S M,W

=
I V

I V
 (4.53) 

With the control of the critical duty cycle DC a period T2 could be guaranteed and 

reduce the balancing current. However the parallel connected full bridge could be 

switched in a constant 50% duty cycle ratio. In this configuration the DC equation (4.50) 

gives the time period where the switches are conducting current (SON). Equations (4.51) 

and (4.52) are valid by substituting the duty cycle D value by the SON/TS value. Power 

transfer equation (4.53) is valid for the constant D=0.5 switching value. 

C
ON,1-4 ON,2-3

S

D
S =S =  eq (4.50)

T
  (4.54) 
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Fig 4.17. Paralell connected Full bridge intermodule balancing system current waveforms for a duty cycle 

of D=0.5. Main current waveforms for weak module balancing current IMb,W and strong module balancing 

current IMb,S. 
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4.6 Intermodule power loss model 

As presented with the intramodule balancing systems active balancing systems are 

not ideal 100% efficiency systems. When efficiencies lower than 95% are obtained the 

balancing current waveforms are highly distorted from ideal shape. As contributed 

during intramodule balancing systems design, an approach will be delivered to 

recalculate the real balancing currents and obtain more realistic intermodule balancing 

current values Fig 4.18. The parameters under study are for intermodule balancing 

systems are presented in next list. 

 IMb,i and PMb,i lossless ideal current and power of the balancing system. 

 PMb,Loss representing the power losses of the balancing system. 

 IMbL,i and PMbL,i which represent the accurate loss modelled current and power 

of the balancing system. 

 The effiency ηMb of the balancing system, which gives the idea of the energy 

transfer efficiency inside the balancing converter. 

The power loss calculation and main current expressions for different balancing 

system components are presented in Annex B B.2. 

4.6.1 Power loss and efficiency model 

DCM and high current ripple behaviour of intermodule systems require the 

correct analysis of RMS and AV values of balancing currents in intermodule systems. 

 

Fig 4.18. Flow chart presentation of the intermodule balancing system model strategy. Ideal/lossless 

model equations feed loss model. 
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As presented in (4.31) for intramodule systems RMS are different to AV currents in 

intermodule systems, complicating the power loss analysis. The non-ideal parameters 

that influence the balancing system parameters are: 

 Power switch: Mosfet RDS,on. 

 Diodes: Forward Voltage VD and conduction resistance RD. 

 Inductors and transformers: Series resistance RL. 

RMS and AV expressions are defined in Annex B B.2 for different components 

inside the balancing system. The first step is to define the ideal/lossless balancing power 

for each intermodule balancing system as 

Mb,j M,j Mb,jP V I  (4.55) 

With the total balancing power expressed by 

m

Mb,T M,j Mb,j
j=1

P V I   (4.56) 

The power loss analysis of Annex A A.2 and the expressions for RMS and AV 

variables presented in Annex B B.2 are used to calculate the total power losses of the 

intermodule balancing system PMb,Loss. The total real balancing power PMbL,T is 

expressed as for intramodule systems by (4.57). 

MbL,T Mb,T Mb,LossP P P   (4.57) 

The efficiency of the intermodule balancing system is modelled respect to 

ideal/lossless balancing power by 

MbL,T Mb,T Mb,Loss

Mb

Mb,T Mb,T

P P P

P P


   (4.58) 

For the series connected flyback intermodule system presented in subchapter 4.5.1 

the energy is obtained from the strong module and redistributed to all other modules. 

The value of the modelled intermodule balancing current IMbL,j is then obtained by 

redistributing the power losses, The power losses are redistributed by the impact of each 

balancing current respect to the total balancing current. 
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(4.59) 

The full bridge parallel connected intermodule balancing system only transfers 

energy between the strong module (ON module) and the weak module (Low voltage 

module). The power losses are redistributed by the difference between the ideal 

balancing current IMb,W and IMb,S as expressed in equations (4.60) and (4.61). 

Mb,Loss Mb,W

Mb,W M,W
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M,W

  

P I
I V
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(4.60) 

Mb,Loss Mb,S

Mb,S M,S

Mb,W Mb,S

MbL,S

M,S

  

P I
I V

I I
I

V





  

(4.61) 

Intermodule balancing systems have active switches in each j module of the 

battery pack, and can transfer energy between modules even if the modules are 

balanced. Therefore, the efficiency is not zero as for the intramodule balancing systems 

equation (4.39). 
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4.7 Intermodule balancing system validation 

In order to evaluate the intermodule balancing equations presented during 

subchapters 4.5 and 4.6, 2 prototypes of both intermodule balancing systems are 

designed to compare their behaviour and balancing characteristics. The 2 prototypes are 

presented in Annex C C.2. The 2 prototypes help to evaluate the ideal and power loss 

based balancing current models. 

The intermodule balancing system prototypes are designed for 4 module series 

connection. Each module is composed by 4 LFP cells connected in series. The 

intermodule balancing systems are designed for a 16S1P battery pack in a 4 module 

configuration (m=4 n=4 4Mx4S1P). The critical duty cycle DC will be defined for the 

worst unbalance case, where one module is fully discharged (4x2 V= 8 V) and 3 

modules are fully charged (4x3,65 V = 14,6 V) The switching frequency is set to 100 

kHz to make a compact design. The weak module balancing current IMb,W has been set 

to 400 mA for the full bridge parallel design. For the series connected flyback a design 

restriction has been presented due to high current for available transformers. With the 

critical duty cycle DC = 0,62 the maximum current on the transformer is very high for 

the available 22µH inductance transformer, therefore the duty cycle is limited to D = 

0,25 due to the maximum allowable current constraint. 

The intermodule balancing system gate signals are generated by the same function 

generator presented in intramodule systems (GW INSTEK AFG-2005 Arbitrary 

Function Generator). The experimental power PMB,j, current IMb,j efficiency ηMb and 

power losses PMb,Loss are measured by the same test bench used for the intramodule 

Table 4.6 Desing and prototype values for 4Mx4S1P intermodule balancing systems presented from 

subchapters 4.5.1 and 4.5.2.Design parameters: m=4 VMb,W=8 V VMb,S=14,6 V switching frequency 100 

kHz (TS=10 µS) 

 Design  Prototype 

Topology 
IMb,W 

[mA] 

DC 

[ ] 

LS
1 

[µH] 

N 

[ ] 

 IMb,W 

[mA] 

D 

[ ] 

LS
1 

[µH] 

N 

[ ] 

4.5.1 125 0,25 (0,62)2 22 1  125 0,25 22 1 

4.5.2 400 0,387 15,95 1  427 0,4 15 1 

1 In Flyback design LS is referred as the transformer magnetizing inductor L. 
2 Critical duty cycle 0,62 not affordable due to excessive maximum current in transformer 
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systems (HAMEG HM7042-5 and RPS power resistor in parallel to simulate a battery 

module system). The parameter measurements are carried out with the same steps as 

presented in Fig 4.10 and with equations (4.40) to (4.43). The number of cells for the 

intramodule “n” is substituted by the number of modules “m” for the intermodule 

systems. 

The validation and behavioural analysis of the 2 intermodule balancing systems 

will be held under 3 points of view. 

 Unbalanced situation: The intermodule balancing systems will be tested 

under different unbalancing situations. 

 Balanced test: The intermodule balancing systems are tested under balanced 

situation, to see the functionality to absorb current from the strong module 

even if the modules are voltage balanced. 

 Model comparative evaluation: The intermodule balancing models will be 

compared to experimental values obtained in the tests. 

The first test will analyse the unbalancing behaviour of the intermodule balancing 

systems under 4 different scenarios. The weak module or low voltage module will be 

the module number 1 and the strong module the numbers 2-3-4 (j=[1,4]). The switched 

module is always the 4
th

 module. The experimental result summary is presented in 

Table 4.7 Module balancing current IMb,j for different unbalance scenarios. The switching module is the 

number m=4. Low voltage unbalance, nominal voltage unbalance, extreme unbalance and variable 

unbalance results. 

  IMb,j 

Unbalance 

scenario 
Topology 

IMb,1 =IMb,W 

[mA] 

IMb,2 

[mA] 

IMb,3 

[mA] 

IMb,4 =IMb,S 

[mA] 

Low voltage 

unbalance 

4.5.1 44 42 42 -165 

4.5.2 11 3 3 -54 

Nominal voltage 

unbalance 

4.5.1 57 54 54 -170 

4.5.2 13 4 4 -79 

Extreme unbalance 
4.5.1 73 60 60 -186 

4.5.2 217 0 0 -209 

Variable unbalance 
4.5.1 70 68 64 -178 

4.5.2 194 9 1 -205 
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Table 4.7. 4 different scenarios will be presented for study: 

 Low voltage unbalance: The unbalancing will simulate an unbalancing 

behaviour where all the modules are near complete discharge (cells near 2 V). 

The weak module VM,W= 8V and the strong modules VM,S = 8,4V. 

 Nominal voltage unbalance: An unbalance between modules where the 

module is simulated to have values near cell “plateau” voltage. The weak 

module is set to VM,W= 12,4 V (4·3,1 V) and the strong modules VM,S= 12,8 V 

(4·3,1 V). 

 Extreme unbalance situation: The modules are set to the worst unbalance 

situation with the weak module VM,W= 8 V and the 3 strong modules VM,S= 

14,6 V. 

 Variable unbalance: The 4 modules are set to a variable voltage unbalance to 

evaluate the balancing system characteristics. The modules are set to VM,1= 8 

V, VM,2= 10 V, VM,3= 12 V and VM,4= 14 V. 

All the unbalance scenarios presented in Table 4.7 give the clear result that natural 

balancing process is executed for all the different scenarios. 

During low voltage module unbalance series connected flyback extracts more 

energy than the parallel connected full bridge from the strong module. The energy is 

redistributed to all the other modules with slightly higher current for the weak module 

in series connected flyback. The other modules obtain the same balancing current as 

they have the same voltage. The parallel connected full bridge inserts low current to the 

weak module (11 mA), but nearly zero current (3 mA) to the other modules due to its 

selective behaviour. In nominal voltage unbalance the behaviour is similar. The series 

flyback increases the current due to higher magnetizing voltage. However the parallel 

connected flyback gives similar currents because the current depends on the difference 

between the weak and strong module voltages. During extreme unbalance the current in 

series connected flyback does not increase much, although the difference between the 

weak module current (IMb,1=IMb,W) and other modules current(IMb,2, IMb,3) increases. The 

parallel connected full bridge increases highly the current difference between the weak 

and strong module. This is due to a higher voltage difference. The current inserted to 

other modules is zero (IMb,2=IMb,3=0) keeping the selective behaviour. For the variable 
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unbalance scenario the current distributed to all the modules is depedent on the voltage 

of each module for the series connected flyback. The low voltage module j=1 receives 

more current than the higher voltage module j=3. For the parallel connected full bridge 

the balancing current also depends on the voltage difference between the strong and the 

weak module voltages. The system behaviour is selective, although a very little current 

flows to the second weak module j=2. 

The intermodule balanced analysis has been simulated for the situation where all 

the modules are fully charged. This situation permits to evaluate the behaviour of the 

intermodule balancing systems for the situation where all the cells are charged. In 

contrary to the intramodule single switch balancing systems the intermodule systems 

could transfer energy between modules even if the modules are balanced. This is 

because a switching element is presented in each module stage. During the tests, the 

switched intermodule system is the 4
th

 module m=4. The balancing current results are 

presented in Table 4.8. 

The series flyback converter has higher current capacity when the modules are 

balanced because the strong module current is only dependent on the module voltage. 

The parallel connected full bridge ideally would not insert any current into the modules, 

however a current flows due to the non-idealities of the components and specially due 

to the effect of the magnetizing inductance of the transformer (LM 220 µH, LS 15 µH). 

In both intermodule balancing systems the energy transferred to all the weak modules is 

equal giving good balancing performance with no deviation between balancing currents. 

The comparison between the ideal/lossless model and the power loss model with 

the experimental results is made in the extreme unbalance scenario with VM,W= 8 V and 

3 strong modules VM,S= 14,6 V. The balancing power results PMb,T and PMb,Loss are 

Table 4.8 Module balancing current IMb,j for a fully charged balanced scenario. The switching module is 

the number j=4. 

  IMb,j 

Balanced scenario Topology 
IMb,1 

[mA] 

IMb,2 

[mA] 

IMb,3 

[mA] 

IMb,4 

[mA] 

Fully charged 
4.5.1 50 50 50 -188 

4.5.2 10 10 10 -90 
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presented in Fig 4.19. Bigger power capability is presented for ideal and power loss 

models. The reason is the higher inductance of experimental prototypes due to series 

and parallel connection of transformers secondaries. The ideal/lossles models gave good 

initial point for evaluation of the balancing behaviour and capability of the intermodule 

systems. However, for good accuracy the power losses models based on AV and RMS 

currents presented in Annex B B.2 have to be used. 

The series connected flyback presents high efficiency ηMb= 92,18. Low current 

and energy transfer from strong module to weak modules are the key for high 

efficiency. 

The parallel connected full bridge has lower efficiency than the series connected 

flyback system (ηMb=72,29), because high number of semiconductors are switched on in 

each energy transfer (2 mosfets and 2 diodes during ON; 4 diodes during OFF). The 

parallel connected inductor should be controlled to avoid high mismatch between 

modelling and experimental results. 

Table 4.9 Data resume for comparison between ideal/lossless, power loss modelled and experimental 

results of intermodule balancing systems for an unbalancing situation of a weak module voltage VM,W= 8 

V and 3 strong module voltages VM,S= 14,6 V. 

 PMb,T [W] 
 

ηMb [%] 
 
IMb,W [mA] 

Topology Ideal Model Exp.  Ideal Model Exp.  Ideal Model Exp. 

4.5.1 6,345 5,72 5,037  100 89,07 92,18  125 102 73 

4.5.2 7,27 5,77 4,8  100 74 72,29  426 342 217 
 

 
nº1 Ideal nº2 Modelled nº3 Experimental 

Fig 4.19 Model validation regarding balancing power PMb,T and power losses of the balancing system 

PMb,Loss for an unbalancing situation of a weak module voltage VM,W = 8 V and 3 strong module voltages 

VM,S= 14,6 V. Power losses and balancing power distribution for 2 different intermodule systems. Column 

nº1= ideal/lossless model. Column nº2: Power loss model. Columnnº3: Experimental results. 
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4.8 Conclusions of the chapter 

During the present chapter a modular active balancing system approach has been 

presented, divided in intramodule and intermodule balancing systems. Intramodule 

systems balance the cells inside a module and intermodule systems balance the modules 

inside the battery pack balancing the whole system. 

Main criterias for balancing system selection are: 

 Simplicity. 

 Open loop control strategy. 

The consolidation of these characteristics is basic for finding an active balancing 

system that could finally compete against passive balancing systems. 

During the chapter an ideal/ lossless modelling approach has been presented for 

intramodule and intermodule systems. This first approach model is a good initial point 

to analyse the behaviour and characteristics of balancing systems. However if high 

accuracy is needed the power loss model has to be taken into account, to recalculate the 

balancing currents. 

Main conclusion for intramodule systems is that good balancing behaviour is 

presented only using a single active switch in open loop control mode. Multiple core 

series connected flyback is the less suitable system due to non-selective behaviour. 

Table 4.10 presents main advantages and disadvantages of presented topologies. 

Transformer based topologies give a freedom degree for the duty cycle determination. 

For single switch balancing systems the duty cycle should be higher than 5 % (critical 

duty cycle design DC>5%) to avoid high peak currents. The minimum duty cycle will 

limit the maximum number of series connected Li-ion cells. Sepic, Zeta and Isolated 

Cuk designs are better balancing options because it is easier to find commercial 

inductors than transformers. 

Good repeatability is presented independent of the weak cell position inside the 

module. Under balanced situation there is not power distribution between cells, only the 

power losses of the converter are compensated. 
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Intermodule balancing systems present good behaviour for module balancing with 

open loop switching control. Intermodule balancing systems permit to select the strong 

module independent of the voltage of the module, even if the modules are balanced if 

the intermodule balancing system is switched on the energy is transferred between 

modules. The series connected flyback converter gives high efficiency, but the 

modularity is dependent on the battery pack voltage. The components should be 

selected for the battery pack voltage specifications. The parallel connected full bridge 

gives total modularity against battery pack voltage, the components are only dependent 

on the module voltage. The balancing current is dependent on the difference between 

the strong module (high voltage module) and the weak module (low voltage module). If 

low voltage difference is presented low balancing current is injected. The parallel 

connected full bridge has lower efficiency than the series connected flyback. However 

is totally selective transferring the energy directly from the strong module to the weak 

module. 

Table 4.10 Main advantages and disadvantages of the analysed intramodule and intermodule balancing 

systems. 

Topology Advantages Disadvantages 

4.2.1  Duty cycle extension with transformer ratio  Transformer non modular 

4.2.2 
 Modular 

 Duty cycle extension with transformer ratio 
 Higher current paths 

4.2.3  Duty cycle extension due to transformer ratio 
 Non selective 

 Low balancing capability 

4.2.4 
 Low side switch 

 No transformers 
 Limited in duty cycle 

4.2.5  No transformers 
 Limited in duty cycle 

 High side switch 

4.2.6  Duty cycle extension with transformer ratio 
 Transformer and extra 

capacitor 

4.5.1  High efficiency 

 Voltage dependent 

 Not totally modular 

 Not selective 

4.5.2 

 Totally modular. Independent of battery pack 

voltage 

 Selective 

 4 switches per full bridge 

. 
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Chapter 5                                                 

METHODOLOGY FOR BALANCING SYSTEM 

DESIGN 

During this chapter main equations related to balancing system design are 

presented. The general equations are suitable for design any type of balancing system 

architecture. 

The first subchapter determines the main equations for a balancing procedure 

between two cells inside a series connected battery pack. 

Second subchapter presents a methodology based on single cell tests to design 

and evaluate a balancing system performance. The methodology permits to interpret 

balancing system performance by the use of single cell tests, decreasing the modelling 

effort requirement. The single cell test based methodology is presented in [PAPER C2]. 

The third subchapter presents a 16S1P battery pack balancing system design 

based on previously acquired knowledge. The balancing system is designed with active 

intramodule and intermodule balancing systems. 
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5.1 Battery pack balancing theory 

A series connected battery pack balancing system is defined to compensate the 

unbalance between two series connected cells, specifically between the strong cell and 

the weak cell inside a module. The State Of Charge unbalance ΔSOC is defined as the 

difference between the SOC of the strong cell SOCS and the weak cell SOCW. 

INI S,INI W,INISOC  SOC SOC    (5.1) 

Ideally the balancing system should meet the requirement that all the cells, and in 

our case the strong and the weak cell, are balanced (ΔSOC=0). However for practical 

issues an SOC threshold (ΔSOCTH) is defined. If ΔSOCTH is defined zero, the balancing 

system will be kept in continuous instability because ΔSOC=0 is practically impossible. 

Behind ΔSOCTH threshold dispersion the battery pack is considered balanced. 

TH S WSOC  SOC SOC    balanced     (5.2) 

The balancing SOC (SOCCb) is them defined by the necessary energy to reduce 

cell unbalance behind ΔSOCTH from an initial SOC, SOCS,INI and SOCW,INI. 

Cb INI TH S,INI W,INI THSOC  SOC SOC SOC SOC SOC         (5.3) 

Equations (2.3) and (2.4) define the SOC of the weak and strong cell as 

The balancing SOC SOCCb depends on the weak cell current IC,W and the strong 

cell current IC,S. during the balancing time TCb. 

Cb Cbt t

C,W C,S
0 0

N
C

om No
b

W mS

dt dt
SOC  

SOH SOH

10010

Q Q

0

I I
 

 

 
 (5.6) 

The weak and strong cell current as defined by equation (4.1) could change for 

different scenarios. 

 Balancing while cycling: IC,W and IC,S depend also on battery pack current IBP. 

o Non modular (passive balancing, etc.):  

2S
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S

S

Q
SOC  100

SOH Q
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 IC,W=IBP+ICb,W. 

 IC,S=IBP+ICb,S. 

o Modular balancing systems: 

 IC,W=IBP+ICb,W+IMb,W. 

 IC,S=IBP+ICb,S+IMb,W. 

 Balancing in standby: No application current, IBP=0; 

o Non modular (passive balancing, etc.):  

 IC,W=ICb,W. 

 IC,S=ICb,S. 

o Modular balancing systems: 

 IC,W=ICb,W+IMb,W. 

 IC,S=ICb,S+IMb,W. 

If the SOH of the weak and strong cell is equal, only the balancing current 

contributes to the unbalancing compensation between series connected cells, because 

IBP is equal for all series connected cells. 

Redefining equation (5.3) for ΔSOCTH definition and by the use of (5.4)-(5.6) the 

ΔSOCTH limit is reached when 

Cb Cb

Nom

TH S,INI W,INI Cb

S,INI W,INI2 2
TH

S W,INI

t t

C,

Nom

Nom Nom

W C,S
0 0

W S

SOC  SOC SOC SOC

Q Q
SOC  100 100

SOH SOH

dt dt
                                          

SOH SOH

1001

Q Q

Q Q

00

I I

   

   
 

 
 

  
 

  
 

 

 

(5.7) 

As could be seen in (5.7) the balancing system requirement is fully dependent on 

4 relations or parameters. 

 The initial SOC unbalance between cells. 

 The relation between the weak cell current IC,W and the strong cell current IC,S. 

 The threshold SOC ΔSOCTH where the battery pack is considered balanced. 

 The balancing time tCb. 
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In most series connected battery applications, cells are voltage balanced (Equal 

voltage between series connected cells), so the target threshold SOC ΔSOCTH is 

converted to a target voltage threshold ΔVC,TH. 
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5.2 Iterative methodology based on single cell tests 

In order to simulate the behaviour of a balancing system in a series connected 

battery pack a battery model is necessary, with different behaviour of each cell inside a 

battery pack. 3 main battery models are: 

 Electro chemical models. 

 Analytical and mathematical models. 

 Electrical models. 

Electro chemical interaction models are the most accurate models representing the 

real behaviour of a cell. They are based on the knowledge of internal electrochemical 

reactions to model battery behaviour [102]. The disadvantages are the big computational 

cost and usually a limited knowledge of the internal structure of the cell [103]. 

Analytical and mathematical models are based on statistical and analytical 

expressions based on specific test. Analytical models offer usually expressions about 

aging, temperature dependency and capacity derating as Peukert [104], [105] and 

Arrhenius Laws [106], [107]. The disadvantage is that the voltage dynamics are not 

represented by these models. 

Electrical models represent battery behaviour with a combination of electrical 

sources and impedances. They present good accuracy and low computational cost. The 

disadvantages are bad voltage modelling in extreme high and low SOCs, and high 

number of tests for good modelling [108]–[110]. 

For the electronic/electric point of view the electrical model presents the best 

choice regarding accuracy and knowledge. Therefore for an engineering point of view 

Table 5.1 Comparison between main battery cell models 

Model Advantage Disadvantage 

Electro chemical High accuracy 
Computational cost, cell structure 

knowledge 

Analytical/mathematical Selective Low accuracy, no voltage dynamics 

Electrical Good accuracy 
Differences in extremes, high number of 

tests for modelling 
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two types of tests are carried out for specific cells: 

 Modelling tests: Cell modelling tests (Impedance spectroscopy tests EIS, 

pulse tests, etc.) 

 Application tests: Specific tests carried out to determine if the cell is useful 

for a specific application. 

During this research work a simulation approach has been presented that uses 

specific application test data to evaluate balancing system performance behaviour. With 

this approach the need of modelling tests is avoided, and the total design procedure time 

is reduced. The methodology flowchart is presented in Fig 5.1. 

The first step TEST evaluates single cells under application requirements. A 

lookup table is generated with the dependency between the capacity Qi and voltage VC,i 

of each cell. These characteristics permit to evaluate: 

 Dispersion in capacity between cells due to manufacturing process. 

 Specific voltage dynamics under application behaviour. 

 

Fig 5.1. Iterative single cell test based balancing system methodology design. 
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The second step SPECIFICATION defines the balancing system actuation 

criteria with some basic definitions: 

 Balancing threshold parameter: ΔSOCTH, ΔVC,TH. 

 Balancing time: Number of cycles, balance during charge, discharge, charge-

discharge, charge CV period, etc. 

 Initial cell deviation: deviation between cells. 

During third step SIMULATION first the cells are simulated in series connection 

without balancing. Each cell current IC,i is equal to battey pack current IBP. The integral 

of each current is inserted to the lookup table as the capacity Qi. After that the balancing 

system is connected. The balancing current should be much smaller than the application 

current not to alter the voltage-capacity dynamics. The cell current is now the battery 

pack current IBP plus the balancing current of each cell as defined in equation (4.1). The 

simulation is repeated iteratively to evaluate the sensibility of the series connected 

battery pack under different balancing system parameters: 

 Passive balancing: variation of balancing resistor value Rn. 

 Active balancing: variation of duty cycle, inductor value, etc. for intramodule 

and intermodule balancing systems. 

The last step ANALYSIS will evaluate the behaviour of the battery pack under 

different balancing system configurations. 

 Energy, efficiency and power losses of the balancing system. 

 Charging time, etc. 

5.2.1 4S1P passive balancing system iterative design 

The iterative process has been implemented for the design of a 4S1P battery pack 

with passive balancing. The battery pack is performed by 4 LFP QNom= 6,5 Ah cells. 

The passive balancing system is designed for a typical constant current constant voltage 

charging mode CCCV. 

The first step TEST charges the 4 cells individually from totally discharged to 

totally charged under the application requirements of CCCV. The application 

requirements are presented in Table 5.2. The CC process is done under C/2 current rate 
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and the CV process is made at 3,65 voltage limit until the current decreases to C/20. 

The single cell test analysis permits to evaluate the capacity deviations presented 

between the 4 cells under test Table 5.3. If a bigger dispersion analysis is needed, more 

cells could be tested under the application requirements. 

The balancing system SPECIFICATION step parameters are defined as: 

 Nº of application cycles: balancing process during one single charge process. 

 Initial deviation: All cells fully discharged, SOC =0%, ΔSOC=0. 

 Balancing threshold: Voltage balancing threshold ΔVC,TH=15 mV. 

During SIMULATION process the cells are initially connected in series without 

any balancing system to evaluate the unbalancing behaviour. The biggest unbalancing 

situation is always held during charge and discharge elbow in LFP technology, where 

the voltage derivatives are sharper. In this application as the cells are initially 

discharged, the unbalancing process is bigger during charge elbow. 

During the balancing system design an iteration based on the balancing resistor Rn 

has been implemented. The balancing resistor is iterated from 3 Ω value by 1 until 50 

Ohms value Rn=[3:1:50]. 

The ANALYSIS process results are presented in Fig 5.2. The compared 

parameters are: 

 Maximum voltage difference ΔVMax: The maximum voltage difference 

Table 5.2 Application characteristic parameters for a CCCV charging mode. 

Application 
CCCV 

DOD 
CC CV 

CCCV charge process C/2 3,65 V until C/20 0-100% (full charge) 
 

Table 5.3 Capacity dispersion between cells under CCCV charging mode. Percentage capacity values 

respect to QNom=6,5 Ah 

QMax,1 QMax,2 QMax,3 QMax,4 ΔQMax QAV 

7,273 7,51 7,59 7,314 0,317 7,42 

112% 115% 117% 112% 4,9% 114% 
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presented between the 4 series connected cells. 

 Wasted energy in balancing system WRn: The energy wasted in the balancing 

resistor is evaluated during charge. 

 Charging time tC: The total charging time depending on the balancing resistor. 

 Each cell SOC SOCn: The estimated SOC of each cell is compared. 

The minimum voltage difference is presented with lower balancing resistors 

values Fig 5.2 a). The voltage difference between cells is defined by the index 

parameters (|V1-V2|=12). Balancing resistors higher than 10 Ω stabilize the voltage 

difference near 160 mV. The energy wasted in the balancing resistor increases in an 

exponential way for low resistor values Fig 5.2 b). This parameter could be critical for 

origination of hot spots near the battery cells. The charging time Fig 5.2 c) increase with 

lower resistor values. It is also an important parameter for battery pack and balancing 

system design. However with the time increase the SOC reached by each cell after 

charge is also increased with low resistor values Fig 5.2 d). 

For the comparison between the simulation approximation and the experimental 

results a test bench has been implemented with a 4S1P battery pack with a balancing 

resistor of Rn=12 Ω. The comparison between the experimental results and the 

simulation tests are presented in Table 5.4 for the main interesting design parameters. 

Simulation and experimental results present really good concordance for the 

scenario without balancing system. The application current is equal to the single cell 

test currents (IBP=IC,i) so it is normal to obtain a good simulation approach. The 

comparison between the simulation and the experimental results differ with the the 

balancing system connection. This is due to little deviation in voltage characteristics, 

because the cell current is the application current IBP plus the injected balancing current 

ICb,i (IC,i=IBP+ICb,i). However good accuracy is presented regarding charging time and 

maximum voltage and SOC deviation are reduced respect to simulation results. The 

reduction is due to higher balancing time in experimental results and consequently 

higher resistor energy WRn,Max. 
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a) 

b) 

 

c) 

d) 

Fig 5.2. Iterative balancing system simulation results respect to Rn iterative value change. a) Maximum 

deviation between cells ΔVMax, b) Energy wasted in one balancing resistor WRn,Max c) System charging 

time tC. d) Final SOC after charge process. 
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Table 5.4 Parameter comparisons for a CCCV charging mode for a 4S1P battery pack with and without 

balancing system. Simulation and experimental comparison. Maximum deviation between cells ΔVMax, 

maximum deviation in SOC ΔSOCMax, maximum energy wasted in one balancing resistor WRn,Max and 

series connected system charging time tC. 

Scenario Mode ΔVMax[mV] ΔSOCMax[%] WRn,Max[Wh] tC [h] 

Series 

connection 

Simulation 181 4,182 _ 2,796 

Experimental 182 4,2 _ 2,802 

Series 

and balancing 

Simulation 169 3,609 0,186 2,81 

Experimental 75 1,976 0,39 2,825 
 

 

 

Fig 5.3. Comparison for a CCCV charge process. Experimental results presenting cell voltage charge 

dynamics. a) Without balancing system. b) With passive balancing system Rn=12 Ω.. 
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5.3 Knowledge based balancing system design 

Battery balancing systems are generally designed by knowledge acquired during 

battery pack cycling. Series connected cells phenomena analysis, permit to decide the 

magnitude of the balancing current redistributed between the weak cell and the strong 

cell(s) of the battery pack. 

During the Thesis work, and specially focusing in series connected LFP cells, 

main series connected cells phenomena are: 

 LFP cells do not present any unbalance behaviour due to cycling, the 

differences presented are due to dispersion in initial capacities, so: 

o Small balancing current for equal SOH cells (ICb,W-ICb,S < 1 A) 

o High balancing current for different SOH cells (ICb,W-ICb,S >1 A). 

 Unbalancing differences could appear due to BMS and monitoring systems. 

o High impedance and low consumption systems should be used. 

With this previously acquired knowledge the system designer leads to a balancing 

system design problem, to be solved with the equations presented in subchapter 5.1. 

Equation (5.6) determines the relation between the weak cell balancing current ICb,W and 

the strong cell balancing current ICb,S, the balancing time tCb, taking into account the 

initial deviations between the weak and strong cell state of health (SOHW and SOHS). 

The battery pack mechanical lay-out configuration it is also an important 

parameter for balancing system design. Battery cells disposition could be defined for a 

modular balancing system configuration. 

5.3.1 16S1P LFP modular battery pack design 

The knowledge acquired during the previous thesis work regarding unbalancing 

effects in series connected cells, the equations presented in subchapter 5.1 and the 

analysis of modular systems in Chapter 4, give the basis to design a series connected 

modular balancing system. 
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The battery pack under design is a 16S1P LFP cell system with QNom=6,5 Ah, 

with the cells used during the unbalancing effects and causes analysis of Chapter 3. The 

balancing system behaviour will be analysed during Chapter 6. 

The modular balancing system has been implemented with the intramodule and 

intermodule systems analysed during Chapter 4. These systems assure low complexity 

and open loop control of the battery pack balancing. The selected systems are the Multi 

Stacked Sepic (Subchapter 4.2.4) for the intramodule system and the Parallel connected 

Full Bridge (Subchapter 4.5.2) due to the next reasons: 

 Multi Stacked Sepic. 

o No transformers, easier to find commercial inductors. 

o Low side single switch to reduce complexity compared with Multi 

Stacked Zeta. 

 Parallel connected Full Bridge. 

o Totally modular system, independent of the battery pack voltage. 

The balancing system will be divided in 4 modules (16S1P=4x4S1P) Fig 5.4. 

Each module will have an intramodule and intermodule balancing system. The 4 

module distribution has been decided due to: 

 4 module analysis of intermodule behaviour gives more importance and 

impact to the Thesis work. 

 The voltage swing of a module composed of 4 series connected LFP cells is 

VM=[8V...14,6V]=[4·2V...4·3,65V]. This voltage permits to use CMOS 

technology drivers self-powered from the module voltage VM, to generate 

necessary gate driver signals without the need of external supply nor DCDC 

converters, reducing the component number, cost and complexity of the 

system. 4 series connected cells also permit to use duty cycles >5%, even for 

transformerless intramodule systems. 

Table 5.5 Capacity dispersion between 16 cells for a battery pack of 16 S1P. Percentage capacity values 

respect to QNom=6,5 Ah 

QMax QMin ΔQMax QAV 

7,312 6,946 0,366 7,09 

112% 107% 5,63% 109% 
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The balancing system is designed for 16 LFP cells with low SOH dispersion (new 

cells), so the balancing system is designed to only compensate the initial capacity 

dispersion of the cells. The balancing system will be designed to carry out low 

balancing currents behind 1 Ampere. 

The capacity dispersion between cells is presented in Table 5.5. To inject more 

energy between the weak cell QMin and the Strong cell QMax, each cell will be inserted in 

different modules to obtain the balancing current of the intramodule ICb,i and the 

intermodule IMb,j. With this battery lay-out the current for the weak and strong cells only 

taking into account the balancing system is: 

C,W Mb,W Cb,WI I I   (5.8) 

C,S Mb,S Cb,SI I I   (5.9) 

The intramodule and intermodule balancing systems will work under the critical 

duty cycle DC to work safely even the worst unbalance situation is presented in the 

system. 

 Intramodule Multi Stacked Sepic: DC= 13% equation (4.19) with weak cell 

VC,W=2 V and VC,S = 3,65 V and VM in this configuration = 12,95 V. 

 Intermodule Parallel connected Full Bridge: Constant 50% duty cycle, for all 

situations. 

The weak and strong balancing currents are defined for an unbalancing situation 

where: 

 Strong module: 3 cells 3,65 V one cell 3V.(Module next to charge elbow) 

Intramodule and intermodule ON (ICb,S and IMb,S). 

o ICb,S=-72 mA IMb,S=-175 mA 

 Weak module: 3 cells 3 V one cell 2 V.(Module next to discharge elbow) 

Intramodule ON intermodule OFF. (ICb,W and IMb,W). 

o ICb,W=254 mA IMb,W=223 mA 

The balancing currents defined make a difference between IC,W and IC,S of 724 mA 

(IC,W-IC,S). If the assumption of constant voltage during balancing could be taken the 
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dispersion of 0,366 Ah defined in Table 5.5 will disappear in 30 minutes. However due 

to the power losses and that during balancing the voltage difference is reduced the 

balancing current will be reduced increasing the balancing time. Even so, low balancing 

currents criteria is respected and the balancing currents are defined as a good design 

approach. For this situation the balancing system inductor values are defined as: 

 Intramodule Multi Stacked Sepic: Ln=68 µH Lin= 470 µH. 

 Intermodule parallel connected Full Bridge: LS= 15 µH. 

The balancing inductor values and size are designed to obtain commercial 

inductor values to decrease the balancing system cost, in order to obtain a competitive 

design to deal with passive balancing systems. 

 

Fig 5.4. 16S1P LFP cells battery pack prototype in 4x4S1P modular configuration. Each module contains 

an intramodule Multi Stacked Sepic and an intermodule parallel connected Full bridge balancing system. 
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The final modular design is presented in Fig 5.4. The gate signals are generated by 

ICs powered by the module voltages, maintaining the duty cycle values independent of 

the module voltage variations. Each intramodule and intermodule is designed in an 

individual PCB, giving each module a high modularity. The final prototype design is 

presented in subchapter C.3, with prototype photographs, schematics and PCB prints. 
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5.4 Conclusions of the chapter 

During the present chapter an analysis about balancing system design for series 

connected energy storage systems has been presented. 

The first subchapter presents the main balancing equations that define the 

balancing process inside a series connected battery pack. The main parameters are the 

ones defined by the current difference between the weak cell and strong cell balancing 

current (ICb,W and ICb,S), the balancing time (tCb) and finally the initial capacity or SOC 

deviation between the strong and the weak cell (SOCS and SOCW). With these 

parameters the necessary balancing SOC can be defined. 

A methodology has been presented where a series connected battery pack is 

simulated via single cell tests data. Single cell tests data is collected from specific tests 

driven to guarantee that the cell is suitable for the application, so by the use of this data, 

the modeling necessary tests are avoided reducing the system design time. Different 

single cell tests permit to take into account capacity dispersion or different voltage 

dynamics from same manufacturer cells. The simulation methodology permits to 

iteratively change different balancing system design parameters and evaluate their 

impact under different battery characteristics (Charge time, voltage unbalance, etc.). 

The methodology has been implemented for a 4S1P LFP battery pack with a passive 

balancing system. 

Finally a 16S1P modular balancing system design has been presented. The 

designed modular system is composed of 4 balancing modules, with one multi stacked 

sepic intramdoule and one parallel connected full bridge in each module. The balancing 

system has been designed with the general knowledge acquired during the previous 

Thesis work. The unbalancing knowledge from Chapter 3, the active modular systems 

design equations from Chapter 4 and general balancing equations from subchapter 5.1 

are used during the design process. The balancing system is designed to obtain a low 

cost modular balancing system to compete against passive balancing systems. 
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Chapter 6                                                 

EVALUATION OF ACTIVE BALANCING SYSTEMS 

Chapter 6 presents the behaviour evaluation of active balancing systems 

connected to series connected Li-ion battery packs. The main interest of this chapter is 

to compare active balancing systems vs passive balancing systems. 

During first subchapter, main comparison parameters will be presented focusing 

on energy considerations, temperature effects and cost. The balancing system influence 

in temperature is presented in [PAPER J1] in collaboration with a previous thesis work. 

Second subchapter presents the comparison between a multistacked sepic 

balancing system and a passive balancing system for a 4S1P Li-ion module. The 

analysis is focused on new, aged and low energy LFP cells, although other Li-ion 

technologies analysis is also presented. The results are presented in [PAPER J3] 

The third subchapter presents the behaviour analysis of a 16S1P battery pack 

with passive balancing against active modular balancing. The behavioural analysis is 

made for the evaluation of fresh cells, a module of 4 cells aged and single cell aged 

inside the 16S1P battery pack. 

The final subchapter deals with an approximated analysis of the energy 

throughput improvement on a 16S1P battery pack during the whole battery life thanks 

to the active balancing system. The analysis is performed focusing in energetic 

improvements and temperature benefits. 

Finally, main conclusions are presented. 
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6.1 Balancing systems evaluation parameters 

Energy storage balancing systems are connected to improve battery pack overall 

behaviour. The balancing system improvement in the battery pack is generally related to 

energy increase and unbalancing reduction. However during Chapter 6 3 different 

comparison topics of balancing systems will be evaluated: 

 Balancing system energy evaluation: the energetic evaluation will be held 

for the point of view of the total battery pack energy. The battery pack charged 

energy WBP,C the battery pack discharged energy WBP,D and the standby 

wasted energy WSB will be evaluated. 

 Balancing system temperature behaviour: Temperature effects of the 

balancing system will be evaluated under 2 different concepts. The battery 

pack cell temperatures with the maximum cell temperature TMax and the 

temperature dispersion between series connected cells ΔT. The balancing 

system temperature TBS that could generate hot spots in the battery pack. 

 Balancing system cost: The balancing system cost C€ will be evaluated, as it 

is the most important parameter for the industry sector. 

6.1.1 Balancing system energy evaluation 

The energy evaluations presented during these subchapters will be related to the 

total energy presented in a battery pack. The energy evaluation criteria will be applied 

for cycling and standby analysis of battery packs (cycle life and calendar life). 

Battery pack cycling issues will be presented from two points of view. The 

energetic diagram is presented in Fig 6.1: 

 Customer point of view W*BP: A customer that buys a battery integrated 

with a balancing system only measures the battery pack voltage VBP and the 

battery pack current IBP. The balancing system effect is not measurable. 

 Battery pack point of view WBP: The real energy inserted/obtained to/from 

the battery pack cells WBP is the difference between the energy from the point 

of view of the customer W*BP and the power losses of the balancing system 

PCb,Loss (PCb,Loss+PMb,Loss if modular systems are used). 
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The charging energy W*BP,C is the total energy inserted to the system from the 

point of view of a battery charger during the charge time tC. W*BP,C gives the total 

energy consumed from the power source (electric grid, alternative supply,etc) (6.1). The 

real energy inserted into the battery pack WPB,C is less due to the power losses of the 

balancing system during charging process. WPB,C is also defined as the sum of the total 

energy inserted to all series connected cells [VC,i, IC,i] (6.2) during charge process. 

Ct

BP,C BP BP

0

W* (t) (t)dtV I   (6.1) 

C Ct tm×n

BP,C C,i C,i BP,C Cb,Loss
10 0

W (t) (t)dt W* (t)dt
i

V I P


     (6.2) 

The total energy inside the battery pack is dependent of the initial energy that was 

inside the battery cells before the charge process is started and it is not quantified during 

this evaluation. 

The discharge process energy is calculated in a similar way. The customer or the 

battery user has a discharged battery energy W
*
BP,D that is the energy obtained from the 

whole battery during discharge time tD (6.3). However the battery gives more energy 

WBP,D during discharge because has to yield with balancing system losses (6.4) (internal 

battery resistance losses are excluded). 

Dt

BP,D BP BP

0

W* (t) (t)dtV I   (6.3) 

D Dt tm×n

BP,D C,i C,i BP,D Cb,Loss
10 0

W (t) (t)dt W* (t)dt
i

V I P


     (6.4) 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Fig 6.1. Arrow diagram for the energetic evaluation of the battery pack cycling performance. a) Charge 

process (IBP positive). b) Discharge process (IBP negative). 
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Remaining energy is usually inside the battery pack after the discharge process 

because all the cells are not fully discharged. 

The subtraction of the balancing power losses in both processes, charge equation 

(6.2) and discharge equation (6.4), is because positive energy is considered in charge  

process (WBP,C>0 → positive) and negative energy is considered during discharge 

(WBP,D<0 → negative). The subtraction of power losses for charge and discharge 

process is clearly presented in Fig 6.1. 

The battery pack energetic efficiency (do not confuse with coulombimetric 

efficiency which is ≈99%...100% in Li-ion cells) could be expressed from the point of 

view of the customer or the point of view of the battery pack as expressed in equations 

(6.5) and (6.6). 

BP,D

BP

BP,C

W*
* 100

W*
   (6.5) 

BP,D

BP

BP,C

W
100

W
   (6.6) 

For the point of view of a customer it is clear that the battery pack efficiency η
*
BP 

is the most important parameter to know the exploitation level of the battery pack. The 

battery pack designer must try to equal η
*
BP and ηBP (ηBP= η

*
BP) to give the maximum 

amount of energy to the customer. However if a balancing system is used ALWAYS, 

ηBP > η
*
BP; the costumer receives or uses less energy than the battery pack gives. 

In applications where the battery pack is going to be in standby, or stored until the 

battery energy is used (UPS application, Electric vehicles, etc) the standby energy 

consumption WSB due to the BMS, measurement system or balancing system is an 

important parameter. If the energy leakage during standby operation is high, the battery 

could be inoperative when the customer requires it. 

6.1.2 Balancing system temperature behaviour 

Even if the balancing system behaviour is generally related to energetic issues 

during a previous Thesis work presented in [14] and the Journal article [PAPER J1] the 

influence of the balancing system on the battery pack temperature was analyzed, 
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specially focusing on maximum cell temperature TMax and temperature dispersion 

between cells ΔT. During the thesis work also the influence of the balancing system 

temperature TBS will be evaluated, as a key factor for the generation of hot spots within 

the battery pack. 

Cell temperature depends on the power losses generated inside the cell PLoss,i. The 

power losses can be calculated by the power generation in the internal resistance of the 

cell Rin,i and the square of the cell current IC,i
2
 or by the difference between the cell 

voltage VC,i and the internal open circuit equivalent voltage VOC,i (and the cell current 

(6.7)). 

 
 C,i OC,i2

Loss,i in,i C,i C,i OC,i C,i in,i

C,i

P R R
V V

I V V I
I


      (6.7) 

In a series connected battery pack the cell current IC,i is equal to the battery pack 

current IBP. However if a balancing system is connected the cell current is modified by 

IC,i=IBP+ICb,i as was presented in (4.1), increasing the current of the weak cell (ICb,W > 0) 

and decreasing the current through the strong cells (ICb,S < 0). 

TMax is generated during final discharge process, due to higher difference between 

VC,i and VOC,i. It is usually generated in the weak cell, which reaches first discharge cut-

off voltage. The balancing system could decrease the power losses, decreasing the 

maximum temperature of the weak cell. Without balancing system or with passive 

balancing there is not a decrease in power losses, however if an active balancing system 

is employed current is inserted to the weak cell decreasing the total equivalent discharge 

current of the cell, and therefore decreasing the power losses (6.8)-(6.9). 

2 2
Loss,W in,W C,W in,W BP Loss,W

DISCHARGE

P R R P  without and passiveI I cte   
 (6.8) 

 
22

Loss,W in,W C,W in,W BP Cb,W Loss,WP R R P  active I I I      (6.9) 

The strong cells temperature increases during discharge process because passive 

and active balancing systems increase the discharge current of the strong cells, 

increasing the power losses. 

 
22

Loss,S in,S C,S in,S BP Cb,S Loss,S

DISCHARGE

P R R P  active and passive I I I    
 (6.10) 
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If the maximum temperature will be generated during a charge process, both 

passive and active balancing systems will decrease the power losses of the cell, by 

decreasing the current of the most charged cell or strong cell. 

 
22

Loss,S in,S C,S in,S BP Cb,S Loss,S

CHARGE

P R R P  active and passiveI I I    
 (6.11) 

The weak cell (low voltage cell) power losses, are increased for active balancing 

systems and kept constant for passive balancing systems. 

2 2
Loss,W in,W C,W in,W BP Loss,W

CHARGE

P R R P  without and passiveI I cte   
 (6.12) 

 
22

Loss,W in,W C,W in,W BP Cb,W Loss,WP R R P  active I I I      (6.13) 

Temperature dispersion between cells ΔT is also decreased with balancing 

systems respect to battery packs without balancing system. Balancing systems equalize 

the voltages of the cells in the series strings. The balancing procedure matches the 

voltages between cells equalling the power losses of the cells by definition of equation 

(6.7). So for charge or discharge processes, if a temperature dispersion reduction is 

aimed, a balancing process is beneficial. Cell power losses analysis from equation (6.8)-

(6.13) confirms this assumption where PLoss,W and PLoss,S difference decreases with 

balancing systems. 

Regarding the temperature generated in the balancing system TBS, temperature 

depends on the balancing system power losses PCb,Loss analytically expressed in Annex 

A A.2 and experimentally calculated during chapters 4.3 and 4.6 for modular balancing 

systems. For ideal active balancing systems no temperature increase will be generated in 

the balancing system board, however due to power losses a temperature increase is 

generated. Nevertheless the power losses generated in equivalent passive balancing 

systems are ALWAYS higher, so passive balancing systems can generate higher 

temperature hot spots than active balancing systems. 

6.1.3 Balancing system cost 

The relative low complexity and low cost of passive balancing systems, keep 

passive balancing as the most implemented system for battery pack balancing. The 
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analysis made during the Thesis work focusing on modular balancing systems, with low 

switch number and low complexity, permits to obtain a competitive design to compete 

against the passive balancing. An approximated cost of the balancing systems C€ will be 

presented as it is a major design parameter for industry partners. 
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6.2 No balancing vs Passive balancing vs intramodule Sepic 

for 4S1P battery module 

4S1P battery li-ion modules are widely used in applications as portable solutions 

(laptops, drills, etc) and in substitution of common Lead Acid 12V nominal batteries. 

The passive balancing and the intramodule multi Stacked Sepic are compared for 

a 4S1P Li-ion battery disposition (Fig 6.2). The passive balancing system uses Rn=12 Ω 

as the dissipative element while the Sepic balancing system uses the same design as 

presented in Chapter 4 subchapter 4.4 in Table 4.2. The duty cycle is kept constant to 

13 % D=0,13. The different balancing systems behaviour is evaluated under 3 different 

situations: 

 LFP 6,5 Ah 100% SOH cells: The balancing system behaviour with a new 

assembled battery pack will be evaluated. 

 LFP 6,5 Ah one 80% SOH aged cell: The 4S1P module is assembled with 3 

 
 

Fig 6.2. Passive and multi stacked Sepic balancing systems with real measurement and conditioning 

systems for a 4S1P battery module. a) Passive balancing system. b) Multi stacked Sepic balancing 

system. 
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100% SOH cells and one 80% SOH cell to evaluate the balancing systems 

behaviour under high SOH unbalance. The tests are interesting for second life 

application of Li-ion cells. 

 Different Li-ion technology low energy cells Q ≤ 3A: Passive and multi 

stacked Sepic balancing systems are tested with low capacity different 

technology cells. With these tests the behaviour of the balancing systems with 

different technologies and the influence of balancing current in smaller 

capacity cells will be evaluated. 

The 3 presented situations will be analysed for the energetic, temperature and cost 

evaluation parameters presented in subchapter 6.1.1. The balancing system temperature 

TBS, standby energy consumption WSB and balancing system cost C€ are independent of 

the Li-ion technology under test, so will be analysed only during subchapter 6.2.1, and 

is equal during following subchapters. 

The test bench used during the evaluation process has a similar architecture as the 

test bench presented for unbalancing process analysis in Chapter 3. 

 Charge/Discharge system: Power supply and electronic load 

o Chroma 62024P-80-60: Power supply to charge the 4S1P battery pack. 

o Chroma 63201: Electronic Load to discharge the 4S1P battery pack. 

 Acquisition and control system: National Instruments based system: 

o Host: Ni program based to control Chroma power supply and electronic 

load via series communication. 

o Real Time: Crio 9022 real time controller in a 9114 chassis. 

 NI 9205: Measure 4 cell voltages (VC,1...VC,4) and the battery pack 

current IBP via differential measurement. 

 NI 9213: Temperature on centre of the surface of each cell of the 

4S1P module is measured by the connection of 2 k type 

thermocouples to each cell (8 temperature measurements overall). 

 NI 9403: 32 DIO module, the passive balancing system activation 

(4 DO) and the security relays control (2 DO, charge discharge 

relays) under overcurrent, overvoltage or over temperature 

situations. 
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 Temperature chamber: Prebatem 80L temperature chamber at constant 25ºC 

temperature. 

 Precision shunt resistors: 15 mΩ 1% shunt resistor to measure IBP and to 

calculate accurate capacity values. 

Temperature and energetic analysis will be analysed for 10 consecutive charge 

/discharge cycles. All the cells are initially fully charged balanced by a passive 

balancing system. 

 Charge cycle: CCCV charge mode.1C charge until VMax cell, and CV at VMax 

cell until the current decreases to C/20. 

 Discharge cycle: CC discharge: 1 C discharge until VMin is reached. 

The energetic and temperature results will be presented as the mean value of the 

10 consecutive cycles. The Multi stacked Sepic and passive balancing system results 

will be compared respect to a reference test evaluation without balancing system (No 

Balancing). The behavioural results will present the comparison between: 

 No Balancing NB. 

 Passive Balancing PB. 

 Active Balancing AB. 

6.2.1 LFP 6,5 Ah 100% SOH cells 

The first evaluation of the balancing systems behaviour is made for a 4S1P 

module assembled with 4 LFP QNom=6,5 Ah new cells (≈100% SOH). These cells are 

also used during Chapter 3 for unbalancing effects and causes estimation and in 

Chapter 5 5.2.1 during the iterative methodology design. The initial capacity of the 

4S1P cells is presented in Table 5.3. The capacity dispersion ΔQ between the 4 cells is 

0,317 Ah (4,9 % of the nominal capacity). 

In order to avoid temperature influence between nearby positioned cells, cells are 

distanced 1 cm. Distancing the series connected cells, isolates each cell from the heat 

generation of adjacent cells, taking only into account the performance of the balancing 

system for the temperature behaviour. 
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The maximum voltage VMax for CV charge mode is set to 3,65 V and the 

minimum voltage for the discharge cut-off VMin = 2 V. The voltage threshold where the 

balancing system is switched on is set to 10 mV (ΔVC,TH=10 mV) 

6.2.1.1 Energy evaluation 

The energetic cycling results for no balancing NB passive balancing PB and 

active balancing AB are presented in Table 6.1. PB losses PCB,Loss are calculated in a 

data post-process, by acquiring the instant when each cell balancing resistor is active. 

The AB system losses are estimated to be 0,2 W. The value is measured in 4.4 

intramodule experimental validation for the worst balancing situation, and therefore it is 

overestimated for different charge discharge cycling situations. However, it is 

considered accurate enough for comparison, taking into account that real results are 

better than presented values. 

During charge process AB and PB balancing systems consume more energy from 

the grid, from a customer point of view (PB +1,4% more and AB +0,4% more than 

Table 6.1 Energetic results for 10 charge discharge cycles for a 4S1P battery module of ≈100% SOH 

cells. The energetic results (charging energy, discharging energy and efficiency) are given from the point 

of view of the battery and the point of view of the customer. Not Balancing NB Passive Balancing PB and 

Active Balancing AB. 

 Customer Battery 

 W*BP,C [Wh] W*BP,D [Wh] η*BP [%] WBP,C [Wh] WBP,D [Wh] ηBP [%] 

NB 96,575 -92,113 95,38 96,575 -92,113 95,379 

PB 97,89 -92,28 94,28 97,21 -92,61 95,27 

AB 96,96 -92,48 95,38 96,78 -92,54 95,62 
 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

Fig 6.3. CV charge process for 3 different balancing systems in a 4S1P battery module. a) No balancing 

NB. b) Passive balancing PB. c) Sepic Active balancing AB. 
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NB), which increases the power bill W*BP,C. However the battery pack is better charged 

than without balancing WBP,C and therefore more energy is delivered during discharge. 

The passive balancing system inserts more energy and balances better all the cells 

during charge as presented in Fig 6.3. The energy delivered to the customer W*BP,D is 

increased +0,18% for the PB and +0,40% for the AB. The efficiency of the system η*BP 

is reduced -1,1% for the PB and kept equal for the AB. There is not big difference 

between AB and NB systems, because the cells are 100% SOH equals, even if the 

results have shown that more energy is extracted. 

To analyse the standby energy consumption WSB the 4 S1P battery module is fully 

charged with the passive balancing system. The decision to fully charge the module is to 

obtain the worst standby scenario where the leakage current is higher. After 15 days 

storage with the balancing system connected the 4S1P battery module is discharged at 

1C rate. The difference between wasted standby energy is very low between different 

selected balancing systems. The PB system wastes 0,22% more of energy and the AB 

0,1% respect to the total discharged energy of the No balancing reference as presented 

in Table 6.2. The balancing systems due not contribute in leakage energy consumption 

as was concluded also in the analysis presented during Chapter 3, that the leakage 

contributing devices where the measurement or monitoring systems. The data presented 

in Table 6.2 compared to data of Table 6.1 gives an important conclusion: Battery pack 

self-discharge process during storage or standby time reduces the battery pack discharge 

energy from 92,113 Wh to 91,33 Wh (reduction of 0,85%). The self-discharge impact in 

wasted energy is much higher than the wasted standby energy of the balancing systems. 

Table 6.2 Standby results for a 15 day rest period with balancing systems connected to a fully charged 

4S1P battery module. No balancing system connected NB, passive balancing system connected PB and 

Active balancing system connected AB. The discharged energy W*BP,D and the standby wasted energy 

WSB are evaluated respect to the no balancing system. 

 W*BP,D [Wh] WSB [Wh] 

NB -91,33 (100%) 0 (0%) 

PB -91,13 (99,78%) 0,2 (0,22%) 

AB -91,24 (99,9%) 0,09 (0,1%) 
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6.2.1.2 Temperature behaviour 

Temperature behaviour of the 4S1P cells is analysed during the consecutive 10 

charge discharge cycles at 1C rate. The maximum temperature TMax and temperature 

deviation ΔT are presented during the final discharge process, when one cell reaches 

VMin= 2 V. Each cell has 2 thermocouples connected in the centre of the surface of the 

front and rear faces. 

The temperature behaviour of the balancing systems is presented in Table 6.3. The 

TMax results present that PB reduces the maximum temperature (-0,55 ºC) because all 

the cells are fully charged and in the final discharge instant the reached temperature is 

smaller. AB maintains TMax nearly constant respect to NB (+0,07 ºC). Related to the 

temperature dispersion between cells PB presents the higher dispersion (+0,03 ºC 

respect to NB). This result is conflicting with analysis presented in (6.8)-(6.13). The 

explanation is that as the 4S1P cells are fully charged with PB, during final discharge 

process there is higher voltage difference between cells than with NB and AB, 

increasing the temperature dispersion. AB decreases temperature dispersion (-0,07 ºC), 

thanks to injecting current to the weak cell. 

Temperature results obtained present low deviation respect to NB situation 

because the cells have equal SOH (and very similar internal impedance), and the 1C 

current rate does not increase much the temperature of the cell. 

The analysis of the balancing system temperature TBS is made for a constant 

voltage situation where the weak cell is kept to 2 V (VC,W=2V) and the strong cells are 

charged to 3,65 V (VC,S=3,65 V). The PB system extracts energy from the 3 strong cells 

Table 6.3 Maximum temperature TMax and temperature deviation ΔT for 10 consecutive charge discharge 

cycles. The temperature values are the mean values for the 10 consecutive discharge cycles, during the 

final process of discharge when TMax and ΔT are maximum. 

 TMax [ºC] ΔT [ºC] 

NB 29,16 0,37 

PB 28,61 0,4 

AB 29,23 0,3 
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while the AB system extracts energy from the 3 strong cells and inserts energy to the 

weak cell. The temperature is measured by a termography camera where the 

temperature dispersion in the balancing systems is presented in Fig 6.4. 

Fig 6.4 b) presents the results of the AB balancing system. 0,195W of power 

losses are generated for a high unbalance situation, and the TBS hot spot reaches 38,2 ºC 

(13,2 ºC increase respect to 25 ºC ambient). The PB system generates 3,5 W of power 

losses PCb,Loss, generating a hot spot of 119,3 ºC (94,3 ºC increase respect to 25 ºC 

ambient). The excessive power losses generated by the PB system respect to the AB 

system, and the potential hot spot creation, could generate a temperature aging issue in a 

battery module. The AB system is presented as a better option if the balancing system 

temperature and losses need to be minimized. 

6.2.1.3 Balancing system cost 

The system cost issue C€ is the biggest constraint when deciding for a balancing 

system for an industrial application. PB balancing systems are the most used systems in 

industrial applications due to their low cost and reliability. However, single switch 

balancing systems and during this evaluation process specifically the multi Stacked 

Sepic topology, is a good candidate to replace passive balancing systems, thanks to low 

switch number and reduced balancing complexity. The AB single switch systems permit 

also to balance the series connected cells without the need of a voltage measurement 

system, reducing the overall system cost. 

 

a) 

 

b) 

PCb,Loss [W] TBS hot spot[ºC] PCb,Loss [W] TBS hot spot [ºC] 

3,5 119,3 0,195 38,2 

Fig 6.4. Thermography analysis of a) PB and b) AB balancing systems. PCb,Loss values calculated 

experimentally and TBS measured by thermography camera. 
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Table 6.4 presents the system cost for the 2 schematics of PB and AB presented in 

Fig 6.2. The price of the AB system is cheaper than the PB, mainly due to the high price 

of differential amplifiers DAn. AB open loop control strategy permits to avoid voltage 

measurement systems decreasing the balancing system price. The PB system price 

could be reduced by using commercial ICs for passive balancing issues. The AB 

balancing system is also oversized, and could be redesigned to obtain a more 

competitive price. 

Even if a voltage measurement system should be used also in the AB system 

solution (because the Li-ion cells voltages must be measured for security reasons), the 

multi Stacked Sepic presents a good solution to compete against passive balancing 

systems for industrial applications. 

6.2.2 LFP 6,5 Ah one 80%SOH aged cell 

The evaluation of the balancing systems will be held for the case where a 4S1P 

battery module has an aged cell. To evaluate the balancing systems behaviour for the 

Table 6.4 Balancing system cost for a 4S1P battery module. Passive balancing PB and Active Balancing 

AB component and price distribution. Component price corresponds to quotation of www.farnell.com for 

a minimum of 10 pcs order. 

PB AB 

Component Reference pcs €/pcs Component Reference pcs €/pcs 

OPn TLP523 4 0,71 Dn SL13-E3/61T 4 0,26 

Rn ER7412RJT 4 0,28 Ln 74459168 Würth 4 2,18 

Sn BD437 4 0,233 Capn C1206C106K3PACTU 4 0,195 

DAn INA 148 4 3,49 
Lin 74459247 Würth 1 2,02 

S1 IRF8721PBF 1 0,6 

Total price 

4S1P  C€ 
18,852 € 

Total price 

4S1P  C€ 
13,16 € 

 

Table 6.5 Capacity dispersion between 4 cells for a battery pack of 4S1P with one 80% SOH cell. 

Percentage capacity values respect to QNom=6,5 Ah 

QMax QMin ΔQMax QAV 

7,59 5,2 2,39 6,9 

117% 80% 36,77% 106% 
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extreme situation a 80% SOH cell has been connected in series with 3 100% SOH cells. 

The 3 100% SOH cells are the cells used during the previous subchapter and the 80% 

SOH cell is a cell aged during aging tests performed in the laboratory. The capacity of 

the aged cell QMin is 80%QNom=5,2 Ah as presented in Table 6.5. The capacity 

mismatch between the strongest cell and the weak-aged cell is 2,39 Ah, 36,77% of the 

nominal capacity. 

The standby energetic issues WSB, the balancing system temperature TBS and the 

balancing system cost C€ analysis are equal to the 100% SOH 6,5 Ah cell case, as these 

parameters are equal independent of the cell used during the behaviour analysis. 

6.2.2.1 Energy evaluation 

The energetic behaviour of the NB, PB and AB systems for a high SOH 

unbalance system is presented in Table 6.6. As presented in the previous subchapter the 

PCb,Loss are calculated in a post-process analysis. 

Table 6.6 Energetic results for 10 charge discharge cycles for a 4S1P battery module of 3 ≈100% SOH 

cells and one 80% SOH cell. The energetic results (charging energy, discharging energy and efficiency) 

are given from the point of view of the battery and the point of view of the customer. Not Balancing NB 

Passive Balancing PB and Active Balancing AB. 

 Customer Battery 

 W*BP,C [Wh] W*BP,D [Wh] η*BP [%] WBP,C [Wh] WBP,D [Wh] ηBP [%] 

NB 65,22 -62,33 95,60 65,22 -62,33 95,60 

PB 70,69 -63,24 89,49 68,77 -65,22 94,86 

AB 66,96 -63,94 95,51 66,60 -64,17 96,36 
 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

Fig 6.5. CV charge process for 3 different balancing systems in a 4S1P battery module with unbalanced 

SOH cells. The weak cell (80% SOH cell) is presented in blue. a) No balancing NB. b) Passive balancing 

PB. c) Sepic Active balancing AB. 
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The energy discharged from the point of view of customer W*BP,D, is increased 

respect to the NB system, first of all because more energy is inserted in the charging 

process Fig 6.5. The PB increases +0,91 Wh (1,46 %) the discharged energy for one 

single discharge and the AB system increases the discharged energy +1,61 Wh, a 2,5 % 

increase in W*BP,D respect to the NB system. 

The PB system efficiency is reduced a lot because it uses excess energy to charge 

the battery pack Fig 6.5 b) that is not utilized during discharge. The AB system utilizes 

the strong cells energy to insert energy to the weak cell, increasing the battery pack 

efficiency nearly to the NB system value. 

6.2.2.2 Temperature behaviour 

The 80% SOH aged cell has a higher supposed internal resistance, so the 

maximum temperature of one cell in the battery pack should be higher than the 

temperature registered for 100% SOH cells. Also the temperature difference should be 

higher because the difference in internal resistance or cell voltage (VC,i or open circuit 

voltage), will be higher due to SOH unbalance. All these issues are confirmed in the 

results presented in Table 6.7. 

Compared to the results of ≈100% SOH cells, the maximum temperature TMax 

reaches nearly +0,5 ºC more, and ΔT reaches 2,2 ºC for the NB case, when in ≈100% 

SOH cells the ΔT was only 0,37 ºC. The initial SOH unbalance leads to an increase in 

maximum cell temperature and a further increase in temperature deviation between 

cells. Therefore it is clearly concluded that an initial SOH unbalance, leads to a further 

increase in SOH unbalance during cycling. 
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The balancing systems behaviour clearly presents an improvement in order to 

decrease the effect of temperature in SOH unbalance. PB and AB systems reduce TMax 

from 29,76 ºC to 29,59ºC and 29,53 ºC respectively. The temperature dispersion 

between cells ΔT is also reduced from 2,2 ºC for the NB case, to 2,07 in the PB case 

and 1,95 ºC to the AB case. It is clearly demonstrated that the balancing systems reduce 

the SOH unbalance increase due to temperature. 

6.2.3 Different Li-ion technology low energy cells Q < 3Ah 

The comparative of the passive balancing system and the active Multi Stacked 

Sepic have been presented for 6,5 Ah LFP cells in a 4S1P configuration. The same 

balancing systems will be compared with lower capacity cells (Q<3Ah) and other 

chemistry cells with the following purposes: 

 Investigate the balancing systems behaviour where the relation between the 

Table 6.7 Maximum temperature TMax and temperature deviation ΔT for 10 consecutive charge discharge 

cycles for an SOH unbalanced 4S1P battery module. The temperature values are the mean values for the 

10 consecutive discharge cycles, during the final process of discharge when TMax and ΔT are maximum. 

 TMax [ºC] ΔT [ºC] 

NB 29,76 2,2 

PB 29,59 2,07 

AB 29,53 1,95 
 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

Fig 6.6. Low capacity 18650 cells for different chemistry behaviour analysis and high balancing current 

rate tests. a) QNom=1,1 Ah LFP cell . b)  QNom=1,6 Ah LMO cell . c) QNom=3 Ah LCO energy cell. 
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balancing current and the capacity is smaller (faster balancing systems 

analysis). 

 Evaluate the series connection and the balancing system requirements for 

other Li-ion technologies. 

The 3 low capacity cells are have a 18650 cylindrical shape to evaluate different 

performances under the same cell format Fig 6.6. The cells under test are presented in 

the following list. 

 QNom=1,1 Ah LFP cell. 

 QNom=1,6 Ah LMO cell. 

 QNom=3 Ah LCO energy cell. 

The LFP and LMO cells present good power qualities (High charge and discharge 

C-rates). However the LCO cell, presents poor charge/discharge capacity (C/2 

maximum), but a high energy density. 

The low capacity cells are tested for 10 consecutive charge discharge cycles, with 

the same current rates as the 6,5Ah LFP cell, except the LCO cell where the rate is 

limited to C/2 due to temperature issues and manufacturer datasheet limits. The voltage 

ratings VMax and VMin for the end of charge and discharge are presented in Table 6.8. 

The 4S1P battery module is constructed connecting in series 4 18650 specific 

connection cases. The use of specific 18650 cases permits simplicity and versatility to 

change between the 3 different cells presented in Fig 6.6 b). 

The balancing voltage threshold ΔVC,TH is set to 50 mV, due to higher internal 

impedance of low capacity cells. Tests have been made with lower threshold voltage 

(ΔVC,TH=10 mV) and instability has been appreciated (balancing ringing outside 

threshold). 

Table 6.8 VMax and VMin limits for the 3 low capacity 18650 cells under test. 

LFP LMO LCO 

VMax [V] VMin [V] VMax [V] VMin [V] VMax [V] VMin [V] 

3,65 2 4,25 2,5 4,25 3 
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6.2.3.1 Energy evaluation 

The energetic evaluation of the low capacity LFP, LMO and LCO 4S1P battery 

modules, is made with 4 new series connected cells. The capacity measurements and 

dispersion is presented in Table 6.9. Results present very low capacity dispersion (1%-

3%) specially for LMO and LCO (1% capacity dispersion). 

The low capacity dispersion presented between cells suggests that low balancing 

effort is required to maintain the 4 series connected cells balanced. To confirm the low 

balancing effort, Fig 6.7 present the charge discharge profile of the 10
th

 cycle with No 

balancing system NB. The voltage profiles are kept nearly equal, without any 

unbalancing effect due to good capacity matching between cells. 

The highest voltage unbalance is presented in LFP cells during final charge 

discharge processes, due to the change in open circuit voltage during low and high SOC 

Table 6.9 Capacity dispersion between 4 cells for a battery pack of 4S1P and low capacity cells. LFP, 

LMO and LCO 18650 capacity characteristics. The percentage value is calculated to their respective 

QNom. 

 QMax QMin ΔQMax QAV 

LFP 
1,01 0,97 0,04 0,99 

91,66% 88,34% 3,33% 90,25% 

LMO 
1,52 1,50 0,02 1,51 

94,84% 93,84% 1,00% 94,48% 

LCO 
2,53 2,50 0,03 2,51 

84,46% 83,40% 1,06% 83,71% 
 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

Fig 6.7. Single charge discharge cycle of the low capacity 4S1P battery module without balancing 

system. VC,i cell voltages i=[1...4]. No balancing system NB. a) LFP cells. b) LMO cells. c) LCO cells. 
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values. The nearly constant slope waveforms of LMO and LCO cells, as presented in 

state of the art Fig 2.3 a) and confirmed in Fig 6.7, keeps the series connected cells 

balanced even in low and high SOC values. 

The energetic analysis presented in Table 6.10 confirms the expected results. 

LMO and LCO results are the same from the battery and consumer point of view 

(X*BP≈XBP). This is due to no balancing system work during charge discharge cycles, so 

it is also confirmed that SOH matched cells reduce balancing system effort. Deviation 

in LFP cell voltages induce balancing system to work. The discharged energy from the 

point of view of the customer W*BP,D is increased with the PB +0,07 Wh (0,6 %) and 

+0,14 Wh (1,2 %) for the AB. The results are good taking into account the low 

dispersion of the tested cells. 

The PB system for the LFP cells is the worst customer efficiency system η*BP 

reducing the efficiency nearly 2% compared to the NB and AB system. 

Table 6.10 Energetic results for 10 charge discharge cycles for a 4S1P battery module of low capacity 

cells. Yellow shaded LFP, Green shaded LMO and Red shaded LCO as the original cell colours. Not 

Balancing NB Passive Balancing PB and Active Balancing AB. 

  Customer Battery 

  W*BP,C [Wh] W*BP,D [Wh] η*BP [%] WBP,C [Wh] WBP,D [Wh] ηBP [%] 

LFP 

NB 13,43 -12,52 93,23 13,43 -12,52 93,23 

PB 13,79 -12,59 91,4 13,64 -12,7 93,11 

AB 13,60 -12,66 93,19 13,53 -12,69 93,80 

LMO 

NB 23,44 -21,99 93,86 23,44 -21,99 93,86 

PB 23,31 -21,83 93,71 23,30 -21,84 93,74 

AB 23,27 -21,80 93,72 23,26 -21,81 93,77 

LCO 

NB 39,56 -35,02 88,54 39,56 -35,02 88,54 

PB 40,03 -35,68 89,17 40,03 -35,69 89,19 

AB 39,78 -35,58 89,47 39,78 -35,58 89,49 
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6.2.3.2 Temperature behaviour 

The temperature analysis is only evaluated for the LFP 4S1P low capacity battery 

module for the 3 different balancing systems. Temperature analysis of LCO and LMO is 

only presented for the No Balancing NB case, as the balancing systems do not work for 

the LMO and LCO cells. Table 6.12 presents that LCO cell reaches the highest 

maximum temperature. It was predictable as it is an energy cell and the internal 

resistance is higher. LMO cells reach higher temperature than LFP cells for 1C charge 

discharge, and it is also seen that higher TMax higher is the temperature deviation 

between cells. 

The impact of the balancing system in the temperature has been analysed for the 

LFP topology. In order to verify the temperature behaviour at different rates the charge 

discharge rate of 1C, has been compared with 2C and 3C rates in Table 6.11. The 

Table 6.11 Maximum temperature TMax and temperature deviation ΔT for 10 consecutive charge 

discharge cycles for a low capacity 4S1P battery module of LFP cells. 1C, 2C and 3C current rate 

influence is analysed. 

  TMax [ºC] ΔT [ºC] 

1C 

NB 27,57 0,54 

PB 27,86 0,59 

AB 27,64 0,54 

2C 

NB 31,60 1,35 

PB 31,94 1,34 

AB 31,73 1,4 

3C 

NB 36,61 2,24 

PB 36,80 2,27 

AB 36,71 2,27 
 

Table 6.12 Maximum temperature TMax and temperature deviation ΔT for 10 consecutive charge 

discharge cycles without balancing system for a 4S1P battery module of LFP, LMO and LCO cells. The 

charge discharge cycles of the LCO are featured at C/2 rate due to datasheet requirements. 

 TMax [ºC] ΔT [ºC] 

LFP 27,57 0,54 

LMO 29,22 1,31 

LCO 35,06 1,92 
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influence of the balancing system is low in matched capacity cells. PB reaches the 

higher average maximum temperature TMax. It is also confirmed that higher C-rates 

increase cell temperature and temperature dispersion, which would originate accelerated 

and non-regular aging. If a SOH dispersion is generated due to temperature mismatch, 

the AB and PB balancing systems will reduce the maximum temperature TMax and ΔT 

as was presented in Table 6.7 for the 6,5 Ah 80% SOH cells analysis. 

6.2.4 LFP technology results comparative review 

As LFP technology has been the Li-ion chemistry under research during the thesis 

work a result summary will be presented for 3 different LFP 4S1P scenarios: 

 LFP 6,5Ah new cells. 

 LFP 6,5 Ah one 80% SOH aged cell. 

 Low energy 1,1 Ah new cells. 

The results under review will be mainly from the customer point of view. The 

battery pack for the customer is the composition between the balancing system and the 

battery cells. The parameters under review are: 

 Energetic parameters: Charged energy W*BP,C, Discharged energy W*BP,D and 

battery pack efficiency η*BP. The standby consumed energy WSB is also 

presented. These parameters give an estimation of the utilization of the battery 

pack. 

 Temperature parameters: Maximum cell temperature TMax, temperature 

dispersion between cells ΔT and balancing system temperature TBS represent 

battery pack behaviour respect to temperature, where temperature is a critical 

parameter in battery life. 

 Cost: The balancing system cost C€ is evaluated, which is one of the most 

important parameters besides of reliability, that keeps passive balancing as the 

most used balancing system in industry. 

WSB, TBS and C€ are kept equal for the 4 different LFP scenarios because the same 

balancing systems are used for the 3 different scenarios. The standby consumption is 

kept equal because it is assumed that the energy consumption of the balancing system is 
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only voltage dependent. The No Balancing (NB), Passive balancing (PB) and 

multistacked Sepic active balancing system (AB) are compared in a spider chart 

waveform to visualize different parameters weight in a single view. The parameter 

values are collected from the results presented in previous subchapters. 

For the analysis of 4S1P 6,5 Ah new cells presented in Fig 6.8, NB system is the 

best situated in cost (no balancing system), TBS (no balancing system) and battery 

charged energy. The efficiency is also the highest however the discharged energy is the 

lowest. 

PB system is the best system according to maximum cell temperature TMax, under 

the test specifications. It offers worse characteristics in cost C€, temperature dispersion 

ΔT and energy charge and efficiency. The worst result is presented for TBS, presenting 

the highest balancing system temperature which could yield to problematic hot spots in 

the battery pack. 

AB system presents the best results for temperature dispersion and total 

discharged energy. For other parameters presents similar behaviour to the NB system, 

with little higher TMax and of course higher cost. 

 

Fig 6.8. Comparison parameters for a 4S1P LFP QNom=6,5 Ah battery pack scenario with new cells. NB, 

AB and PB system under comparison. 
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Fig 6.9 presents the results for the 4S1P battery pack with a single cell aged. The 

NB system only performs best results for the charging energy. However due to less 

energy charged less energy is also obtained during discharge. 

PB system improves NB temperature results; however it decreases a lot the 

efficiency due to much higher charging energy requirements. The efficiency could be 

improved for the PB system if the PB system would be disabled during discharge. 

However the temperature difference between cells would increase. 

AB system performs superior characteristics with aged cells. It keeps the 

efficiency near NB systems and improves performance regarding to temperature and 

discharge energy. 

The comparison chart for QNom=1,1 Ah cells is presented in Fig 6.10. NB system 

presents the best performance in efficiency, maximum temperature and specially in 

charged energy. This is due to low capacity dispersion between cells. However the 

discharged energy is much lower than with the AB and PB systems. 

The PB system performs the worst behaviour, with the lowest efficiency and 

highest temperature deviation, maximum temperature and charged energy. The 

energetic issues could be improved if the PB system is disabled during discharge. 

 

Fig 6.9. Comparison parameters for a 4S1P LFP QNom=6,5 Ah battery pack scenario with one 80% aged 

cell. NB, AB and PB system under comparison. 
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AB system performs the best related to discharged energy, higher energy is 

obtained than with PB and NB. The temperature deviation is equal to NB and TMax 

slightly higher than without balancing. 

 

 

 

Fig 6.10. Comparison parameters for a 4S1P LFP QNom=1,1 Ah battery pack scenario with new cells. NB, 

AB and PB system under comparison. 
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6.3 No balancing vs Passive balancing vs Active modular for 

a 16S1P LFP battery pack 

A 16S1P battery pack composed by QNom=6,5 Ah LFP cells has been assembled 

to evaluate a high voltage battery pack behaviour with different balancing systems. The 

cells mechanical lay-out has the next characteristics: (Assembly photograph presented 

in Annex C C.3 Fig C. 11) 

 4 modules of 4S1P cells connected in series (4x4S1P): The 16S1P battery 

pack is divided in 4 independent modules. The modularity gives easiness to 

change battery pack configuration with different cells. The battery pack cells 

are expressed in two formats: Xj,i: j=number of module j=[1,4]; i= number of 

cell in the module i=[1,4]. Xi= i number of cell in the battery pack i=[1,16] 

 Cells 1 cm distance isolated: In order to avoid temperature influence between 

nearby cells, the cells are separated and assembled with 1 cm air gap between 

adjacent cells. 

The balancing systems used are equally defined as the balancing systems used in 

the previous subchapter. However they have different characteristics: 

 No Balancing NB: The 16S1P battery pack will be cycled without balancing 

system. 

 Passive balancing PB: 16S1P passive balancing system with a balancing 

resistor value of Rn=12 Ω (the same schematic as Fig 6.2 b) but sized to 16 

cells). 

 Active balancing AB: The active balancing system used is the balancing 

system designed in subchapter 5.3.1 Fig 5.4. Each module has an intramodule 

multi stacked Sepic and an intermodule parallel connected Full bridge 

balancing system. The 4 modules are scalable and interchangeable. 

The 3 different balancing systems are evaluated for 3 different battery pack aging 

situations: 

 16S1P new cells SOH ≈100%: The battery pack behaviour will be evaluated 

under the assembly of 16 new cells with low SOH dispersion values. These 
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tests will give information about the battery pack behaviour in the beginning 

of life BOL. 

 16S1P with one module 4S1P of aged cells: The battery pack behaviour will 

be evaluated with 3 new modules SOH≈100% and one aged module connected 

in series. This battery topology will simulate a battery pack aged differently, 

or a battery pack where battery modules have been replaced. 

 16S1P with single cell SOH<80%: The battery pack behaviour will be 

evaluated with one single cell in the end of life EOL. The scenario simulates a 

single cell that fails in the battery due to an accelerated aging process. 

The test bench used is equal to previous subchapter and Chapter 3. However some 

extra devices are listed following: 

 Temperature chamber: Prebatem 150L temperature chamber at constant 25 ºC. 

A bigger temperature chamber is needed due to 16S1P battery pack size. 

 Real time: Crio 9022 real time controller in a 9114 chassis: 

o NI 9213: The temperature of the surface of each cell is measured with 

one single thermocouple, using the 16 thermocouple measurements to 

measure the 16 single cells. 

o NI 9403 module: 32 DIO module with 16 passive balancing activation 

signals (1...16 DO), 4 intramodule system signals (17...20 DO) 4 

intermodule system signals (21...24 DO) and 2 security relay signals 

(25-26 DO). The wiring complexity is increased. 

o NI 9205: Measure 16 cell voltages (VC,1...VC,16) and the battery pack 

current IBP via differential measurement. To overcome the high common 

mode voltage, intermediate differential amplifier has been used based on 

INA148. 

The 16S1P battery pack will be analysed related to energetic (customer point of 

view and battery point of view), temperature issues (TMax and ΔT when the end of 

discharged is reached) and balancing system cost C€. Standby energy WSB and 

balancing system temperature TBS are not evaluated. 
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Temperature and energetic behaviour will be analysed for 10 consecutive charge 

/discharge cycles. All the cells are initially fully charged and balanced by the passive 

balancing system PB. 

 Charge cycle: CCCV charge mode.1C charge until VMax cell, and CV at VMax 

cell until the current decreases to C/20. 

 Discharge cycle: CC discharge: 1 C discharge until VMin is reached. 

The maximum voltage VMax for CV charge mode is defined as 3,65 V and the 

minimum voltage for the discharge cut-off VMin=2 V, LFP cell limit values. The voltage 

threshold where the balancing system is switched on is set to: 

 10 mV for passive and intramodule balancing systems (ΔVC,TH=10 mV). 

 40 mV for intermodule balancing system (ΔVM,TH=40 mV). The intermodule 

balancing will balance the deviations between modules. 

6.3.1 16S1P 16 new cells SOH≈100% 

The 16S1P battery pack with 16 new cells is assembled simulating a newly 

constructed battery pack. The QNom=6,5 Ah cells capacity values are presented in Table 

Table 6.13 Capacity dispersion between 16 new cells SOH ≈100%. for a 16S1P or 4x4S1P battery pack 

(16 cells in series or 4 modules of 4 cells in series). The cells are expressed in two formats: Qj,i: j=number 

of module j=[1,4]; i= number of cell in the module i=[1,4]. Qi= i number of cell in the battery pack 

i=[1,16]. Percentage calculated related to nominal capacity QNom=6,5 Ah 

 Q1,1-Q1 Q1,2-Q2 Q1,3-Q3 Q1,4-Q4 ΔQMax,1-4 QAV,1-4 ΔQMax,1-16 QAV,1-16 

M1 
7,07 7,08 7,05 7,02 0,06 7,06 

0,36 7,1 

109% 109% 108% 108% 0,92% 108,62% 

 Q2,1-Q5 Q2,2-Q6 Q2,3-Q7 Q2,4-Q8 ΔQMax,5-8 QAV,5-8 

M2 
6,95 6,99 6,96 6,99 0,04 6,97 

107% 108% 107% 108% 0,62% 107,23% 

 Q3,1-Q9 Q3,2-Q10 Q3,3-Q11 Q3,4-Q12 ΔQMax,9-12 QAV,9-12 

5,54% 109% 

M3 
7,28 7,19 7,17 7,31 0,14 7,24 

112% 111% 110% 112% 2,15% 111,38% 

 Q4,1-Q13 Q4,2-Q14 Q4,3-Q15 Q4,4-Q16 ΔQMax,13-16 QAV,13-16 

M4 
7,17 7,09 7,13 7,15 0,08 7,14 

110% 109% 110% 110% 1,23% 109,85% 
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6.13. The maximum dispersion between the 16 cells ΔQMax,1-16 =0,36 Ah a 5,54 % 

respect to nominal capacity. The second module with cells from 2,1 to 2,4 is the weakest 

module but with low difference compared with the other modules. 

6.3.1.1 Energy evaluation 

The energetic results for 10 consecutive charge discharge cycles of the 16S1P 

battery pack are presented in Table 6.14. The active balancing system power losses are 

calculated from experimental results presented in Chapter 4. The intramodule balancing 

system losses PCb,Loss are 0,2 W (equal to the balancing system power losses for the 

4S1P active balancing, because the same balancing system is used), and the intermodule 

balancing system losses PMb,Loss are 1,3 W (calculated in subchapter 4.7). Both 

experimentally measured power losses are quantified for the worst unbalancing 

situation (3 cells 3,65V and 1 cell 2 V for intramodule balancing system; 3 modules 

fully charged to 14,6 V and one module fully discharged to 8 V). The real power losses 

will be lower, so the real results will be better than the presented results. 

Table 6.14 results from the customer point of view present that the energy 

consumed to charge the battery pack W*BP,C is 2,49% higher (+9,5 Wh) in the PB and 

1,66% in the AB case (+6,34 Wh). However the energy obtained during discharge is 

increased 0,14% in the PB case and 0,28% in the AB case. 

The results present that, when the cells are matched in SOH the balancing system 

improvement is not high in the battery pack. Even more, the efficiency of the battery 

pack from the customer point of view is reduced -1,31 % for the AB system and -2,34% 

for the PB system. The charging time is not presented in the results of Table 6.14. The 

Table 6.14 Energetic results for 10 charge discharge cycles for a 16S1P battery module of new cells. The 

energetic results (charging energy, discharging energy and efficiency) are given from the point of view of 

the battery and the point of view of the customer. Not Balancing NB Passive Balancing PB and Active 

Balancing AB. 

 Customer Battery 

 W*BP,C [Wh] W*BP,D [Wh] η*BP [%] WBP,C [Wh] WBP,D [Wh] ηBP [%] 

NB 381,92 -366,44 95,95 381,92 -366,44 95,95 

PB 391,42 -366,97 93,75 387,04 -370,45 95,72 

AB 388,26 -367,45 94,64 387,72 -367,61 94,81 
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results of the increased charge energy for the AB and PB systems respect to NB, clearly 

present that the charging time is increased with balancing systems. NB charging time is 

of 1,3 hours, while PB increases charging time 9,8% (1,43 hours) and AB 3,8 % (1,35 

hours). The charging time could also be an important issue to take into account 

depending on the final application. 

6.3.1.2 Temperature behaviour 

The results for the temperature analysis related to TMax and ΔT should be ideally 

equal or similar to the results obtained in the analysis of the 4S1P battery module of 

new cells presented in subchapter 6.2.1. This assumption is made assuming that 1cm air 

gap between cells eliminates the influence of temperature between adjacent cells.  

The temperature results for the 16S1P are presented in Table 6.15. Even 1 cm air 

gap distribution has been maintained to avoid temperature influence between cells, the 

maximum temperature TMax and the temperature dispersion between cells ΔT have 

increased respect to the 4S1P case presented in Table 6.3. 

PB balancing increases TMax +0,3 ºC respect to NB and AB decreases -0,05ºC 

respect to NB. The temperature dispersion is decreased -0,02ºC for the AB and 

increased +0,1ºC for the PB. 

6.3.1.3 Balancing system cost 

The balancing system cost of the 16S1P active balancing is compared to the 

passive balancing system PB for 16 cells. 

Table 6.15 Maximum temperature TMax and temperature deviation ΔT for 10 consecutive charge 

discharge cycles for 16S1P new cells battery pack. The temperature values are the mean values for the 10 

consecutive discharge cycles, during the final process of discharge when TMax and ΔT are maximum. 

 TMax [ºC] ΔT [ºC] 

NB 29,6 1,2 

PB 29,8 1,3 

AB 29,55 1,18 
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The PB system price includes the differential amplifier price. The price could be 

reduced if a commercial IC could be used to measure the cell voltage. 16 digital signals 

are necessary to activate the 16 independent optocouples. 

The AB system designed in subchapter 5.3.1 is a modular active balancing system 

dividing the 16S1P battery pack in 4 independent modules. Each balancing module is 

composed of a multi stacked Sepic intramodule balancing system with a parallel 

connected full bridge intermodule balancing system. The voltage monitoring system is 

omitted in the price, in spite of a monitoring system is indispensable due to security 

reasons. 

The voltage presented in 4 series connected cells VM between 8 V and 14,6 V 

permit to use direct connected drivers to the 4S1P module with CMOS technology. 

CMOS technology is used to reduce current consumption of the systems. The constant 

duty cycle signals for the intramodule and intermodule system are generated by a 7555 

oscillator. The intramodule and intermodule balancing systems are switched on by a 

digital signal optocoupled OP, which inhibits the 7555 pulse to switch off the active 

balancing system. The double pulses necessary for the intermodule full bridge are 

generated by a frequency divider circuit using a D flip-flop and a 4 AND logic gate IC. 

No current loop is necessary because the current is limited with the constant duty 

cycles. 2 digital inputs are necessary to control each module, so for the 16 S1P battery 

pack 8 digital signals are required. The schematic and the PCB of the modular balancing 

system is presented in Annex C C.3. The AB system price could be reduced by buying 

magnetic components directly to the manufacturer (Würth), and reducing the current 

Table 6.16  PB balancing system cost for a 16S1P battery pack. Component price corresponds to 

quotation of www.farnell.com for a minimum of 10 pcs order. 

PB 16S1P 

Component Reference pcs €/pcs 

OPn TLP523 16 0,71 

Rn ER7412RJT 16 0,28 

Sn BD437 16 0,233 

DAn INA 148 16 3,49 

Total price 16S1P  C€ 75,40 € 
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rate of the power mosfets and inductors, which have been oversized for the prototype 

design. 

The AB system cost is only increased from 75,4 € to 91,76 € in the prototype 

design. 

6.3.2 16S1P with one module 4S1P of aged cells 

A 16S1P battery pack is assembled with one 4 aged cells module. This 

configuration simulates an accelerated aging behaviour of a single module that could be 

due to incorrect thermal management or different batch cells with high capacity 

dispersion. It could also simulate a battery pack where modules are substituted during 

life aging. The cell capacity values are presented in Table 6.18 where the aged module 

is M3. The maximum dispersion between cells is 0,99 Ah, 15,23% respect to the 

nominal 6,5 Ah capacity. 

Table 6.17 AB balancing system cost for a 16S1P battery pack. Component price corresponds to 

quotation of www.farnell.es for a minimum of 10 pcs order. 

AB 16S1P 

 
Comp Reference 

Pcs/ 

module 
pcs €/pcs 

IN
T

R
A

M
O

D
U

L
E

 

Dn SL13-E3/61T 4 16 0,26 

Ln 74459168 Würth 4 16 2,18 

Capn C1206C106K3PACTU 4 16 0,195 

Lin 74459247 Würth 1 4 2,02 

Oscillator ICM7555 1 4 0,653 

S1 IRF8721PBF 1 4 0,6 

OP HCPL-817-500E 1 4 0,18 

IN
T

E
R

M
O

D
U

L
E

 

LS 74459115 Würth 1 4 2,15 

Transformer 744873221 Würth 1 4 2,84 

Sn IRF8721PBF 4 16 0,6 

Oscillator ICM7555 1 4 0,653 

D flip-flop CD4013BM 1 4 0,362 

AND CD4081BM 1 4 0,362 

OP HCPL-817-500E 1 4 0,18 

Total price 16S1P  C€  91,76 € 
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6.3.2.1 Energy evaluation 

The energetic evaluation presents in the first view the importance of balancing 

systems if a good battery pack use is expected as presented in Table 6.19. Even if with 

the NB system the battery efficiency is the highest (there are not power losses), the 

discharged energy is much lower. W*BP,D increases +11,52 Wh for the PB case (3,6 %) 

and 15,22 Wh for the AB system (4,53 %). Those discharged energy increases represent 

a big improvement for applications as for example EV. 

Table 6.18 Capacity dispersion between 12 new cells SOH ≈100% and an aged module for a 16S1P or 

4x4S1P battery pack (16 cells in series or 4 modules of 4 cells in series). The aged module is number 3 

(M3 j=3) The cells are expressed in two formats: Qj,i: j=number of module j=[1,4]; i= number of cell in 

the module i=[1,4]. Qi= i number of cell in the battery pack i=[1,16]. Percentage calculated related to 

nominal capacity QNom=6,5 Ah 

 Q1,1-Q1 Q1,2-Q2 Q1,3-Q3 Q1,4-Q4 ΔQMax,1-4 QAV,1-4 ΔQMax,1-16 QAV,1-16 

M1 
7,07 7,08 7,05 7,02 0,06 7,06 

0,99 6,89 

109% 109% 108% 108% 0,92% 108,62% 

 Q2,1-Q5 Q2,2-Q6 Q2,3-Q7 Q2,4-Q8 ΔQMax,5-8 QAV,5-8 

M2 
6,95 6,99 6,96 6,99 0,04 6,97 

107% 108% 107% 108% 0,62% 107,23% 

 Q3,1-Q9 Q3,2-Q10 Q3,3-Q11 Q3,4-Q12 ΔQMax,9-12 QAV,9-12 

15,23% 106% 

M3 
6,24 6,24 6,26 6,18 0,08 6,23 

96% 96% 96% 95% 1,23% 95,85% 

 Q4,1-Q13 Q4,2-Q14 Q4,3-Q15 Q4,4-Q16 ΔQMax,13-16 QAV,13-16 

M4 
7,17 7,09 7,13 7,15 0,08 7,14 

110% 109% 110% 110% 1,23% 109,85% 
 

Table 6.19 Energetic results for 10 charge discharge cycles for a 16S1P battery pack with one aged 

module (4 cells inside a module aged). The energetic results (charging energy, discharging energy and 

efficiency) are given from the point of view of the battery and the point of view of the customer. No 

Balancing NB Passive Balancing PB and Active Balancing AB. 

 Customer Battery 

 W*BP,C [Wh] W*BP,D [Wh] η*BP [%] WBP,C [Wh] WBP,D [Wh] ηBP [%] 

NB 331,59 -313,83 94,66 331,59 -313,83 94,66 

PB 360,61 -325,35 90,23 352,22 -334,73 95,04 

AB 349,75 -329,05 94,08 348,07 -330,03 94,82 
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The battery charged energy W*BP,C continues being much higher in the PB case, 

than in the AB case. PB system increases 29,02 Wh the charging energy respect to NB 

and AB 18,16 Wh. The excess charged energy respect to the NB increases the electric 

bill. 

Even if the AB system is designed for low SOH dispersion cells (new cells) as 

presented in the design of subchapter 5.3.1, a good behaviour is presented with aged 

modules. During the tests performed the intermodule balancing system is working 

nearly full time because a big unbalance between modules is presented. However, the 

intramodule systems do not work so much because the cells inside the modules are well 

matched in capacity. 

6.3.2.2 Temperature behaviour 

The temperature behaviour of the 16 cells is summarized in Table 6.20. The 

maximum temperature TMax is increased +0,46 ºC for the PB case and decreased -0,3 ºC 

for the AB case. The temperature dispersion between cells clearly increases respect to 

the 4S1P case, even with the 80% SOH cell where the temperature dispersion was 2,2 

ºC for the NB case Table 6.7. The temperature dispersion for the 16S1P case decreases 

0,6 ºC for the PB case and 0,23 ºC for the AB case respect to the NB. 

The temperature behaviour improves with AB system, decreasing TMax and ΔT. 

6.3.3 16S1P with single cell SOH <80% 

The final battery pack is assembled with one aged cell inserted into the module 

number 3 with a capacity of 4,9 Ah, 75% of QNom=6,5 Ah. The battery pack is 

Table 6.20 Maximum temperature TMax and temperature deviation ΔT for 10 consecutive charge 

discharge cycles for a 16S1P battery pack with one module composed of 4 cells aged. The temperature 

values are the mean values for the 10 consecutive discharge cycles, during the final process of discharge 

when TMax and ΔT are maximum. 

 TMax [ºC] ΔT [ºC] 

NB 29,95 3,34 

PB 30,41 3,28 

AB 29,65 3,11 
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assembled simulating a single cell with an accelerated aging pattern and with its EOL 

already reached. Table 6.21 presents the capacity dispersion of the 16 series assembled 

cells and the position of each single cell. The maximum capacity dispersion between 

cells is 4,9 Ah representing a dispersion of 37,08% respect to the nominal capacity. 

6.3.3.1  Energy evaluation 

The energetic evaluation results presented in Table 6.22, confirm that a good 

charge process benefits for consecutive discharge, as for the aged module analysis from 

the previous subchapter. 

The total discharged energy W*BP,D increases +34,06 Wh for the PB (14,47%) and 

+20,62 Wh (8,75%) for the AB. The big difference for the PB is that the AB is not 

designed for high SOH unbalance processes, and also lower energy is inserted during 

charge process. The total energy inserted to the battery pack W*BP,C is much higher for 

the PB system inserting +51,32 Wh more than the NB. The AB system inserts 21,79 Wh 

more than the NB system. 

Table 6.21 Capacity dispersion between 15 new cells SOH ≈100% and an aged cell 75% SOH for a 

16S1P or 4x4S1P battery pack (16 cells in series or 4 modules of 4 cells in series). The aged cell is 

inserted in the 3
rd

 module 4
th

 position (3-4 or 12
th

 cell) The cells are expressed in two formats: Qj,i: 

j=number of module j=[1,4]; i= number of cell in the module i=[1,4]. Qi= i number of cell in the battery 

pack i=[1,16]. Percentage calculated related to nominal capacity QNom=6,5 Ah 

 Q1,1-Q1 Q1,2-Q2 Q1,3-Q3 Q1,4-Q4 ΔQMax,1-4 QAV,1-4 ΔQMax,1-16 QAV,1-16 

M1 
7,07 7,08 7,05 7,02 0,06 7,06 

4,9 7 

109% 109% 108% 108% 0,92% 108,62% 

 Q2,1-Q5 Q2,2-Q6 Q2,3-Q7 Q2,4-Q8 ΔQMax,5-8 QAV,5-8 

M2 
6,95 6,99 6,96 6,99 0,04 6,97 

107% 108% 107% 108% 0,62% 107,23% 

 Q3,1-Q9 Q3,4-Q12 Q3,3-Q11 Q3,4-Q12 ΔQMax,9-12 QAV,9-12 

37,08% 107,69% 

M3 
7,28 4,9 7,17 7,31 2,41 6,67 

112% 75% 110% 112% 37,08% 102,62% 

 Q4,1-Q13 Q4,2-Q14 Q4,3-Q15 Q4,4-Q16 ΔQMax,13-16 QAV,13-16 

M4 
7,17 7,09 7,13 7,15 0,08 7,14 

110% 109% 110% 110% 1,23% 109,85% 
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The efficiency is decreased nearly 5 % for the PB system, and increased 0,04% 

for the AB system because much more energy is charged than for the NB system. 

6.3.3.2 Temperature behaviour 

The temperature behaviour resumed in Table 6.23 presents that the maximum 

temperature is increased in the PB system +0,37ºC and decreased -0,19 ºC for the AB 

system. The temperature dispersion is reduced -0,63ºC until 3,32 ºC with the PB system 

and -0,4ºC until 3,45ºC for the AB system. ΔT and TMax values increase nearly 1ºC 

compared to the values obtained for the 4S1P aged battery module presented in Table 

6.7. 

Table 6.22 Energetic results for 10 charge discharge cycles for a 16S1P battery pack with one single cell 

aged with 75% SOH. The energetic results (charging energy, discharging energy and efficiency) are given 

from the point of view of the battery and the point of view of the customer. No Balancing NB Passive 

Balancing PB and Active Balancing AB. 

 Customer Battery 

 W*BP,C [Wh] W*BP,D [Wh] η*BP [%] WBP,C [Wh] WBP,D [Wh] ηBP [%] 

NB 250,61 -235,71 94,06 250,61 -235,71 94,06 

PB 301,93 -269,77 89,36 292,07 -280,22 95,95 

AB 272,40 -256,33 94,10 271,54 -257,18 94,72 
 

Table 6.23 Maximum temperature TMax and temperature deviation ΔT for 10 consecutive charge 

discharge cycles for a 16S1P battery pack with one single cell aged to SOH=75%. The temperature values 

are the mean values for the 10 consecutive discharge cycles, during the final process of discharge when 

TMax and ΔT are maximum. 

 TMax [ºC] ΔT [ºC] 

NB 30,12 3,85 

PB 30,49 3,32 

AB 29,93 3,45 
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6.4 Life time energy evaluation of series connected battery 

packs. 

After presenting the energetic and temperature experimental behaviour of 

different battery packs with No Balancing NB, PB Passive Balancing and Active 

Balancing AB, a life time energy estimation of a battery pack will be presented for the 3 

different balancing systems. 

The battery pack energy during cycle life is influenced by 2 different mechanisms: 

 The battery pack cycle life is influenced by the maximum working 

temperature TMax. Higher temperature battery packs suffer faster aging 

processes. 

 The battery pack cycle life total discharged energy is improved by the 

balancing system. 

The battery pack under evaluation will be a 4S1P QNom=6,5 Ah battery pack with 

constant 1C charge discharge cycles with 100% DOD. The 4S1P battery pack life time 

energy evaluation will be done with the experimental results obtained in subchapters 

6.2.1 and 6.2.2. The results and analysis obtained during this estimation work, could be 

extrapolated or used for other Li-ion technologies, high number of series connected 

cells, etc. 

The capacity loss (QLoss) or aging of the battery pack is assumed that it is only 

influenced by the maximum temperature TMax generated in the battery pack. The 

capacity loss due to temperature is typically modelled by an Arrhenius equation. In the 

absence of aging data relating capacity loss with surface cell temperature of evaluated 

QNom=6,5 Ah LFP cells, a bibliography work presented by Wang et al. [55] is used as 

the aging pattern. The capacity loss of a LFP cell is estimated by equation (6.14). 

0,55
Loss h

31700 370,3 C_rate
RT

Q  Be (A )

 
 
 
 

  

  
(6.14) 

B[ ] is defined as the pre-exponential factor, R [J/mol ºK] is the gas constant, T 

[ºK] is the cell temperature (TMax of the cell in our case), C_rate[ ] is the current rate of 

the application and Ah [Ah] are the throughput ampere-hours defined us 
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(Ah=Cycle_number·DOD·QNom). For the presented 4S1P application the values are the 

following ones: 

 B=26655. 

 R=8,314. 

 C_rate= 1. 1C charge and discharge cycles. 

 DOD= 100% full charge discharge cycles. The DOD is inserted in per unit 

value (DOD=1). 

 QNom=6,5 Ah. 

 T=TMax of the cells of the 4S1P battery pack. The temperature is inserted in 

Kelvin degrees K. 

The temperature dependency with the capacity loss presented in (6.14) is plotted 

in Fig 6.11. QLoss of 20 % is estimated in 3000 cycles for 25ºC cell temperature and in 

750 cycles for 45 ºC. 

The temperature TMax and energetic issues (W*BP,C, W*BP,D and η*BP) are 

estimated in function of the SOH of the weakest cell by a linear interpolation. The linear 

interpolation equations are presented as: 

Max EOL Max BOL
Max Max BOL

EOL BOL

T (SOH ) T (SOH )
T (SOH) SOH T (SOH )

SOH SOH
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Fig 6.11. Capacity loss QLoss respect to cycle number for a constant 1C charge discharge cycle, for 

different cell temperatures. 
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   (6.18) 

The parameters for equations (6.15)-(6.18) for the 4S1P battery module under life 

time energy estimation are presented in Table 6.24. The listed parameters are obtained 

from the experimental results presented in subchapters 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. The capacity 

loss from BOL to EOL is of 32% (112%-80%). 

The life time energy estimation is carried out by the flow chart presented in Fig 

6.12. The estimation flow chart could be used with a different aging pattern, or different 

temperature and energetic results. 

During INITIALIZATION step the beginning of Life BOL and end of life EOL 

parameters are measured for writing equations (6.15)-(6.18). The minimum capacity 

cell limits the values for SOHBOL which is the limiting aging cell with the maximum 

temperature TMax. The DOD of the application is also defined. 

Afterthet, during AGING step the aging pattern is introduced where the capacity 

loss is calculated depending on temperature (TMax cell for our case) and the number of 

cycles. 

After calculating the capacity loss, during ESTIMATION step the new SOH is 

calculated. The SOH value is introduced in equations (6.15)-(6.18) to estimate the new 

temperature and energetic values. 

Table 6.24 Energetic and temperature parameters obtained during subchapters 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 for 1C 

charge discharge cycling of a 4S1P LFP 6,5 Ah battery module. Parameters are used for linear 

interpolation of equations (6.15)-(6.18). 

 TMax [ºC] W*BP,C [Wh] W*BP,D [Wh] η*BP [%] 

 SOHBOL SOHEOL SOHBOL SOHEOL SOHBOL SOHEOL SOHBOL SOHEOL 

NB 29,16 29,76 96,575 65,22 -92,379 -62,33 95,379 95,60 

PB 28,61 29,59 97,89 70,69 -92,28 -63,24 94,28 89,49 

AB 29,23 29,53 96,96 66,96 -92,48 -63,94 95,39 95,51 

 QBOL [Ah] SOHBOL [%] QEOL [Ah] SOHEOL [%] 

 7,273 112% 5,2 80% 
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If the SOH is smaller than end of life SOH, the total charged energy W*BP,C,T, 

total discharged energy W*BP,D,T and the average efficiency ηBP,AV during the whole 

cycle life are calculated during ANALYSIS step. If SOHEOL is not reached, the cycle 

life number is increased, and the capacity loss is recalculated. 

The cycle life evolution of the temperature TMax, total discharged energy W*BP,D,T 

during cycle life , total charged energy W*BP,C,T and battery pack efficiency η*BP 

evolution during cycle life are presented in Fig 6.13. Table 6.25 summarizes final 

results for energetic estimation during cycle life. 

Fig 6.13 a) presents the total discharged energy during the cycle life. The AB 

balancing system discharges 382,26 kWh, 3,27% more than the NB case, and the PB 

discharges 378,60 kWh 2,28% more than the NB. 

 

Fig 6.12. Flow chart presentation of the life time energy estimation of a battery pack where the 

temperature influence affects the aging process and different balancing systems energetic behaviour is 

taken into account. 
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Analysing the total charged energy to the battery pack in Fig 6.13 b), which 

impacts directly in the wasted money to charge the battery, the AB balancing system 

charges 400,52 kWh, 3,33% more than the NB case, and the PB charges 413,43 kWh 

6,64% more than the NB. The electric bill is increased respect to the NB system with 

balancing systems. 

The efficiency analysis presented in Fig 6.13 c) concludes that for NB and AB 

case the efficiency is nearly kept constant during the whole cycle life. However for the 

PB case, the efficiency is reduced while SOH is reduced. 

The temperature evolution presented is plotted in Fig 6.13 d) respect to the cycle 

number instead of the SOH (respect to SOH is modelled as a linear interpolation 

exposed in equation (6.15)). The temperature impact is very high in the energetic issues 

during cycle life. As presented before, the capacity loss estimation is made with the 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 

Fig 6.13. Energetic and temperature evolution respect to cycle number for a 4S1P battery module with 

NB, PB and AB systems. A) Total discharged energy W*BP,D,T b) Total charged energy W*BP,C,T c) 

Battery module efficiency η*BP d) Battery module maximum temperature TMax. 
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aging pattern presented in bibliography work [55] and summarized with equation (6.14). 

However, the flow chart analysis presented is prepared to work with the aging pattern of 

the 6,5 Ah cells under test when data is available. 

The cycle number during battery life time is increased 1,28% until 5134 cycles 

with the PB and 1,73% until 5157 cycles with the AB, increasing the total discharged 

energy. Temperature difference TMax in 6,5 Ah LFP cells with NB, PB or AB balancing 

system does not increase so much with the cycle number because the capacity loss QLoss 

as presented in Fig 6.14, does not differ so much between different balancing systems. 

 

Fig 6.14. Capacity loss QLoss respect to cycle number for a constant 1C charge discharge cycle, for NB, 

PB and AB systems from BOL to EOL for a 4S1P battery module. 
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Table 6.25 Total energetic predicted results during a 4S1P battery life time. 

 Cycle number [ ] W*BP,C,T [kWh] W*BP,D,T [kWh] η*BP,AV [%] 

NB 5069 0 % 387,66 0% 370,15 0% 95,52 0% 

PB 5134 +1,28% 413,43 +6,64% 378,60 +2,28% 91,22 -4,3% 

AB 5157 +1,73% 400,52 +3,31% 382,26 +3,27% 95,47 -0,05% 
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6.5 Conclusions of the chapter 

During the present chapter an evaluation process has been presented to compare 

balancing systems. 

The comparison parameters are divided in energetic issues, temperature behaviour 

and balancing system cost. The energetic issues of the battery pack are evaluated via the 

charged energy WBP,C, the total discharged energy WBP,D and the efficiency between the 

charged energy and the discharged energy ηBP. The energetic behaviour from the point 

of view of the customer (W*BP,C W*BP,D η*BP), considering the battery pack the 

composition of the battery cells and the balancing system is the most interesting 

parameter. The temperature behaviour is analysed for the maximum cell temperature 

TMax of a battery pack, the temperature dispersion of the cells inside a battery pack ΔT 

and the maximum temperature reached in the balancing system TBS due to power losses. 

Finally the cost of the balancing systems C€ is evaluated. 

The analysis is performed for 10 consecutive charge/discharge cycles to measure 

balancing system performance under cycling. The results presented are the 10 

consecutive cycles mean values, reducing measurement dispersion and deviation errors. 

The balancing systems under comparison are no balancing (NB) system, a passive 

balancing system (PB) and an active balancing (AB) system. The AB balancing system 

is a multi stacked sepic balancing system for the 4S1P configuration, and a mixed 

balancing system between intramodule sepic balancing and parallel connected full 

bridge intermodule balancing system for the 16S1P configuration. 

The cycling analysis of LMO and LCO cells has presented that due to very low 

dispersion between cells (ΔQMax≈1%) the balancing system does not improve the 

battery pack performance because it does not act the battery cells module. 

First a 4S1P LFP battery module has been analysed, with 6,5 Ah cells (new and 

aged configuration), and a 1,1 Ah new cells. 

NB system performs the best battery pack efficiency of all the system because 

there are not power losses, however it limits the battery pack discharge process because 
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less energy is charged. The maximum temperature and temperature deviation is also 

typically higher than for PB and AB, although due to 1C low rate current the 

temperature differences are low. The cost and the temperature of the balancing system 

are the minimum because no balancing system is used. 

PB balancing system charges more the battery pack, and therefore obtains more 

energy during discharge increasing +0,18% for new 6,5 Ah cells, 1,46 % with one 6,5 

Ah aged cell, and 0,6 % for 1,1 Ah cells. The temperature behaviour is also deteriorated 

when the cells are aged. Other big disadvantages are the increase in the electric bill due 

to higher charge energy and the generated hot spots in the balancing system with a 

maximum temperature of 119,3 ºC. The energetic efficiency of the battery pack is also 

reduced with PB, however if the PB system is disabled during discharge the efficiency 

could be improved. 

AB balancing system charges the battery pack less than the PB system but 

performs superior behaviour respect to total discharged energy. An increase of 0,4% for 

6,5 Ah new cells, 1,2 % for 1,1 Ah new cells and 2,5 % discharge energy increase for an 

aged 6,5 Ah battery module is performed, even if the balancing system is not designed 

for high SOH unbalances (low current balancing system is designed for low SOH 

differences). The cost is low due to low complexity single switch structure, being 

competitive (even lower) against the PB, because the voltage measurements could be 

avoided (however a BMS is necessary to measure voltage to guarantee Li-ion cells 

secure working). The temperature of the balancing system is also low due to low power 

losses and the maximum temperature of the cells, and temperature dispersion is reduced 

during aging process. 

The results of a 16S1P 6,5 Ah LFP battery pack reveal that the presented 

intramodule-intermodule modular active balancing system is a suitable low complexity 

balancing system option for high number of series connected battery packs. The 

energetic and temperature issues are only compared in the 16S1P battery pack, for 3 

different configurations: 16 new cells (newly constructed battery pack), 4 aged cells(one 

module aged), one aged cell (accelerated aging of single cell). The spyder chart resume 

for the 100% SOH low SOH dispersion cells is presented in Fig 6.15. 
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NB system continues performing the highest efficiency, however the discharged 

energy is highly decreased, especially for accelerated aging processes. 

PB system charges the best the battery pack, and increases the discharged energy 

+0,14% with 16 new cells +3,6% with one 4 cell module aged and the awesome 

+14,47% if one cell is accelerated aged, always respect to NB system. The maximum 

temperature of the cells is also increased which could yield to faster aging processes. 

The AB system maintains efficiency near NB due to low power losses, charges 

less than PB system and discharges higher energy. Compared to NB system, increases 

discharged energy +0,28% for new cells, +4,53% for one aged module and +8,75% for 

one single aged cell. The maximum temperature of the cells in the battery pack is also 

reduced, and the temperature dispersion as well. The energetic behaviour could be 

improved if the balancing system is designed for higher SOH unbalances, with higher 

balancing currents. 

During the final subchapter a battery life time energy analysis has been presented 

based on an aging pattern proposed in the literature [55] for LFP cells, that has been 

used for the 6,5 Ah LFP cells under study during the thesis work. The aging pattern 

temperature influence has been changed while the battery pack ages due to cycling with 

experimental temperature data obtained for 4S1P 6,5 Ah temperature analysis. An 

 

Fig 6.15. Comparison parameters for a 16S1P LFP QNom=6,5 Ah battery pack scenario with new cells 

100% SOH and low SOH dispersion. NB, AB and PB system under comparison. 
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approximated energetic analysis has been presented comparing NB, PB and AB during 

a 4S1P battery cycle life. 

The PB system increases the total charged energy +6,64% (more expensive 

electric bill), the total discharged energy is increased +2,28% (more battery energy), and 

the mean efficiency of the battery pack during cycle life is reduced -4,3%. 

The AB system increases the charged energy +3,31 % (half passive balancing), 

increases the discharged energy 3,27 % (increased battery energy) and the efficiency is 

kept nearly constant to NB with a little reduction of -0,05%. 

These results should be corroborated by experimental aging patterns of 6,5 Ah 

LFP cells, but present a first estimation of balancing systems improvement in LFP 

battery packs. 
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Chapter 7                                                     

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

During this chapter main conclusions of the thesis work are presented. The first 

paragraph presents the main objective achievement. 

A summarize of each subchapter conclusions is presented during the conclusions 

chapter. 

Finally, future work lines will be presented. 
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7.1 Conclusions 

The main objective of the thesis work is the “Energy and efficiency improvement 

of an energy storage system based on Lithium-ion technology”. The results presented in 

chapter 6 present an energy increase in Li-ion battery packs due to passive and active 

balancing systems, and active balancing maintains battery efficiency close to the 

efficiency without balancing system. The life time energy approach for 4S1P battery 

packs presented in subchapter 6.4 exhibits and energy improvement of 2,28% for the 

passive balancing system and 3,27% for the active balancing system. The efficiency is 

decreased -4,3 % for the passive balancing system and only -0,05% for the active 

balancing system, concluding that the active balancing system is superior in order to 

improve the energetic behaviour of the battery pack. The main objective has been 

fulfilled by one main requirement: low complexity active balancing systems to compete 

against passive balancing systems. Modular balancing systems divided in intramodule 

and intermodule balancing systems present an affordable solution to replace passive 

balancing systems in series connected Li-ion battery packs. 

Each chapter conclude with the chapter most important conclusions. The main 

qualitative conclusions (for quantitative conclusions refer to each chapter conclusions) 

are presented following. 

Chapter 2 STATE OF THE ART conclusions give main weaknesses found in 

literature respect to series connected Li-ion battery packs. The weaknesses found in the 

state of the art give the main pads where the research work has been carried out. The 

main weaknesses are briefly listed in the following. 

 There is not lack of information related to unbalancing effects in series 

connected cells. 

 Passive balancing is the most used balancing system. A competitive active 

balancing system is necessary. 

 There balancing system design and sizing is not well presented in literature. 

Chapter 3 LFP SERIES CONNECTED UNBALANCING EFFECTS AND CAUSES presents a 

methodology to test series connected LFP battery packs. The results present that due to 

C-rate the battery performance is highly reduced and that the battery pack is not 
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unbalanced due to cycling. Great effort has to be made in BMS measurement systems as 

could be main cause for unbalance in series connected Li-ion battery packs. 

During Chapter 4 SERIES CONNECTED ENERGY STORAGE MODULAR BALANCING 

SYSTEMS active balancing systems design is presented. Modular balancing systems are 

presented as the best approach to solve the balancing problem of high number of series 

connected cells. Modular balancing systems are defined as intramodule balancing 

systems (balance cells inside a module) and intermodule balancing systems (balance 

modules inside the battery pack). The balancing systems have been designed to work in 

open loop control reducing the balancing system complexity to the minimum in order to 

obtain a competitive solution against the passive balancing system. 

6 intramodule balancing systems have been modelled and designed, obtaining 

good accuracy between modelled and experimental results. The multi stacked Sepic 

balancing system has been chosen for future designs as the most promising balancing 

system due to the use of a low side switching device and the absence of transformers. 

2 intermodule systems have been modelled and designed. The full bridge parallel 

connected intermodule system presents higher performance, specially due to selective 

energy transfer, and the most important; no voltage limitation in high number of series 

connected Li-ion battery packs. The intermodule balancing systems could be connected 

in large battery packs modularly, without any change in the electronic design. 

All the different balancing systems are tested in a power supply- power resistor 

based test bench. Even if the thesis orientation is related to Li-ion cells, the analysed 

balancing systems could work with any other technology (lead- acid, Nickel based, 

ultracaps...) where a voltage unbalance between cells could be presented. 

Chapter 5 METHODOLOGY FOR BALANCING SYSTEM DESIGN presents a 

methodology design based on single cell test data. The methodology gives the 

possibility to evaluate a balancing system performance in a series connected battery 

pack without the need of a cell model. Knowledge based design is also presented where 

main battery balancing equations are presented. With the previously obtained 

knowledge a new balancing system design for a 16S1P battery pack has been designed 
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composed of 4 modular intramodule-intermodule balancing systems The intramodule 

balancing system is composed of a multi stacked sepic balancing system and the 

intermodule system is a parallel connected full bridge topology. 

Chapter 6 EVALUATION OF ACTIVE BALANCING SYSTEMS presents a comparative 

review of no balancing, passive balancing and active balancing system for Li-ion series 

connected battery packs. The results are calculated for 10 consecutive charge discharge 

cycles to evaluate average performance during cycling, not only a single cycle. The 

results obtained present that active balancing systems have the best mean results, 

relating temperature and energetic issues, for 4S1P battery modules with intramodule 

design and for 16S1P battery pack with a mixed intramodule intermodule balancing 

system. The battery pack without balancing system is better related to cost and the 

charged battery to the battery pack is smaller. However the discharged energy is lower. 

Passive balancing systems charge better the battery pack, with the disadvantage that 

more energy is consumed from the electric grid due to passive balancing power losses. 
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7.2 Future work 

After thesis defence, future work will be focused on improving characteristics of 

modular active balancing systems. Main relevant working points will be: 

 Increase of the balancing current of active balancing systems when low 

voltage difference is presented to better charge the battery during CV charge 

process. 

 Evaluate the active balancing behaviour for power applications: 

o High C-rate applications. 

o Pulse power applications, for example specific EV patterns as the New 

European Driving Cycle NEDC. 

 Design high current active balancing systems for high SOH unbalance cells, 

for second life Li-ion exploit. 

 Apply active balancing systems designs for other battery chemistries as series 

connected lead-acid batteries. 
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Annex A                                                     

ANALYTICAL MODELLING OF HIGH FREQUENCY 

CONVERTERS 

During this Annex main modelling methods are presented for analytical analysis 

of high frequency switching converters. 

First subchapter will introduce piecewise modelling equations. The piecewise 

modelling equations are expressed in order to relate the average AV, Root mean square 

RMS and differential ΔX magnitudes. 

Second subchapter presents main power loss equations of common power 

converters. 

Final subchapter will present power limits and device rating specifications, 

necessary in order to choose a power device for a converter application. 
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A.1 Piecewise waveform analysis 

The piecewise waveform analytical models are the most common method for 

analysing power converters behaviour. Literature reference power converter books as 

[111] present this type of analysis. During this subchapter a relation between the RMS 

and AV parameters will be presented for the next waveforms: 

 Triangular waveforms: Hard switching and Discontinuous conduction mode 

DCM waveforms. 

 Constant waveforms: Zero voltage constant current shape for power 

converters. 

 Trapezoidal waveforms: Constant current and current ripple as CCM 

operation of DCDC converters. 

 Fully sinusoidal: AC excitation systems and subresonant resonant converters. 

 Sinusoidal segment: Above resonant converters and soft switching resonant 

behaviours. 
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The analysis of the total RMS and AV value is made for a complete switching 

period. The switching period is divided in k period times: 
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The piecewise analysis of the total RMS XRMS,T and total AV XAV,T values is 

calculated via equations (A.2) and (A.3). 

The steady state analysis of all high frequency converters is based on two general 

laws. The volt-second balance of inductors and the charge balance of capacitors.  
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A.2 Power losses analysis 

Switching power converters behaviour is typically analysed under ideal circuit 

behaviour. The three main elements of any high frequency converter are power 

switches, inductors and capacitors with ideal properties: 

 Ideal switches: Zero voltage drop and instantaneous ON and OFF time. 

 Ideal inductors: Non-resistance inductors. 

 Ideal capacitors: Non-resistance capacitors. 

However the non-idealities of power switches and resistive pads perform a power 

loss in the power converter. The power losses for a switching period in any active 

switch (diode, Mosfet, IGBT...) or resistive pad are expressed by (A.6) 

ST

Loss

S 0

1
= (t) (t)dt

T
P v i  (A.6) 

The converter power losses can also be calculated via analytical modelling of the 

Average AV and Root Mean Square Values RMS of the current values. The current 

values are typically calculated for the ideal converter analysis, with linear inductor and 

capacitor current waveforms. This approximation is possible thanks to keep the relation 

between the inductor value L and the resistance R low, and therefore the time constant 

τ=L/R has to be kept much higher than the switching period TS (τ>>TS). 

The power switches are typically divided between bipolar systems (IGBT, BJT, 

etc.) and field effect transistors (MOSFET, FET, etc.). The power losses of power 

switches are divided in conduction losses PON and switching losses PSW. 

Loss ON SW=P P P  (A.7) 

The conduction losses of bipolar systems are calculated via their colector-emitter 

voltage drop and the field effect switches are evaluated as a power resistor behaviour 

between the drain and source. 

 ON CE AV= , ,...      (Bipolar)P V v T I  (A.8) 

  2
ON DS RMS= , ,...    (Field Effect)P R v T I  (A.9) 
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The conduction characteristics (VCE or RDS) are dependent on application voltage 

or chip temperature, so are typically calculated for the design working point. 

The switching losses in power switches are dependent on the rising (tri) and falling 

times (tfi) during the transitions between conduction ON state and blocking OFF state 

Fig A.1. The switching power losses are approximated by a triangular waveform 

analysis and calculated as: 

SW SW-ON SW-OFF Max Max ri S Max Max fi S

1 1

2 2
(Bipolar  and  Field  Effect)

P P P V I t f V I t f   
 (A.10) 

Power diode losses are also divided in conduction losses and switching losses as 

described in (A.7). Conduction losses are evaluated via (A.11) 

2
ON D AV D RMS= ( , ,...)   (Diode)P V v T I r I  (A.11) 

Related to switching losses of power diodes, there are not ON transition power 

losses and the switching losses are only evaluated for the OFF transition. The diode 

OFF transition losses are due to reverse recovery and expressed as: 

SW Max rr B S

1
=   (Diode)

2
P V I t f  (A.12) 

Reverse recovery current Irr also influences in power switches losses, because 

reverse recovery current appears during ON transition. However Schottky diodes are 

 

Fig A.1 Switching power losses estimation during ON and OFF transition for power transistors. Power 

losses triangular approach presented. 
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typically used in power converters where reverse recovery losses can be neglected and 

also conduction losses are reduced respect to conventional diodes. 

Resistive losses are calculated with the RMS current flowing through the 

capacitors and inductors. The power losses on the capacitors are dependent on the ESR 

and in for the inductor the series resistance RL. 

2
RL L RMS=P R I  (A.13) 

2
ESR RMS=ESRP I  (A.14) 

The total losses of the converter PLOSS;T are the sum of all the power losses of the 

individual power switches, diodes and resistors. The power converter efficiency is the 

division between the output power Pout and the input power Pin 

out out

outin out LOSS,T

LOSS,T

1
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1

P P

PP P P
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A.3 Power device rating 

The power devices used in a power converter should be correctly rated in order to 

choose the correct device for the application. During this subchapter basic rating 

concepts will be presented. The power devices are typically rated for: 

 Voltage. 

 Current. 

The voltage and current ratings should be fulfilled different working modes: 

Maximum, RMS or AV. The power device ratings are also influenced by the device 

temperature and also for the working ambient temperature. As a brief analysis main 

device necessary specifications are defined: 

 Transistors (S). 

o VMax: Not to overcome breakdown voltage 

o IMax: Maximum device current for a limited time. 

o IRMS: Maximum RMS device current for steady state operation. 

 Diodes (D). 

o VMax: Maximum voltage not to overcome breakdowm voltage. 

o IAV: maximum AV device current under steady state. 

 Inductors (L) 

o IAV, IDC= Maximum AV current and indication of stored magnetic 

energy on the inductor. 

o IRMS: maximum RMS current. Conduction power losses and limitation 

for wire burning. 

o IMax: Maximum instantaneous current, related with saturation and 

decrease of the autoinductance value. 

o VMax: Maximum voltage related to isolation requirements and saturation. 

o Frequency: Working frequency is related with magnetic power losses. 

Different material selection (ferrites, iron powders...) 

 Capacitors (Cap) 

o VMax: Maximum voltage limit not overcharge capacitor. 

o IRMS: Maximum RMS current. Related with power losses and heating of 

the capacitor. 
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o Frequency: Working frequency of the capacitor. Higher working 

frequencies reduce voltage capability of the system. 
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Annex B                                                           

ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF ACTIVE BALANCING 

SYSTEMS 

Annex B presents main analysis and design equations for active balancing 

systems. The active balancing systems are modelled with under ideal system evaluation. 

The RMS and AV values of main currents will be defined. Each component design 

equations are defined. Furthermore each component voltage and current ratings are 

defined. 

The analysis and design will be held for intramodule and intermodule devices 

presented in Chapter 4. The analysis will express the behaviour of different components 

during each time interval of a complete switching period. 
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B.1 Intramodule balancing systems 

Intramodule balancing systems analysis will be divided between design process 

and interval analysis. The design process gives the main equations to define all the 

circuit component values as inductors and capacitors. The interval analysis of 

intramodule systems will be held under assumption of equation (4.3) where the DCM is 

guaranteed, and 3 time interval periods are obtained: [ TON=DTS ; T1=D1TS.;T2=D2TS ]. 

The interval analysis gives the necessary waveform analysis to calculate RMS and AV 

values with equations presented in Annex A.1 and calculate power losses via equations 

of Annex A.2. Interval analysis also presents main values for power device rating.  

B.1.1 Single core Flyback 

B.1.1.1 Design process 

Single core Flyback design process only calculates the magnetizing inductor L of 

the primary side of the core. DC (D ≤ DC), N and ICb,W are parameter designs presented 

in equations (4.3)-(4.5). Inductance value is them calculated as: 

2
M s M

Cb,W C,W

D T
L= -1

2

V V

I V

 
  
 

 (B.1) 
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Fig B.1. Single core flyback intramodule active balancing system current paths during TON, T1 and T2 
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D1 period is directly related to the module voltage VM and the weak cell voltage 

VC,W. D2 is the DCM guaranteeing period. 

M
1 2 1

C,W

D
D = ;   D =1 D D

N

V

V
   (B.2) 

B.1.1.2 Interval Analysis 

Single core flyback time interval analysis will be focused on the current value 

analysis for the weak cell and strong cells components for TON, T1 and T2 periods. Main 

current waveforms are presented in Fig 4.3 and interval current paths are highlighted in 

Fig B.1. The current values are referenced to the peak current or current variation value 

in the primary magnetizing inductor. 

M
pk s= = DT

L

V
I I  (B.3) 

With the knowledge of each period D, D1 and D2, and the peak value of the 

currents presented in Table B.1, RMS and AV can be calculated via equations presented 

in Annex A.1. The resulting analytical equations are not presented to reduce document 

complexity. The maximum instantaneous values are calculated when the module is fully 

charged VM=VM,Max→Ipk,Max. Maximum value is necessary for power device rating. 

B.1.2 Multiple core parallel connected Flyback 

B.1.2.1 Design process 

The design process of the multiple core parallel connected Flyback is focused on 

the determination of the value of the magnetizing inductance of the primary side Ln of 

each of the parallel connected transformers. DC (D ≤ DC), N and ICb,W are determined 

via balancing system design, as well as the number of cells n inside the intramodule 

system. The inductance Ln is defined as: 

Table B.1 Current distribution for each time interval TON, T1 and T2 for the single core flyback 

 L S1 DW DS Annex A.1 

TON Ipk Ipk 0 0 Triangular 

T1 0 0 IpkN 0 Triangular 

T2 0 0 0 0 Constant 
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2
M s M

n

Cb,W C,W

D Tn
L = -1

2

V V

I V

 
  
 

 (B.4) 

The D1 period and D2 period are defined as: 

M
1 2 1

C,W

D
D = ;   D =1 D D

N

V

V
   (B.5) 

B.1.2.2 Interval Analysis 

The interval analysis of the multiple core parallel connected flyback permits to 

know the current distribution for the different time intervals TON, T1 and T2. The current 

distribution and the time interval knowledge permits to evaluate the RMS and AV 

values for all the different system devices. 

The current distribution is calculated dependent on the peak current or current 

variation generated during TON on a single core. 

M
pk s

n

= = DT
L

V
I I  (B.6) 

The maximum values for device rating are calculated with module voltage 

VM=VM,Max. 
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Fig B.2. Single core flyback intramodule active balancing system current paths during TON, T1 and T2 
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B.1.3 Multiple core series connected Flyback 

B.1.3.1 Design process 

During the design process of the multiple series connected Flyback, the 

magnetizing inductor Ln of the primary side of each transformer is designed. The Ln 

value is defined DC (D ≤ DC), N and ICb,W are determined. 

2
M s M

n

Cb,W C,W

D T
L = -1

2n n

V V

I V

 
  
 

 (B.7) 

D1 and D2 value is different for each series connected cell [D1,i, D2,i]. The highest 

D1 value is for the weak cell case. 

Table B.2 Current distribution for each time interval TON, T1 and T2 for the multiple core parallel 

connected Flyback. 

 Ln S1 DW DS Annex A.1 

TON Ipk Ipkn 0 0 Triangular 

T1 0 0 IpknN 0 Triangular 

T2 0 0 0 0 Constant 
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Fig B.3. Multiple core series connected flyback intramodule active balancing system current paths during 

TON, T1 and T2 
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M
1,i 2, 1,i

C,i

D
D = ;   D =1 D D   i=[1,n]

nN
i

V

V
   (B.8) 

B.1.3.2 Interval analysis 

The evaluation of RMS and AV values for multiple core series connected Flyback 

is different for each element that conducts during period D1 Fig B.3. The current 

behaviour is modelled based on peak current of the primary side magnetizing inductor 

Ln and resumed in Table B.3. Maximum values for component rating are calculated for 

VM=VM,Max. 

M
pk s

n

= = DT
nL

V
I I  (B.9) 

B.1.4 Multi stacked Sepic 

B.1.4.1 Design process. 

The design process of the Multi Stacked Sepic consists on the definition of Lin, Ln 

and Capn. During the balancing system sizing process DC (D ≤ DC), and ICb,W are 

defined for a module working point. Lin and Ln are defined by solving equations (B.10) 

and (B.11). 

   
  
 

2
M s n in M

Cb,W

n in C,W

D T L +nL
= -1

2L L

V V
I

V
 (B.10) 

1Cin

n C

DL
=

L D
 (B.11) 

Equation (B.11) is obtained by the assumption presented in equation (B.12). The 

relation between the average current and the ripple current is kept equal for inductors Ln 

and Lin. This approximation is generally used in Sepic circuit design. 

Lin Ln

Lin,AV Ln,AV

I I
=

I I

 
 (B.12) 

Table B.3 Current distribution for each time interval TON, T1 and T2 for the multiple core series connected 

Flyback. 

 Li S1 Di Annex A.1 

TON Ipk Ipk 0 Triangular 

T1 0 0 IpkN Triangular 

T2 0 0 0 Constant 
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The capacitor value Capn is defined by the assumption that the voltage is kept 

constant. The capacitor voltage value is defined by (B.13). 

i-1

Cap,i M C,k
k=1
i>1

=V V V   (B.13) 

To maintain the voltage constant the resonant frequency of the LC tank has to be 

much smaller than the switching frequency Fr<<FS. During the Thesis work a relation of 

40 (FS=40Fr) has been implemented. With this approximation, Capn is defined by 

equation (B.14). 

   
n 2

r in n

1
Cap =

2 F nL +L
 (B.14) 

D1 and D2 periods are defined by: 

M
1 2 1

C,W

D
D = ;   D =1 D D

V

V
   (B.15) 

B.1.4.2 Interval analysis 

The interval analysis of the Multi Stacked Sepic converter permits to evaluate the 

RMS, AV and maximum limits of all the elements. The current values for each period 

will be approximated with the current values of 3 inductors: The weak cell inductor LW 

the strong cells inductors Li i≠W and the input inductor Lin. Due to trapezoidal waveform 

of the current during D and D1 periods Fig 4.6, the interval analysis will be done with 

the initial current value I0 and the ripple current value ΔI. The equations for the different 

inductors are: 

M
Li L,W S

n

= DT
L

V
I I    (B.16) 

M
Lin S

in

= DT
L

V
I  (B.17) 

 M S 1
0,Li

i

DT D+D
=

2L

V
I   (B.18) 

 M S in 1 i 1 in 1 in
0,Lw

i in

DT DL D L D L n+D L
=

2L L

V
I

 
  (B.19) 

 
 

 M S in 1 i 1 in 1 in M S 1
0,Lin

i in i

DT DL D L D L n+D L DT D+D
= n+1

2L L 2L

V V
I

 
  (B.20) 
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The current paths during intervals are presented in Fig B.4. The analysis of time 

period T1 clarifies that only the weak cell receives energy. The capacitor charge balance 

equation also gives that if the strong cell diode average currents are zero, the strong cell 

inductors current are also zero. Fig 4.6 represents the strong cell inductors current with a 

zero average value. 
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Fig B.4. Multi Stacked Sepic intramodule active balancing system current paths during TON, T1 and T2 
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The ripple current ΔI and initial current I0 value for the RMS, AV and maximum 

analysis is presented in Table B.4. 

B.1.5 Multi Stacked Zeta 

B.1.5.1 Design process 

The Multi Stacked Zeta design process is equivalent to Sepic process, and 

calculates the Ln, Lin and Capn values via equations (B.10)-(B.12) and (B.14). The 

constant voltage supported by the capacitors is different and is expressed by equation 

(B.21). 

i

Cap,i C,k
k=1

=V V  (B.21) 

D1 and D2 periods are expressed by equation (B.15). 

B.1.5.2  Interval analysis 

The interval analysis of the Zeta converter, combines with the D,D1 and D2 period 

result permit to evaluate the RMS, AV and maximum values during a switching period. 

Table B.4 Current distribution for each time interval TON, T1 and T2 for the Multi Stacked Sepic. 

 LW Li Lin S1 Annex A.1 

TON 

ΔI = ΔILi ΔI = ΔILi ΔI = ΔILin ΔI = n ΔILi+ ΔILin 

Trapezoidal 
I0 = I0,Lw I0 = I0,Li I0 = I0,Lin 

I0 = I0,Lin+            

(n-1)I0,Li+ I0,Lw 

T1 
ΔI = ΔILi ΔI = ΔILi ΔI = ΔILin 0 

Trapezoidal 
I0 = I0,Lw I0 = I0,Li I0 = I0,Lin 0 

T2 I0 = I0,Lw I0 = I0,Li I0 = I0,Lin 0 Constant 

 DW Di CapW Capi Annex A.1 

TON 
0 0 ΔI =- ΔILi ΔI =- ΔILi 

Trapezoidal 
0 0 I0 = -I0,Lw I0 =- I0,Li 

T1 

ΔI = n ΔILi+ 

ΔILin+ I0,Lin+            

(n-1)I0,Li+ I0,Lw 

0 
ΔI = (n-1)ΔILi 

+ ΔILin 
ΔI =ΔILi 

Trapezoidal 

I0 = 0 0 I0 =- I0,Lw I0 =- I0,Li 

T2 0 0 I0 =- I0,Lw I0 =- I0,Li Constant 
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The equations representing current ripple and initial current (B.16)-(B.20) and the 

expressions presented in Table B.4 are equal for the Sepic and the Zeta. However, the 

current waveform in the series connected cells is different for each system. The current 

distribution is highlighted in Fig B.5. 
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Fig B.5. Multi Stacked Zeta intramodule active balancing system current paths during TON, T1 and T2 
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B.1.6 Multi Stacked Isolated Cuk 

B.1.6.1 Design process 

The design process of the Multi Stacked Cuk intramodule system relies on 

defining Ln, Lin, Capn and the split capacitor for the Cuk configuration named CapCuk. 

The transformation ratio N, critical duty cycle DC (D ≤ DC) and the weak balancing 

current ICb,W are defined during the balancing system sizing process. Lin and Ln are 

calculated by solving the equations (B.22) and (B.23). 

2 in
M s n 2

M
Cb,W

2 n in C,W

nL
D T L +

N
= -1

2N L L

V
V

I
V

 
    

  
 

 (B.22) 

21Cin

n C

DL
= N

L D
 (B.23) 

(B.23) is obtained maintaining the relation of average current and ripple current 

between Ln inductors and input inductor Lin. Capacitors Capn and CapCuk maintain their 

voltage constant. 

i

Cap,i C,k
k=1

Cap,Cuk M

=

=

V V

V V


 (B.24) 

The voltage of the capacitors is constant due to the resonant frequency is much 

lower than the switching frequency Fr<<FS. The capacitor values are set to: 

   

2

n 22 2
r in n

Cuk n

1 N
Cap =

N 2 F nL +N L

Cap nCap





  (B.25) 

D1 and D2 periods are defined as 

M
1 2 1

C,W

D
D = ;   D =1 D D

N

V

V
   (B.26) 

B.1.6.2 Interval analysis 

The current paths for intervals D, D1 and D2 are presented in Fig B.6. The analysis 

of the current during different intervals permits to obtain the RMS, AV and maximum 

values for different circuit components. The analysis is presented as for the Sepic and 

Zeta converters by the analysis of the initial current I0 and ripple current ΔI of the 
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circuit inductors. The equations (B.27) to (B.31) give current ripple and initial current 

values. Table B.5 gives main values for the RMS and AV analysis. 

M
Li L,W S

n

= DT
NL

V
I I    (B.27) 

M
Lin S

in

= DT
L

V
I  (B.28) 

 M S 1
0,Li

i

DT D+D
=

2NL

V
I   (B.29) 
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Fig B.6. Multi Stacked Isolated Cuk intramodule active balancing system current paths during TON, T1 

and T2 
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 2
M S in 1 i 1 in 1 in

0,Lw

i in

DT DL D N L D L n+D L
=

2NL L

V
I

 
  (B.30) 

 
 

 
2

M S in 1 1 in 1 in M S 1
0,Lin 2 2

i in i

DT DL D N L D L n+D L DT D+D
= n+1

2N L L 2N L

V V
I

 
  (B.31) 

Table B.5 Current distribution for each time interval TON, T1 and T2 for the Multi Stacked Isolated Cuk. 

 LW Li Lin S1 Annex A.1 

TON 

ΔI = ΔILi ΔI = ΔILi ΔI = ΔILin 
ΔI = n ΔILi/N+ 

ΔILin 

Trapezoidal 

I0 = I0,Lw I0 = I0,Li I0 = I0,Lin 

I0 = I0,Lin+            

(n-1)I0,Li/N+ 

I0,Lw/N 

T1 
ΔI = ΔILi ΔI = ΔILi ΔI = ΔILin 0 

Trapezoidal 
I0 = I0,Lw I0 = I0,Li I0 = I0,Lin 0 

T2 I0 = I0,Lw I0 = I0,Li I0 = I0,Lin 0 Constant 

 DW Di CapW Capi CapCuk Annex A.1 

TON 

0 0 ΔI =- ΔILi ΔI =- ΔILi 
ΔI =               

- n ΔILi/N 

Trapezoidal 

0 0 I0 = -I0,Lw I0 =- I0,Li 

I0 =               

-(n-1)I0,Li/N - 

I0,Lw/N 

T1 

ΔI = n ΔILi+ 

NΔILin+ 

NI0,Lin+            

(n-1)I0,Li+ 

I0,Lw 

0 

ΔI = (n-

1)ΔILi + 

NΔILin 

ΔI =ΔILi ΔI = ΔILin 
Trapezoidal 

I0 = 0 0 I0 =- I0,Lw I0 =- I0,Li I0 = I0,Lin 

T2 0 0 I0 =- I0,Lw I0 =- I0,Li I0 = I0,Lin Constant 
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B.2 Intermodule balancing systems 

Intermodule balancing systems will be analysed as the intermodule system with a 

previous subchapter related to the design equations of the main components and the 

switching periods D, D1 and D2 calculation. During the interval analysis main current 

paths will be presented to analyse the working behaviour of the balancing systems. The 

AV and RMS values of the currents can then be calculated via Annex A.1 analysis. 

B.2.1 Series connected Flyback 

B.2.1.1 Design process 

The design process of the parameter values of the series connected Flyback 

requires an iterative process in order to obtain the magnetizing inductor value Ln, the 

critical DC and the average weak module current IMb,W. 

The design process starts with the definition of the critical voltage situation for the 

series connected modules VM,W and VM,S. The iterative process is defined for a constant 

Ln value. Consecutive different iterative processes could be performed to evaluate 

behaviour under different Ln values. After that the maximum duty cycle is defined 

(DMax=1) and the iteration process starts. As it is presented in Fig 4.15 during TON only 

the strong module is switched On, generating a current variation of amplitude Ipk in the 

module current IMb,S,pk. 

 
M,S

Mb,S,pk S

n

= mDT
L m 1

V
I


 (B.32) 

Ipk is reflected to the secondary side of all the other module transformers as the 

initial current magnitude for T1 period IT1,0. 

T1,0 Mb,S,pk=I I  (B.33) 

The highest voltage module cancels first the current generating the first period T1,1 

of the whole T1 time period. During each T1,z period the initial current IMb,j|T1,z and the 

current variation in each module ΔIMb,j. After each module current reaches zero, the 

module current slope changes. The iterative process is finished when all the currents 

reach zero for T1 period. If TON + T1 is smaller than the design switching period TS the 
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iteration is valid, and the highest obtained D is the critical duty cycle DC. The flow chart 

methodology is presented in Fig B.7. 

B.2.1.2 Interval analysis 

The interval analysis of the series connected Flyback intermodule system will 

present the current paths of the balancing system during each time interval. The 

previous design process analysis where each interval currents IMb,j|T1,z, interval variation 

currents ΔIMb,j|T1,z and each interval times TON, T1=[T1,1+T1,2+...+T1,m-1], and T2. Each 

interval analysis permits to evaluate the RMS and the AV values for each element 

currents. For further topology understanding an analysis example of a 4 series 

connected module battery pack is presented in Fig B.8. The battery pack is composed 

for a strong module (4
th

 module), and consecutive weaker modules until the weakest or 

weak module (1
st
 module). 

 

Fig B.7. Flow chart criteria for determination of the critical duty cycle of the series connected Flyback 

intermodule balancing system 
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Table B.6 presents the current distribution for each interval with the expressions 

to calculate the RMS and AV values. An analysis for m series connected modules is 

easily scalable. 
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Fig B.8. Series connected flyback intermodule balancing system current path analysis for a specific 

situation of 4 modules battery pack 
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B.2.2 Parallel connected Full bridge 

B.2.2.1 Design process 

The design process starts with the definition of the balancing capability by the 

IMb,W and DC definition (4.50) and (4.51). If D=[DC≤D≤0,5] is defined as a constant 

switching period DC is the time period where the power transistor conducts current. The 

series inductor Ls is the only design component and is defined as: 

 
 

2
M,S M,W s

S M,S C

Mb,W M,S M,W

D T
L =    (D D )

V V
V

I V V





 (B.34) 
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Mb,W M,S M,W
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D1 is defined for half a period, as the gate signals for the full bridge converter are 

180º delayed. 

 
 

M,S M,W

1 2 1 C

M,S M,W

D = D   D =0,5 D D    (D D )
V V
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 (B.36) 

1 C 2 CD =1 D    D =0    (D D 0,5)    (B.37) 

B.2.2.2 Interval analysis 

The interval current analysis presents the necessary equations for the RMS and 

AV current calculations for the Full bridge intermodule balancing system components. 

The current path distribution for different time periods is presented in Fig B.9 and it 

Table B.6 Current distribution for each time interval TON, T1 and T2 for the series connected Flyback 

intermodule balancing system. 

  SS S3 (D3) S2 (D2) SW  (DW) Annex A.1 

TON  ΔI = IMb,S,pk 0 0 0 Triangular 

T1 

T1,1 
0 ΔI = ΔIMb,3|T1,1 ΔI = ΔIMb,2|T1,1 ΔI = ΔIMb,W|T1,1 

Trapezoidal 
0 I0 = IT1,0 I0 = IT1,0 I0 = IT1,0 

T1,2 
0 0 ΔI = ΔIMb,2|T1,2 ΔI = ΔIMb,W|T1,2 

Trapezoidal 
0 0 I0 =  IMb,2|T1,1 I0 =  IMb,W|T1,1 

T1,3 
0 0 0 ΔI = ΔIMb,W|T1,3 

Trapezoidal 
0 0 0 I0 =  IMb,W|T1,2 

T2  0 0 0 0 Constant 
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could be seen that the current only flows from the strong module to the weak module. 

The current analysis is described taking into account the peak current value from the 

mdoules and series LS inductors: 

M,S M,W

pk C

S

= D    (D D )
2L

V V
I


  (B.38) 

M,S M,W

pk C C

S

= D     (D D 0,5)
2L

V V
I


   (B.39) 

The current distribution analysis is presented in Table B.7. 

 

TON 

 

T1 

 

T2 

Fig B.9. Parallel connected Full bridge intermodule balancing system current path analysis for TON, T1 

and T2 for TON+T1+T2=TS/2. For second interval [TS/2,TS] complementary switches are activated. For 

D>DC the interval T2 is not presented. 
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Table B.7 Current distribution for each time interval TON, T1 and T2 for the parallel connected Full bridge 

intermodule system TON+T1+T2=TS/2. If D>DC T2 =0. The interval analysis is repeated for interval 

[TS/2,TS]. TON=D/TS for D<DC and TON=DC/TS for D≥DC. 

 LS SS [SS and DS] SW[SW and DW] Annex A.1 

TON Ipk -Ipk Ipk Triangular 

T1 Ipk Ipk Ipk Triangular 

T2 0 0 0 Constant 
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Annex C                                                     

PROTOTYPES 

During this chapter thesis work prototype photographs will be presented. 
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C.1 Intramodule balancing systems 

 

Fig C. 1 Single core Flyback. 

 

Fig C. 2 Multiple core parallel connected flyback. 
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Fig C. 3 Multiple core series connected Flyback. 

 

Fig C. 4 Multi stacked Sepic 
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Fig C. 5 Multiple stacked Zeta. 

 

Fig C. 6 Multiple stacked Isolated Cuk 
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C.2 Intermodule balancing systems 

 

Fig C. 7 Series connected Flyback 

 

Fig C. 8 Parallel connected Full bridge 
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C.3 16S1P modular balancing system 

 

Fig C. 9 Mixed intermodule intramodule balancing system prototype with self-supplied duty cycle 

generators. 
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Fig C. 10 Schematic and PCB print of the mixed intramodule and intermodule balancing system 
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Fig C. 11 16S1P modular lay out. Each 4 cell module is assembled with the mixed modular balancing 

system for a high modularity battery pack. 
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Fig C. 12 16S1P battery pack inside the Prebatem temperature chamber with passive balancing system 

with passive balancing and active balancing connected 
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